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Egypt will v

return bodies

of 11 soldiers
By JOSHUA BRILLIANT
Jerusalem Bost Reporter

J3EKRSHEBA. — Egypt will return'
the remains of 11 IDF soldiers found
near the Sues Canal, the head of the
Egyptian delegation to the Joint
Military Commission, Brig. Gen
Safi e-Din Abu ShnaT said here
yesterday.

.
The bodies were found during

work on enlarging the Suez r^ni
and Will be returned at El-Arish next
week, he said.
: A senior Israeli source described

development during yesterday's
talks.

_

’ The discussions included
preliminary arrangements for
supervising the military .aspects of
lhe- pen.ee agreement

. and

econd stage of the Israeli
Withdrawal to the El-Arlsh-Raa
Mohammad line.

Tat A2uf Dov Sion, head of the
Israeli delegation, said that the
thilltary chaplain’s men will
probably visit the site.' They know
where the missing men fell and may
toe able to establish whether these
(are their bodies. These precautions
fare -taken, because Egypt had

B
- returned more coffins
were missing men. Israel
led 23 soldiers missing
Yom Kippur War of 1973
from previous clashes. An
on of the remains returned
has established that some

Were not those of IDF soldiers. . v
! At yesterday's meeting Israel
Egypt also agreed to set up a sub-
committee to discuss how to super-
Mae the . limitations on military
forces set in the peace agreement.
^Article V of the agreementcalls fora
IUN force in the area.
Abu Shnaf said yesterday: "We

must continue our cooperation with
the UN." But the Soviet Union
served notice that It will veto the ex-
tention of UNEF's mandate when it

comes before the Security Council.

U.S. $ now IL25
Post Economic Reporter

The price of the U.S. dollar broke
the IL25 mark yesterday, as the
Israel pound slid to IL25.1 per dollar,

a drop of 2.3 per cent since the start

of the month.
The biggest devaluation of the

Israel pound this month has been vis

a vis the German mark,: Against
which it has fsUea byAa percent, to

13.3 marks. During thesarpe period

there has been » | per cent drop
against the British pound, to A52.7*

and a -L4 per cent and 3 per cent

decrease in value against the Swiss

franc and Japanese yen, respective-

ly- •• • : •••••'
.

HeatwayewiD
abate slighly

By MICHAL YUliELMAlU ,

Jerusalem Pest Reporter

The humid beat wave oppressing
most parts of the country forthe last
few days reached its climax yester-

day and a slight relief will be felt to-

day. .

The temperature rose yesterday to

five degrees higher than tbe normal
at this time of the year. The high
yesterday, waa 32 centigrade in
Jerusalem, while .today's maximum
is expected to be 80.

Tomorrow will bring further relief
as the temperature continues to

drop. The Mediterranean was
almost calm yesterday, but a snappy
northwestern wind will whip waves
up to a metre today.

U.S. said furious over settlements

Vance: Soviets ‘certain’

to veto UNEF renewal
By WOLF BUTZEK

Jerusalem Post Correspondent

WASHINGTON. — UJ3. Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance yesterday return-
ed to Washington from the Vienna
summit convinced that the Soviet
Union Is "almost certain" to use its
UN. Security Council veto to block
the extehtion of the UNEF mandate
in Sinai when it expires in July.
According to U.S. officials, the

Soviets demonstrated some new
willingness to cooperate in easing
certain regional tensions, including
in southern Africa Indo-China.
But the Soviets were not en-
couraging whatsoever during the
discussions, on .the Middle Blast.

As a'result, 1the Americans arenow
moving alj out to' make
arrangements for a substitute mul-
tinational peacekeeping force to
patrol Sinai following the
withdrawal of UNEF. Several op-
tions are currently under considera-
tion. Consultations with the Israeli
and Egyptian governments are also
underway.

ADL leaders report:

Special 'Middle East negotiator

Robert Strauss, in the meantime,
will visit the Middle East during.the.

first week of July to participate In.

the next round of autonomy
negotiations.— .

Officials here yesterday disclosed

that Strauss is also likely to include
stopovers. In Jordan and Saudi
Arabia during the visit. The U.S. Is

still anxious to try to win over
"moderate" Arab support for .the

peace treaty. That will be the major
purpose of the Strauss visits to Am-
man and Riyadh.
Ike Stele Department yesterday ex-

pressed "concern" over reports that

Israel planned settlement activity at
Karnei SOemron, approximately If
kilometres west ot Nablus. A spokesman
said that the DA. was looking Into press
reports of the settlement .activity there.

DA. officials are said to be furious,ever
the latest wave of settlement activity on
the West Bank. Thereis reportedly serious
consideration being given In the Stele
Department to toagter actions against
Israel — beyond the stiff diplomatic
protests— should the settlement activity

continue-

May spread to North

Egged strike to

continue today

Jerasalemltes on Jaffa Road try to have their fingers do their walk-
ing, as they and thousands of other residents stranded by the Egged
bus strike in the capital took to the sweltering streets yesterday to
walkor tramp to their destinations. (Eihamr — zoom m

Likud MEs air complaints

in meeting with Begin

Sympathy of U.S. public

eroded by settlement policies
By ABRAHAM RABINOVICH

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Report* of a serious erosion in
American public sympathy towards
Israel as a result of settlement
policies in the territories will be
transmitted to Premier Menahem
Begin by leaders of the Anti-
Defamation League of the B’n&i
B’rith who arrived here yesterday.
- Nathan Perlmutter, ADL national

director, told a press conference that
editorial criticism tn the U.S. on the
most recent settlement, Ellon
Moreh, was virtually unanimous.
"When there is a near unanimity

of hostility, one has to be taking it

seriously," he said.

Perlmutter noted that, with
American presidential elections, ap-
proaching, potential candidates are
gauging public opinion before com-

ing out with positions on controver-
sial issues.

Be said, however, that despite an
increasing number of "don’t knows"
in American public opinion polls,

Israel 'remained the most popular
Middle Eastern country.
ADL national chairman Maxwell

E. Greenberg said that Ellon Moreh
Jarred American opinion because “it

had the quotient of appropriation or
confiscation" of Arab property.'
Perlmutter added that the apparent
absence of a security motive made
the settlement's establishment dif-

ficult for American opinion to
accept-
(Greenberg strongly criticised the

Carter administration for declaring
the Israeli settlements in the
territories, including Ellon Moreh,
as illegal. (Conttnned on page 2. coL 4)

By ASHER WALLFISH
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Prime Minister Menahem Begin
last night stoutly defended his
government's policy in the face of a
flood of complaints from his Likud
colleagues, many of whom warned
that the Likud might lose the next
election. He was addressing the
Likud faction.

Begin said that the standard of liv-

ing of the individual had steadily im-
proved though he conceded that the
economy faced certain difficulties.

The government could not allow the
prices of basic commodities to keep
rising and it would have to halt Infla-
tion, he said.
The premier also said that Israel

had not agreed to any withdrawals
which were not in the context of

peace and that Judea and Samaria
would never revert to foreign rule.

Moah^ Arens, of the Herat wing In

the Likud, said that instead of the
government attaining its economic
objectives, the deficit In the balance
of trade had widened and inflation

had soared to astronomical heights.

Arens said that as long as immigra-
tion was not maintained as the
responsibility of one particular
cabinet minister, it would be obvious
that the government was not taking
ahya seriously.
Pessah Grupper, of the Liberal

wing, said that the government was
its own worst enemy. The arguments
between the various cabinet
ministers were paralysing the work
of the Likud faction.

Other speakers in the meeting
made the following points:
Zaima.il Shoval: (La'am) : "The

Likud will fail in the next election if

the public feels that this government'
is powerless to bring about
changes."
Yig&l Cohen (La'am): "Cabinet
ministers behave like children in a
kindergarten squabbling over per-
sonal issues*, not even political
issues.”

Mordechai Zipori (Herat): "If we
cannot settle between BO and 100.000
souls InJudea and Samaria, we shall
be finished there."
Halm Corfu (Herat) : "We are let-

ting the nation down because we are
incapable of keeping our mouths
shut. All the ministers should fire
their spokesman and let the Prime
Minister's Office be spokesman for
everybody."

Yigal Hurvifez (La’am) : "I appeal to
Prime Minister Menahem Begin to
behave like a master In his own
house."

Menahem Savidor (Liberal)

:

"One-third of our faction is busy un-
dermining the policy of the
government." (a reference to the
La'am wing).
Sarah Doron (liberal): "By say-

ing we may not return to power in
the next election we ourselves are
spreading defeatism and desponden-
cy.”
Hi I lei Seidel (Ahdut) : . "If the

Alignment gets back into power we
shall not be able to dislodge it again
for generations."

YosefRom (Herat): "We have not

yet succeeded in eliminating the
system of lies in wage agreements
which grew up over the past 30

years.” •.

By ALAN ELSNER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

The Strike by Egged bus
drivers which paralysed
Jerusalem yesterday will con-
tinue in the capital today and
spread to other areas of the
country, a spokesman for the
.dissident "national members
committee" told The Jerusalem,
Post yesterday evening.
The spokesman refused to reveal

which geographic areas would be
affected. However.’ a meeting of ac-
tivists in the committee, which has
its power base in the North, took
place in Haifa yesterday evening.
There were strong Indications that
Haifa, and possibly other northern
towns, would be hit by a bus strike
today.

Meanwhile, a source in the
Transport Ministry said that some
100 emergency "back-to-work
orders” had been prepared and
would be served personally to strike

leaders this morning.
The strike is the result of a dispute

between the official Egged manage-
ment and the opposition "national
members committee" which is
fighting for “better pay and working
conditions for the members." The
management opposed yesterday's
strike in Jerusalem. Yosef Karako, a
member of the national secretariat,
said yesterday that strike leaders
would be brought before an internal
Egged disciplinary committee and
punished.
The national committee has called

for a mass meeting of its supporters
this morning in Egged'headquarters
in Tel Aviv. A committee spokesman
said that "if as much as one striker

la pumsned, we will call a strike
- from Metulla to Eilat immediately."

Transport Minister Haim Landau
reacted Immediately yesterday
when It appeared that no buses were
running in the capital. "There is law
and order in this country and the
ministry will act to preserve them,"
he said.

A Transport Ministry source said
that the names and’addresses of the
memberswho will be served with the
back-to-work orders this morning
were supplied to the ministry by
Egged management.- However, the
ministry now has the problem of
tracking down each of Its 100 targets

individually, so that the orders can
be served to them personally.
Egged management and the

national committee continued to
wage a war ot words yesterday over
the strike's success. Karako claimed
that’ only a small percentage of the
drivers supported the strike call but
that strike leaders locked the park-
ing lots so that drivers who wanted to

work were unable to get their
vehicles onto the road.
"A few did actually succeed In

driving their buses but the public at-

tacked them both verbally and
physically and they were forced to
return,” he said.

But the national committee
spokesman dismissed this claim and
said that the strike had won 100 per
cent support. "The members no
longer support the management and
the mass meeting will prove it." he
claimed.
Although the situation is confused,

it seems clear that . the strike will

both continue and spread, with a
showdown between the two groups
anticipated this morning at Egged.

Hitchhiking was the order of the day
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Jerusalem discovered yesterday
that it was not petrol-short Los
Angeles as virtually every private
vehicle in the city, was pressed Into

service because of the Egged bus
strike. The result was clogged
arteries, paralysis especially during
the rush hour.
Almost as critical -as the absence

of buses was the lack of police to sort

out massive snarls at street intersec-

tions.

Hitchhiking was the order of the
day and drivers generally proved
magnanimous in stopping to pick up
passengers. With shared taxis
barred from Jerusalem— as a result

of Egged's pressure — ordinary tax-

is were the only form of public
transportation available.

Absenteeism was reported by

many firms to be high, and atten-
dance at the Hebrew University was
also sharply affected. A number of
salaried Egged drivers who opposed
the strike put their buses Into service
but they were soon stopped and
returned to the garage.

Mayor Teddy Kollek sent a
telegram to Transport Minister
Haim Landau calling upon the
government to intervene in the dis-

pute.

Jerusalem's Egged drivers are at
odds with the national management
of the bus cooperative, claiming that
the capita) lacks 300 drivers and new
buses. The Jerusalem drivers say
the inadequate service they must
provide because of these shortages
bringB public hostility down upon
them.

Negotiators toil over

autonomy talks agenda I ‘Political command’ formed at

Dairy shortages on tap

as farmers cut supplies
. . Jerusalem Post Stall *

HERZLIYA. — Israeli, Egyptian
and American officials worked late

into last night on a Hat of issues for

an agenda for the autonomy
negotiations, which are to resume
here In full session next week.
Israelispokesman Dan Pattir said

earlier in the evening that he could

report no substantial progress dur-

ing the daytime talks. But at the

same time, he ' added cryptically,

. “we are not marking time. We are

continuing to work."
The delegates relaxed between the

day and night working sessions at a
dinner given in their honour at the

Tel Aviv Dan Hotel by Interior

Ministry Director-General' Haim
Knbersky.

Pattir described the -atmosphere

at the as “open and informal ...

moat friendly and cordiaL"
The officials met at the Accadia

Hotel here, where the full-scale

negotiating session will be held next,

week. Representing Israel were the

legal aide to the Foreign Ministry,

Dr. Meir Rosenne, his successor-

designate, Prof. Ruth Lapidot and

the Army's chief of planning, Aluf

Avraham Tamil-. Egypt'steam com-
prised Mousse Amr and Ibrahim
Wahbf of the Cairo Foreign Ministry,

and army Colonel Mohammed Riad.
The senior U.S. official was State
Department Israel Desk Officer
David Korn. The talks will continue
through this morning.
The three Egyptians, who arrived

by military airpraft at Ben-Gurion
Airport, were the first of their coun-
trymen to have Israeli entry visas
stamped on their passports.
Pattir told reporters that he ex-

pected Egyptian Prime Minister
Mustapha Khalil would attend the

negotiations next week, and that

Prime Minister Menahem Begin
would pay Khalil a courtesy call

befitting bis rank. In the past, the
talks have been troubled by a«

protocol dispute because Khalil, the
head of Egypt's full delegation, out-

ranks Israel’s' chief delegate.
Interior Minister Dr. Yosef Burg.
Alan Eisner reports from.

Herzliya:
r

The arrival of three Egyptian of-

ficials yesterday to take part in
preparatory talks for next week’s

(Goottmted on page 2, cel 4)

Syria-Iraq unification talks
Jerusalem Post stuff

and Agencies

BAGHDAD. — Presidents Ahmed
Haasan al-Bakr of Iraq and Hafez
Assad of Syria ended their unifica-

tion talks inBaghdad yesterday with
the formation of a joint political

command.
* The command, to be beaded by
Bakr and Assad, will have the task of
coordinating the foreign. Arab,
defence and economic policies of

Iraq and Syria, which are ruled by
rival wings of the Arab Socialist

Ba’ath party.
The new command replaces the

higher political council which the

two countries .agreed on at their

reconciliation summit in Baghdad
last November.
The official announcement of the

new command fell short of men-
tioning the reunification of the ruling
Ba’ath party, which was the
declared'aim of Bakr’s and Assad’s
talks since last Saturday as a
prelude for a "constitutional union”
between Iraq and Syria.

Iraq’s information minister,
nevertheless, made clear that the
target set by the two presidents
remained a merger Into "a single
state." He said that the two sides
“have agreed on the establishment
ofa single state, with a single central
authority, a single head of state, a
single cabinet and a single army.*'

In statements- to newsmen after
the closing session, both Bakr and
Assad conceded that an immediate
union had foiled to materialize from
their talks. Assad flew back to Syria
immediately afterwards.
“We decided to continue the un-

ification march without haste, and in
firm and confident steps," Assad
said.

"We had aspired for greater steps.

But what was achieved is in itself a
big achievement," Bakr said.

Bakr added that any step taken on
the road of Arab unity was tan-

tamount to regaining part of the
Arab nation's “usurped right, both in

Palestine and in other Arab lands."

ilYamit residents name their price: IL4m. for a family of four
By HARRY WALL

Jerusalem Post Reporter

1 YAMXT. — A family of four which
has lived in Yamlt for four years
would, according- to the terms
prepared by the Residents' Council,

' receive approximately £L4m.~ in

compensation for having to evacuate

;

the city.
- A document entitled '“Criteria for

the evacuation of Yamlt," drafted

with the legal assistance of former
Justice Minister Haim Zadok, was
delivered on Monday to the Prime
Minister's Office for government
consideration. Under terms of the

peace treaty, Israel must withdraw
’ from Yamit and the other Sinai

if. Settlements by September 1982,

jtohen the remainder of the Sinai i> to

: tie handed over to Egypt,

k ; The criteria require the govern-

\tnent to provide each Yamlt
Vomeowner with the .

amount needed
to purchase a comparable fiat in one

pf 10 localities. Included In the list

yere: Netanya, Herzliya, and

Ramat Eshkol in Jerusalem. Since

most of-the Yamlt residents live in

garden flats, it is estimated that a
comparable unit would - cost more
than ILl.BSn.

The criteria was in response to an
offer made last month by the com-
mittee headed by Ell&hu Ben-
Eliss&r, director-general of the
prime Minister's Office (then charg-

ed with handling the Yamlt case) , to

award each family the equivalent of

a housing unit in .Arad. The" Ben-
Ellssar proposal was unacceptable

to the Yamlt council asfewresidents
expressed interest In relocating to

another development town.

Compensation for variables such

as length of time in Yamlt, age of

adult residents, and size of family

were rated according to a point

system with each unit valued at

rr ,i00,000. Under this formula, a cou-

ple with two children would be eligi-

ble for six points, or ILAOO.Ooo.

Residents 30 years old and over

would receive additional compensa-

tion. the council’s rationale being
that readjustment problems in-

crease with age. Five points, for
those 50 years and older, is the max-
imum allocated.

Points are . also accumulated an-
nually for each full year of residency
in the town. Conceivably', a founder
who arrived in 1975, and decides to
remain until September 1982, would
be eligible fof 28 points, or rL2.8m.,
in addition to property compensa-
tion. .

Whether or not the government
agrees to the value of each point, the

system is expected to remain* the
criteria for evaluation. .

The draft also provides that each
worker would receive employment
compensation totalling 700 per cent

of his highest gross monthly salary.

The government is also being asked
to Insure that all employment
benefits are transferred to the new
place of employment and to finance,

if necessary, the cost of Job training

and career-oriented education..

Another stipulation Is that all per-
sonal and business loans be frozen as
of September 17, 1978, when the Camp
David accords were announced, un-
til one year after the Yamlt resident
is relocated.
A special paragraph lor new im-

migrants asks that the time spent in

Yamit/iot be counted toward any im-
migration rights that they did not

use. . .

The draft did not go into detail on
the question of private enterprises,
suggesting instead that the govern-
ment deal with each case separately.
It called, however, for businessmen
to be reimbursed for any lost income
since September 17, 1978 until five

years after leaving Yamlt.
The council also asked the govern-

ment to pay an advance of Ua.Bxn.,
by July 31, to anyone wishing to

leave Yamit Immediately. The
government would also pay for any
expenses involved in relocation as
well as legal and accounting fees
during the negotiations.

Finally, the draft specifies that all

compensation awarded should be tax
exempt and linked to the Cost-of-
Livisg index.
The text was drawn np and read to

residents in closed committee coun-
cil sessions because the represen-
tatives feared that publication of
tbelr demands would create
negative publicity. As a result, not
all of those eligible voted on the draft
prior to its presentation to the
government.
The legality of the residents 1 coun-

cil representing the community has
been challenged by a second group,
which has organized itself intoan Ot-
toman society specifically for the

purpose of negotiating with the
government. Representatives of the
group claim that the residents' com-
mittee has no legal status as a
negotiating body. The Ottoman
society, representing some 80
families, intends to present its own
criteria to the government within the
next two weeks.

By ALAN ELSNER
and SHLOMO MAOZ

Jerusalem Post Reporters

TEL AVIV. — Milk, dairy products,
potatoes and poultry were still

available yesterday afternoon, but
shortages on dairy shelves are ex-
pected to be noticed today following
cutbacks in supplies on these items
by the country's farmers. They are
protesting against the government's
failure to stop subsidizing imported
frozen beef.

Chickens and potatoes are ex-
pected to begin running in short
supply by the end of the week.
The Moshav Movement's

economic division chairman. Arye
Betzer, told The Jerusalem Post that
the farmers would Intensify their ac-
tions tomorrow, announcing their

planned steps tonight.

“At this point, we have concen-
trated on cutting down the milk
supply to the main towns while main-
taining it at normal levels in
development areas," Betzer said. He
stated that “we do not want to cause
such a shortage that there won't be
enough milk for babies to drink."
Yitzhak Landersman, director-

general of Tnuva, reported that his

dairies received about 30 per cent
less milk yesterday than normal.
"Demand was also slightly higher
than usual because there was a
small amount of panic buying," he
said.
Betzer said that the supply of

potatoes and chickens had been cut
off completely. "The cold storage

houses for chickens have been shut,
and none are now reaching the
shops. The Marketing Board has a
small stockpile of potatoes," he said,

"but it will soon run out."
A spokesman for the Agriculture

Ministry stated that the ministry
"supports the farmers.” He
qualified his remark by saying that
the ministry was not in favour of hur-
ting the public, but added that "this
is the consequence of the
government's failure to remove the
subsidy on Imported beef which is

bringing agriculture to its knees."
Subsidies are scheduled to be dis-

cussed at next Sunday's cabinet
meeting.
Meanwhile, the Treasury has of-

ficially asked the Knesset Finance
Committee to approve a ILS33m. ex-
pansion of the budget for subsidies to

maintain prices at current levels.

Freezing of imported beef prices has
already cost the state ZL200m., and
IL400m. more has been spent to keep
other food items from rising In cost,
in accordance with Premier
Menahem Begin’s declared policy.
The Treasury's latest request

breaks down to TL340m. for milk,
lL25m. for eggs and IL62m. for
chickens. Failure to increase prices
since the government’s decision to

freeze them last February has
meant that subsidy levels have risen

to 90 per cent for bread, 75 per cent
for milk and 50 per cent for frozen
chicken. The government's declared
policy had been to lower subsidies to

the 20-25 per cent range.

‘Little Israel to play giant

Soviets’ in cage final tonight

The Post goes to the beach—

5

Someone is on the job at the seaside in North
Dow* have a deal for you. A wsy to keep

m touch with events in Israel when you

return home It's called the Jerusalem

Post -International Edition, air-mailed

worldwide every week with the latest

news, features end photos

One conv»tu«nT spot to like out a sub-

.

!

scriptiem .is the offices end show-room ot

the Best of Israel mternsttonel consumers

club located smack in the middle of Td
Aviv’s hotel area Stop in “day

Subscription headquarters for the

-fertiufem Post International Edition in the

Td Aviv hotel urea -

BEST OF ISRAEL Ini. Consumers Club/
108 Hayarfcon St..

Tol-Aviv.

Tef; 03-244058. 03-239380

By HAIM SHAPIRO
Jerusalem Post Reporter

A visit to the seaside in the North
proves there Is some hope for the

country's beaches. Even when
thing" are far from perfect, there is

at least evidence that someone is on
the Job.

Acre, 11*0, some litterj tor, chang-

ing rooms, shade, deck chairs IL10
(plus IL5 deposit), small kiosk,

pizzeria.

The moot striking thing about this

- beach is the sound. Music is broad-

cast over loudspeakers and in

between the records are adver-

tisements: “You deserve a rustic

wedding."
It is surprising that no ope has yet

complained to the courts about this

blatant exploitation of the consumer
— or perhaps the people of Acre like

that sort of thing.

As in Haifa, there are spacious

changing rooms and showers, with a
mi charge lor clothing deposit. The
toilets were not quite so clean.

The beach is covered with a fine

patina of Utter and a bit of tar seems

to have crept up from the waterline.

The ball players here kept well away
from the sun baihers and those who
took advantage of the extensive

shade facilities.

.

For the hungry there was & kiosk

with light snacks! In a towering

building abutting the beach there

was also a pizzeria. The same

building held a wedding hall (not

that advertised). Evidently those
who run this beach don't let any
possibility pass them by.
Nahariya, 1L25, fairly clean, tar,

changing rooms, showers, shade,
deck chairs 1L10, kiosks, swimming
pool
This is the super-organized beach

of Israel, with a swimming pool only
a few hundred metres from the
seashore. Another large Indoor
swimming pool is under construc-
'Uon. At one end of the beach is a
special area for children's games
and adult gymnastics.
Elsewhere there are trees and ar-

tificial shade, deck chain, paved
walks, and large outdoor restaurants

and snack areas. With all this
organization, -however, there seems
little energy left to pfpk up the litter.

The bathing area in the sea Is

rather small and there are lumpa of

tar around it. It also suffers from the
smell of fish. Nearby is a sailing

cove, which seems to have be^n
taken from the bathing area.

There is the general atmosphere of

a park, hut considering the costs, the
beach could be better kept. Only
later I learned that Nahariya also
has a free beach, south of Ga’aton,
which is said to be clean, but has no
facilities other than a few kiosks.
- This beach is used almost ex-
clusively by local residents, I was

(Conttnudd on png* S. CpL 2)

By ROBERT ROSENBERG
Jerusalem Post Reporter

A classic showdown between a
small but agile all-star Israel basket-
ball team and a towering — but
slightly less agile — Soviet team, is

expected tonight as the two face off

in the final match of the prestigious
European Basketball Cham-
pionships in Turin, Italy.

“We’ve got nothing to lose," said
Steve Kaplan to The Jerusalem'Post
yesterday in a telephone call to th$

national team's hotel in Turin. “We
said that the night we played
Yugoslavia — the world champions
— and we won. So we’ll say it again."

Indeed, after beating Yugoslavia.
Czechoslovakia and Spain, three in-

ternational basketball powerhouses.
Israel has emerged as the major sur-

prise of the tournament, and the

darling of the Italian sports press.

"Little Israel to play giant
Soviets," "Israel conquered the red

shirts from Spain," "Little Israel
entered the medallion zone," and
"Israel is the surprise of the
tourney,” were some of the
headlines that were splashed across
Italian news pages the past week.
Retired Tel Aviv Maccabi coach

Ralph Klein, who led the Macs to

their stunning victory for tfte

European Cup of Nations in 1977, nas
parlayed the strengths of the
national team — one of the smallest
In Europe — toward one of the pin-

nacles of the sport outside the U.S.

Klein's impressive gamble to rest

his first string team in Sunday
night’s match against the Soviets
may have cost Israel that game. But
In retrospect, it virtually guaranteed
them a challenging role in the
playoff berth. Israel lost, 92-71. but
the next night -the entire team
gathered in the stadium at Turin to

(Continued on page (• Col- 1)
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The Weather
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Destinations

AM3TEKDAM.
MUSSELS
BUENOS AIKE3
CHICAGO
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HELSINKI
HONGKONG
JOHANNESBURG
LISBON
LONDON
MADRID
MONTREAL
NEW YORK
OSLO
PARIS
RIO DE JANEIRO
SAO PAULO.

TORONTO
VANCOUVER
VIENNA
ZURICH.
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Offices in Israel

Tel Aviv, 53 Ben Yehuda St,

(03)243355.

Jerusalem, 30 Jaffa St.

(02)228868/233192.

Haifa, 2 Sea Road. (04)84655

THE WEATHER

Forecast: Clear, warm, and humid.

Yesterday's Yesterday's Today's
Humidity Min- Max Max

Jerusalem 29 18—32 30
Golan 19 19—34 82
Nahariya 71 19—29 28
Salad IB 23—32 30
Haifa Port 74 24—29 28
Tiberias 28 23—39 87
Naz.ireih SI 20—34 30
Afutn a 22—38 33
Shomron SB 20—31 80
Tel Aviv 73 22—29 28
B-G Airport 49 21—33 32
Jericho 22 22—41 38
Gas.i 82 22—29 28
Beersheba 19 37 30
Eilat 14 20—42 40
Tiran Straits IB 29—40 89

SOCIAL & PERSONAL

Knesset Speaker Yitzhak Shamir,
and the Knesset clerk, Netanel
Lorch, have received Invitations to
attend the opening session of the
Parliament of Europe in Strasbourg
in April 1980. The Parliament has
just been elected.

Interior Minister Yosef Burg met
with French Ambassador Marc
Bonnefous yesterday at Burg's of-

fices In Jerusalem.

Lord Janner of Leicester, president
of the Zionist Federation of Great
Britain and Ireland, celebrates his

87th birthday today (and not as
reported yesterday).

Dr. Elihu Richter, of the Depart-
ment of Medical Ecology, at the
Hebrew Unlversity-Hadassah
Medical School, will speak on "Road
crashes and an action planned for

Rotazy'' at the Rotary meeting in the
YMCA at 1 p.m. today.

Rav Aluf (Res.) Halm Laskov, the
IDF ombudsman, will speak on
problems of his work at the Haifa
Rotary Dub's weekly meeting at the
Nof Hotel at 1 p.m. today.

ARRIVALS

Jacques Torczyner, president. World
Union of General Zionists, for meeUngs of

Zionist General Council.

Mrs. Raymond Stlbcratcln. national
treasurer. American Mizrahi Women, to

attend Zionist Genera) Council.

Julius Weinstein, president of the Zionist
Revisionist Organization and the Zionist

Federation of South Africa and Mrs.
Weinstein; Ellas Blankcnfcld. secretary-
frrneral of Herat Hatzohar in Brazil; Alex
Gurary, member of Herat Hatzohar ex-

ecutive in Brussels, for the Zionist General
Council and Jewish Agency Assembly.

HOME NEWS

UNIFIL officers in

PLO pay, IDF charges
By JOSHUA BRILLIANT
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — UNIFIL officers were
bribed to help Palestinian terrorists
in various ways, a senior IDF source
told military correspondents here
yesterday.
UNIFIL surrenders to the PLO's

demands, the IDF source charged.
The Palestinians maintain 10

bases in the UNIFIL-controlled
zones, and these bases and 500 metre
strips surrounding them are out of
bounds to UNIFIL, he said.
Inside them there ore 400 to 600

terrorists equipped with light mor-
tars and rocket propelled grenades,
the source continued, denying
UNIFIL estimates that there are
only 200 to 400 Palestinians In
southern Lebanon.

The armed Palestinian groups use
force to get whatever they want, and
"UNIFIL surrenders to them. It

never happened otherwise,” he said.

The source recalled that UNIFIL
officers have been caught filming
military positions in the Christian,

held enclaves in southern Lebanon
but said that he was not sure pictures
were passed on to the Palestinians.
However, he said, UNIFIL men have
been buying winter clothes in Israel

and selling them to the Palestinians.

On the other hand, UNIFIL head--

quarters look askance at any
cooperation with Haddad, he said.

UNIFIL headquarters were em-
barrassed when Lt. Col. Alfred Gom
was caught Friday smuggling arms
for the terrorists, he noted.

IDF, PLO in heavy artillery duel
Jerusalem Post Staff

METULLA. — Palestinians and IDF
gunners exchanged artillery fire In

Upper Galilee yesterday. There was
some property damage in Israel, and
one person was slightly injured.
PLO forces opened fire at about 10

a.m. with several Grad Katyusha
rockets, launched from the Arkoub
region of South Lebanon, apparently
behind UNIFIL lines.

Chief of Staff Rav Aluf Raphael
Eitan was immediately Informed of

the attack and ordered reprisals.
Heavy Israeli fire was heard
throughout Upper Galilee.

Military sources In Tel Aviv said

that the terrorists maintain some 70
cannons in South Lebanon, all out-

side the UNIFIL zone. One of them, a
133-mm. gun capable of hitting
targets near Acre, was attacked by
IDF planes an Monday afternoon.
UN headquarters in Jerusalem

yesterday announced that two Fijian
soldiers were wounded on Monday
during an attack by “armed
elements," a euphemism for Palesti-
nian forces who attacked a UNIFIL
pqsition south of Tyre on the coast.
Both men were reported In satisfac-
tory condition.

Ashdod V oil may be aJ

by too much salt water

Licted

By ALAN ELSNER
and JOSEPH MORGENSTERN

Jerusalem Post Reporters

TEL AVIV. — Salt water seepage
from the bore hole Into the Ashdod V
oil test drill may not make the find

commercially unfeasible. The
Jerusalem Post has learned from a
reliable source. A previous find in

the area encountered similar dif-

ficulties. but was shut down, despite
the high quality of the petroleum,
only because quantities were Insuf-

ficient.

Energy Minister Yitzhak Moda'i
yesterday confirmed that oil had
been found, but would not comment
on its commercial potential. He said
tests were being made to determine
the level of salt water concentration.
On the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange,

Paz Oil Exploration shares rose a
substantial 6.1 per cent on the
strength of rumours that a sizeable

field had been located.
From the field itself, lt was

reported that the drill broke through
to a depth of 2,700 metres and into

the hydromite level for the first time
yesterday morning. Oil had
previously been discovered at higher
levels of the same bore but not in

commercial quantities.

Moda'i spoke yesterday at the
opening of the Belfer Centre for
Energy Research in Ramat Aviv,
where he said that new discoveries
could only alleviate but not solve the
country’s energy problems. "The
fact la that the world la running out
of sources and new discoveries can-
not make up the loss,” he' said.

Sheli components become single party
By MARK SEGAL

Post Political Correspondent

TEL AVIV. — The Shell electoral

bloc yesterday announced that its

component groups were merging
into a single party.- and set a
September convention date.
MK Uri Avnery said the. move's

timing was not incidental, but In

response to the emergence of clear
totalitarian overtones In the Likud,
resulting from loss of confidence in

the government, collapse of its

economic policies, declines in opi-

nion polls and impasse at the peace
talks. He believed that many of the
disenchanted 200,000 who voted for

the DMC in 1977 would now look to

Shell because of its peace policy and
progressive social programme.
MK Meir Pa'll urged support for

an augmented Sheli, as a watchdog

even If the Labour Alignment is

returned to power. W&lld Sadik
spoke of Shell's task In enabling
Israeli Arabs to serve asa bridge for
peace between Israel and its
neighbours. He denounced what he
called the repression against them
today. . .

Avnery announced that Sheli will

soon hold a “public trial" of

Agriculture Minister Ariel Sharon.
"The bench, to be composed of
prominent jurists, public figures and
historians, will consider Sharon's
record, Including the attack on Gaza
In 1955, his handling ofPOWs during
the Sinai Campaign, the rebellion

against him by soldiers in his unit

that same year, forced evacuation of

Beduin from the Yamit area and
various aspects of his extensive es-

tate," Avnery explained.

30%-40% decline

in IDF fatalities
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVTV. — Chief of Staff Rav Aluf
Raphael Eitan’s measures to im-
prove discipline led to a 30 to 40 per
cent decline In fatal casualties in

I97B/9. a senior IDF source told

military correspondents here yester-

day. Training standards have also
improved, the source added.

Stiff sentences were passed
against soldiers who stole weapons
and sold them, and one soldier was
jailed for seven years. On the
average, one gun is lost daily, but
over half the lost weapons are
returned.

'

The army also reported an In-

crease In volunteers for regular ser-

vice. But the limited budget prevent
hiring many men. A soldier who
signs up for military sendee costs
the army IL750.000 a year, the
source said.

DEPARTURES

Israel Olympic Committee heads,
Yitzhak Ofek and Yitzhak Caspl. to attend
International Olympic Committee
meeting in Puerto Rico.

No child payments
for those who don’t

file tax returns
Post Economic Reporter

Child allowance payments will be
cut off to all those failing to file an in-

come tax return, following a decision
taken yesterday by the Knesset
Labour and Social Affairs Com-
mittee. The measure Is directed at
some 50,000 self-employed, who have
not been filing tax returned. Dov
Niger 1 an income tax official, told

the committee. ....
The new measure will be effective

for two years, after which the mather
will be re-examined. During the
debate on the measure, opponents of
the plan argued that it would crimp
the National Insurance
organization's Independence, and
that a clear demarcation should be
maintained between it and the In-
come tax office. Those favouring the
proposal argued that the ends
justified the means, saying that one
who shirks his national tax duty
should not he able to enjoy financial
benefits from the state.
Those who have not yet filed

returns have a 30-day grace period In
which to do so.

Wingate Physical Education
and Sports Institute

Ministry of Education and Culture
Sports and Physical Education Authority

Nat Holman Trainers
and Counsellors School

Registration has begun for 1979/80 one-year Trainers' Courses

in the following sports:

Basketball
Handball
Volleyball
Football (Soccer)
Physical Fitness

Adult Gymnastics
Boys’ Gymnastics
Tennis
Swimming

The courses will be conducted at the Wingate Institute's Trainers and Counsellors School
between October and June, twice weekly, from 3.00 to 8-15 p.m.

Registration closes on August 1, 1979

Particulars and registration at the Wingate Institute's Trainers and Counsellors School-
Tel: — 053-92931

053-28015

053-36336
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Accadia Hotel wontera hurry to get the flags flying right yesterday
in Herzliya before the delegations arrive for autonomy negotiations.

(Lester J. Miliman)

.

AUTONOMY TALKSAGENDA
(Continued from page 1)

round of autonomy negotiations
passed almost unnoticed in this
seaside resort town.
At about 9 a.m., Accadia Hotel

staff raised Israeli, Egyptian and
American flags outside the entrance.
A few minutes later, it was noticed
that the Egyptian flag had been hung
vertically Instead of horizontally,

and the stars and strips were flutter-

ing bravely in the breeze, but upside
down — a sure omen of disaster ac-
cording to American newsmen at the
scene.
The flags were quickly righted

before the arrival of Ibrahim
Wahba, Amre Moussa of the Egyp-
tian Foreign Ministry, and Colonel
Mohammed Rlad of the Defence
Ministry.
One armed guard manned the

hotel entrance hut made no attempt
to check people entering the lobby.
Moat guests seemed totally unaware
that another round of International
diplomacy was under way In the
banquet hall of the hotel.

'

The autonomy talks themselves,
scheduled to resume next Tuesday,
will also take place at the hotel, and.
will be attended by Egyptian Prime
Minister Mustapha Khalil.

Egyptian journalists visit

Ben-Gurion’s grave, B’sheba
By HARRY WALL

Jerusalem Post Reporter

SDE BOKER. — Twenty Egyptian
journalists stood in. the broiling sun
yesterday and paid their respects to

the late Premier David Ben-Gurion.

The Egyptians, mostly military
correspondents for television, radio
and leading publications, had ac-

companied their country's delega-
tion to the joint military talks held
yesterday In Beersheba. Following
the opening session, the journalists
were taken on a tour of the city and
then to Sde Boker,where Ben-Gurlori
is burled.

"We respected him as a great
statesman," said Mohammed

Khalef Allah of “October'*
magazine, "and we appreciate the
importance Ben-Gurion had to your
people."
The Egyptians were taken on a

tour of the Ben-Gurion University
Desert Research Institute by its

director, Prof. Amos Richmond.
They were shown projects for passi-

ble cooperation between Israel and
Egypt in desert architecture and
algae farming.
"We were particularly impressed

by what you have done here to.

reclaim you< desert .f'.-’SraM-

Mohammed Abdul Mosein of "A1
Ahram.” "I’m sure thatwe cSn find

many areas where we will work
together in developing our land.*'

Gov’t to present case for Eilon Moreh
By JOSHUA BRILLIANT
Jerusalem Post Reporter

The government will present today
to the high court of justice Chief of
Staff Rav Aluf Raphael Eitan's
statement that occupation of the
Eilon Moreh hill is important for
Israel's security.

The letter will be presented as part
of the response to 17 Arab
residents contesting the military
government's requisitioning 800
dunams of their land. Three Justices
will consider the appeal this mor-
ning.

Eitan's statement says occupation
of the hill contributes to security

because lt enables control of impor-
tant roads. (Eitan was obviously
referring to control of the
southeastern approaches to Nablus
and the hill enables control of the
northern flank of the strategic road
cutting across Samaria from Kfar
Kasaem to Tapuah.)

A military source denied there was
tension between Eitan and Defence
Minister Ezer Welzman over the.

statement. Welzman had voted in the
cabinet against the establishment of
a civilian settlement at that site. But
he did not oppose military presence
there, sources close to Welzman
noted.

Knesset House C’tee hears
Zamir list Flatto charges

By ASHER WALLFISH
Post Knesset Reporter

Attorney-General Yitzhak Zamir
said yesterday that he would order
an Inquiry into any political party, if

substantiated bribe charges were
lodged against it.

U.S. PUBLIC
(ConUnued tram page 1)

"The whole timing and manner of
establishing settlements may be the
subject of debate, as it is in Israel."
he said, "but we deplore the efforts
of the Carter administration to
describe them as illegal. This is a
very debatable issue of law."
Greenberg said that be was not

prepared to assert that the
settlements were legal but that he
could firmly declare that there was
no'clear case of illegality because of
the manner in which Jordan had
taken title to the West Bank after
1948. He took exception to the state-
ment by Theodore Mann, chairman
of the President's Conference, that a
U.S. Jewish consensus regards
settlement on the West Bank as
necessary and legal.

He said that there had been no'poll
of members of the President's
Conference on the subject. Mann's
remark, he said, had been "an off-
the-cuff opinion."

Carter's repeated assertions that
the settlements constitute an
obstacle to peace, said Greenberg,
were themselves an obstacle to
peace. "The repeated drumbeat of
criticism by Carter encourages the'

rejectionists."

Greenberg said that the ADL
leaders would not advise the Israeli
government what its policies should
be. He said that the government
should not be guided by American
public opinion in deciding what is In
Israel's national interests, but that it

should take that opinion Into con-
sideration as a relevant factor.
The ADL leaders ore here to at-

tend the organization's annual
national commission meeting, which
will be held at the Jerusalem Hilton
hotel through June 25.

Zamir told the Knesset House
Committee that he had not probed
any election lists other than that of
Samuel Flatto Sharon. Answering
MKs' questions about his request
that the Knesset remove Flatto 'a

parliamentary Immunity to stand
trial, Zamir said he had not yet
charged the other two suspects,
Jacques Benaudis and Ya'acov
Halfon, because it would have been
unfair to Indict the aides without
their employer. It would also have
been pointless to hold two separate
'trials, he added.
The attorney-general said that the

committee's sole criterion In con-
sidering his request, should be
whether it was politically motivated.
But a majority of the committee

voted that Zamir must answer their

questions on the substance of the in-

dictment. The attorney-general then

listed the following charges:
• Dimona residents said that Flatto
had promised a local group ILlOO.OOO
to finance their municipal election

campaign. Also in Dimona, he
promised to build 260 apartments for

low-cost rental.
• A Netanya resident said the MK
promised to pay the rent on his box-

ing club and buy equipment for it if

he would vote for his list and per-
suade others to do so.

Some of the 3.500 people on the

MK's payroll who were paid for ser-

vices did not commit offences, but
those who were paid merely to in-

fluence others to vote for Flatto

acted illegally, Zamir argued.
When an election candidate

promises the voters that a road will

be paved or a park made, lt is

legitimate, because the promise is

made to the public, and does not
leave voters with personal monetary
.or other benefits, Zamir stressed.

Benaudis said: "The police and
prosecution are trying to make out
as though I, Halfon and Flatto got

together in a conspiracy like that of
the Elders of Zion, and fashioned a

. plot to take over the Knesset like the

elders allegedly tried to take over
the world."

Next Tuesday the committee will

hear the MK's attorney, Yitzhak
Lalo.

Hebron city hall ‘closed’

to prevent public meeting
By IAN BLACK

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Security forces yesterday
prevented a public meeting from
taking place* In the Hebron
municipality building. The gathering
was called by Mayor Fahd
K&wasma to discuss the continuing

presence of Kiryat Arba women in
the town's Hadassah building and
other areas of dispute.
Kawasma was informed by the

military government on Monday
night that the meeting would not be
permitted; nevertheless,
preparations went ahead yesterday
morning. Some 200 prominent
residents of Hebron, including
lawyers, religious leaders and
businessmen were Invited.

Soldiers set up road blocks at the

entrances to the city and refused to

allow invitees and journalists to

pass. At about 11 a.m. the
municipality building was declared
a closed military area and only

municipal employees were per-
mitted to enter.

Kawasma told The Jerusalem
Post in a telephone interview that

soldiers had entered his second floor

office and evicted a number of peo-
ple. He claimed that the deputy
military governor of Hebron came
into the room brandishing a wooden
baton and a gun.
The mayor, who spoke as troops

were still cordoning off the building,

said that he was not angry that the
meeting had been banned. "We have
come to expect things like this under
occupation." he explained.

Kawasma confirmed that he had
been told for the second time in &
month that the military government
would not grant him permission to
visit Jordan on municipal and
private business. He said that he had
been given no explanation.

The mayor also revealed that one
week ago the authorities rejected his
request to visit the U.S. He had been
invited by the U.S. Organization fw
Medical and Educational Needs,
which provides humanitarian
assistance to Palestinian refugees in

the West Bank and Lebanon.

It was the second time this week
that the military government bann-

ed a political meeting in the ad-

ministered territories. On Sunday,
troops fired over the heads of

demonstrators In Nabluswho sought

to march on the new Gush Emunlm
settlement at Ellon Moreh. There
was no violence yesterday in

Hebron.
In a statement issued this week.

Rabbi Meir Kahane's Kach move-
ment called for "reclaiming an
Jewish property in Hebron, im-
mediate Jewish settlement In all

major cities of Judea and Samaria
and completion of an exchange of

populations, with Arabs resettled in

their own lands or In the West."
Kach activist Yosef Dayan of

Kiryat Arba has also written Judea
and Samaria commander Tat-Aluf
Binyamin Ben-Eliezer, protesting

the ban on Kahane's entry Into

Hebron. "No government has the

right to ban any Jew from any part

of Eretz Ylsrael," the letter asserts.

Restrictions lifted on Bir Zeit stores

Jerusalem Post Reporter

The West Bank military govern-
ment yesterday agreed to permit the
reopening of a number of shops in
Bir Zeit that were closed last month
after a spate of stone throwing on
Israeli vehicles in the area.
The authorities will also lift the

ban on visits by residents of the town
to Jordan and on visits by their

relatives in Jordan to Bir Zeit.

The decision to cancel the
measures came after a meeting on
Monday between the military gover-

nor of Ramallah and the mayor of

Bir Zeit. The measures were im-

posed in mid-May after Gush
Emunirn settlers from Neve Txuf en-

countered a barrier and hall ol

stones on the main road to

Ramallah.

No confirmation was available last

night of the continuing rumours that

the military government is con-

sidering punitive action against

West Bank mayors who have con-

sistently ignored standing orders not

to participate In political meetings.

Jerusalem youth counsellors

protest ‘police brutality’
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By BENNY MORRIS
.

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Some 100. municipal youth
counsellors met InJerusalem yester-

day to protest "police brutality"

against Benjamin Shltrit, who was
injured when he jumped from a third

floor balcony after claiming he was
taunted by police. They demanded a
permanent commission.be establish-

go

ed to deal with complaints qfpolice

bfiitaiifr*;
”

.Shltrit; 17, was/arrested by
Jerilsaifbm'

1
"police ' iTilne* li ’6h'

suspicion of theft. According to

Shltrit, he was Interrogated through
the night and the foUowlng day
without sleep or food, except for two
cups of coffee.

He alleges he was beaten and kick-

ed repeatedly, forced to stand for

long periods with handcuffed hands
held over head, and had his head
beaten against a wall.

Shltrit jumped from the balcony In

the Russian Compound as he was
about to be transferred back to the
Old CSty's Klshle police station. He
claims he was taunted by the two

policeman guarding him to

ahead and jump."
He suffered a fractured collar

bone and pelvis and Internal
haemorrhages, and was hospitalized

for six days.
Despite his injuries, he was return-

ed to Kishle after his release from
hospital. He was freed from jail

yesterday fallowing., the protest
meeting.
Shabbtrai Amedtj^tbe youth

counsellor's spokesman, said yester-

day- that complaint* • by youths;of
police brutality and maltreatment
were common, , and that counsellors

regularly complained to police

"through channels."
A police spokesman said yester-

day that a search of Shitrit'a house

uncovered clothing stolen recently

from a Jaffa Street clothes shop, as
well as stolen electrical appliances.

The spokesman added that following

the arrest and confession of one of

"Shitrit'a partners in crime," Shltrit

himself had confessed.
Amedi said the issue was not

Shitrit'a guilt but police treatment

while he was In custody.
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Reserve call-up exercise planned
ratio

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The IDF will hold a
public call-up exercise of reservists
shortly, affecting several thousand
people, the army spokesman an-
nounced yesterday.
When the exercise starts, on a date

which is kept secret, the codewords

for participating units are broadcast
on the radio or printed on leaflets

scattered from planes flying over
populated areas. Reservists who
recognize their unit's codeword are
required to report as soon as possible
to their unit's regular assembly,
posts, or reach the units directly..

HERUT HATZOHAR
World Executive

The unveiling of the tombstone of
our dear friend

SHL0M0 PERLA
(of Warsaw and Toronto)

Revisionist Activist In Poland
Prisoner of Zion

General Secretary of Herut Hatzohar in Canada
wifi 'take place on Friday, June 22, 1979, on

Har Hamenuhot in Jerusalem.

Relatives and friends of the deceased will meet at the
entrance of the cemetery at 9.45 a.m.
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Hadasaah Medical Organization
and the Medical Staff of The Hadassah-UnIversify

Medical Centre

The Sharett Institute of Oncology

express deepest sympathy to the family,

on the thirtieth day after the passing of

v;
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fife-:

Prof. AVRAHAM H0CHMAN ^
first head of the Department of Oncology,

We extend sincere condolences to our good friend

AVRAHAM MIONI
on the death of his

FATHER
Shiva at 528/13 Kiryat Josephtal, Naharlya.

palex Tears

Wc announce with sorrow the
.
death in Johannesburg.of

MARGARET CUMES
(nde Edelatein)

" “

who passed away courageously and peacefully.. -

Thelma WA1NER and Jack ZIVE
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hurt aliya, say Russians

2

By JUDY aUEORL
Jerusalem Post Report**

Eftf* former Prisoners of Son
yesterday warned that unless im-
mediate. and serious measures are
taken to alleviate Israel’s housing
problem, aliya will continue to be
minimal andthe dropout rate of Rus-
sian Jewish' emigrants will continue
to elimb. v

Xa*a letter sent to Prime Minio^
Menahem Begin and toWorld Zionist
Executive Chairman Arye Dulzin,
the firmer Prisoners of Zion «sH
that they hope that the government
and the Zionist General Council, now
meeting in Jerusalem, will give
urgent attention to the housing
problem.

It was signed by Boris Penson on
behalf of himself and Silva Zalman-
son, Eduard Kuznetsov, Wolf
Zfelxnanson, Israel ZaWflnmni ^rye
Hanoch, Anatoly Altman and HlHel
Butman.
While thanking the Israeli

authorities tor pressuring for their
release from Soviet prisons, they
asserted that absorption conditions
In Israel seem to have worsened in
recent-years. . Housing la difficult to
find, they, said, especially in places
where Jobs are available.

World Zionist Organisation aliya
department chairman Raphael
Kotlowits told delegates to the ZGC
yesterday that unless more are
found' for newly arriving ollm, the
country's

1 absorption centres will he
overflowing by Roah Hashana and
“we’llhave to tell them to stay at the
airport.”

‘

A budget totalling ILijOb.— two-
“«hs of it for aliya and absorption—
was tabled yesterday ,by WZO
treasurer .Akiva Lewinsky. {The
Jewish Agency budget Is TTutTiy tim^n
larger, and win be proposed at the
agency assembly meetings next
week.)
Lewinsky said that one-third of theWZO budget ,is set aside tor Jewish

education, and the rest for informa-
tion, organisation of the various
local Zionist federations, ad-
jubdfltratlon and other activities.
The. budgetis basedonan estimsteof
40,000 ollm arriving In the coming
year— 12,000 ofthem from the West.

The treasurer asserted that the
time -has come for ending the ar^
tifldal division of labour betweenthe
Zionists (of the WZO) and the ''non-
Ziarilsta” (of the Jewish Agency),
whereby the former receive the
money and the latter collect Ik “This
cannot go on/' he said.

MK Ylgol Allon, cbwtT"1?" of the
World Labour Zionist Movement,
criticized the gbvermnentfor Its long
delays in finding a solution to the
fight between the Agency and the
Absorption Ministry over .who win
control aliya and absorption.

“How many more years will go by
before the decision is taken on
the fate of the higher authority for
immigration and absorption?” he
asked, “How many months should be
required tor the battle wjlged among
the agency, the government, and the
local authorities over ’Project
Renewal’ to- rehabilitate slum
neighbourhoods?*’

Police investigating forged
Soviet immigrants’ documents

, By YORAM BAR.
Jerusalem Post

TEL AVIV. — Hundred^, .of
documents presented by new Im-
migrants from the Soviet Union to
universities, hospitals, the Ministry
of Interior and other institutions in
Israel will be checked to determine
whether they are forgeries, a senior
police source told The Jerusalem
Post yesterday.
A local businessman was remand-

'

ed by the Tel Aviv Magistrate’s
Court yesterday for 15 days after ad- -

znitting that in one of his three of-

fices there were printing plates of
stamps of the Soviet Foreign Office,
of Soviet public notaries a«d other
Soviet institutions.

Police inspectorHanoch Waaerxog
had asked- the court to remand
businessman Moshe Ofer for
questioning. The inspector said that
the source of the printing plates and
maker of the rubber stamps used for

faking documents must be' -dis-

covered; The police national head-
quarters fraud squad, headed by
Tat-Nttzav Binyamln Zigel, will han-
dle the investigation.
The scnm&iftjpm^ed'tWit tljere- is

no doubt that in the next few days
some people, who ore known by the
police to have used fraudulent
documents, willbe arrested. Certain
people are under suspicion because
their documents bear similar
stamps to the counterfeit ones found
in Ofer’a office.

According tothe source, the police
will have no choice but ttf question
many new immigrants from the

. Soviet Union who hold senior posts in
Israeli public office. “A very em-
barrassing situation might result
when it is discovered that many peo-
ple hold certificates which are In-

valid, because they have been Issued
to unqualified Immigrants, ” the
source said.

Sephardim protest ‘biased’ TV show
n •ifky « *-*

• Jerusalem Post Reporter :

TEL AVOT. «d UMters of the ZtonlsT
Movement, for Equality (ZALASH)
said on Monday they wouldgo to any
extremes to preventthe broadcastof
the television series on Zionism,
even if it takes mobilizing two
million Oriental Jews to stop the
broadcast.
Meanwhile, they will demonstrate

outside Television House in-
Jerusalem today against the
programme, which they say distorts

the role of Oriental Jewry In the
history of Zionism and portrays
them as passive or nonexistent. The

ask the - Highmovement will also
Court.oaf Justice^ for a-

ariSer.to ‘pnevehi
1
fhe’.pr

broadcast, its representative said.

ZALASH. leaders Nahum
Menahem,

,

Dr. 8am! Samocha,
Ya’akov- Elba* and others said the
TV series presents Sonism asa sec-
tarian Ashkenazi project and the
Israeli settlement as the work' of

European Jews. The series Ignores
the contribution of Oriental Jews to
Zionism in donating funds, purchas-
ing lands, immigrating illegally dur-
ing the British Mandate end acting
in underground organizations,
charged ZALASH.

Sex education symposium to open
By MICHAL YUDELMAN '

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVTV. — Sex education- in
Israel is far behind most enlightened
western countries, and only 25 per
cent of the country’s schools moke
use of the Education Ministry's
recommended sex education
programme, according. to Dr.
Emanuel Chleger, chairman of the

Israel Society for Sexual Education.
Chleger was speaking on Sunday

in advance of the visit of 75 experts
and doctors from North and South
America who, in addition to Israeli

experts, will attend the fifth Inter-

Hand grenade thrown
at Judean settlement
GUSH ETZION (Itim) .

— A hand
grenade exploded at the entrace to

the Bllezer settlement on the

Bethlehem-Hebron road In Judea
early yesterday morning, after it

was thrown at gate guards from a

passing car. There were no injuries

or damage.
The .

car from which the grenade

was thrown continued in the direc-

tion of Hebron. Security forces are

investigating. No arrests have been

made'.

SAILORS. — Thfe-U.S. Sixth Fleet

combat store ship, USS San Diego,

arrived in Haifa yesterday fora five-

day visit. The ship has a crew of 480.
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national Symposium on Sex Educa-
tion. The event will open Monday in

Tel Aviv's Forum Palace Hotel.

Some 450 delegates are expected, 150

from abroad.
Sexual trauma in childhood, the

parent as sex educator, stereotypes

In children’s literature, ' and
^widhood patterns in relation to

homosexuality are among the sub-

jects to be discussed during the four-

day symposium.
About 50 per cent of reported rapes

occur between people who know
each other, as a' result of lack of

adequate communication between
partners, and communication
problems and how to avoid rape In

such casep will also be discussed,

-Chleger said.

The Identity and sexual roles of

women in marriage and society will

also be discussed, and sex
counsellors will recount sexual
problems resulting from traditional

upbringing, he said.

Israeli Women tor Ida Nndel meet with AUia Begin at the prime minister's residence
yesterday to announce the proclamation of tomorrow as “International Ida Nndel Day.*’
Meeting with Mrs. Begin (right) age (from left): Bronia Herring; Hannah Bablnowlts;
Dana Friedman, Ida Nutlet's sister; and Ruth Bar-On, director of information for the
Israel Public Council for Soviet Jewry. (Carol Gootter)

‘Ida Nudel Day’ to be observed
By JUDY SIEGEL

Jerusalem Post Reporter
Two nuns from Philadelphia have

offered to move to Siberia to take
care of Prisoner of Zion Ida Nudel,
who la serving a four-year sentence
of internal exile because of her
struggle to come on aliya.

Tomorrow has been proclaimed
"Ida Nudel Day’’ by the Israel
Public ' Council for Soviet Jewry,
which has organized a benefit auc-
tion, petition-writing campaigns and
other events on her behalf.
At a press conference yesterday at

the prime minister's home Allza
Begin said that the 48-year-old
Jewish woman, who was sentenced-
by the Russians exactly a year ago
tomorrow, is living under un-
bearable conditions and in constant
fear. Mrs. Begin presented a
member of the Committee of Israeli

Women for Ida Nudel with the hand-
written speech that Prime Minister
Menahem Begin, delivered last
month at the ceremony turning El-
Arish over to the Egyptians. The
manuscript Is one of many items
that will be auctioned off at 8 p.m.
tomorrow in Tel Aviv's Asia House.
~ In addition to paintings con-
tributed by famous artists, other
items to be sold are an Aztec work of

art donated by President Yitzhak.
jNavon, a 8,500-year-old pitcher from
'Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan, and
'Agriculture Minister Ariel Sharon's
last command of the day to his unit

during the Tom Klppur War.

New compromise on

S^ik ^ftsiirance law- - i

*/v* . . • .

bs.il ndtosbKnesset Bepttrter.fn. Ti‘.i.

The Health Ministry has agreed to

a new compromise on the National
Health Insurance Law whereby the
sick funds would get more in-

dependence than originally en-
visaged.
This emerged on Monday In the

Likud executive when Zalman
Bhoval (La’am) demanded that
Likud chairman Avrahazn Sharir see
Health Minister EHezerfihostak and
ask why he changed his policy with
regard to the draft law for national

health insurance.
,

Bhoval said the government was
surrendering to heavy pressure from''

the sick funds, especially the
Hlstadrut's Kupat HoHm.

(Shoval and Shostak are on op-

posite sides of the fence as a result of

the split within the La'am wing of the

Likud.)

Bulgarian Communist
delegation on visit

Post Political Correspondent

TEL AVTV. — A top-level Bulgarian
Communist delegation Is visiting

•Israel as the guests of Rakah, Rakah
spokesman Uzi Burstein announced
on Monday.
The delegation Is led by Nicolai

Dribadzhakov, a member of the
Bulgarian Communist Party's cen-

tral committee and editor of Its jour-

nal “New Times.” The party in-'

eludes Information chief Boris
Abramov and external relations
department director Grigori
Krechmarskl. They are also schedul-
ed to meet with Mapam, Shell, and
Hlstadrut officials.

BEACHESINTHENORTH
(Continued from page 1)

told, especially for thelrNoarly mor-
ning ablutions.

Ichziv, free (1140 parkingT^clean,
no tor, small changing rooms, no
clothing deposit, large shaded area,

no chairs, kiosk with eating area.-

The sandynreg here is Immense,
with a wooden Walkway leading

-

down to the water area. Behind the

sand Is a large area of trees tor those

wishing to picnic.

The enormous shaded areas
provide room tor literally hundreds,

if not thousands of bathers. The sea

was pleasant and clean and the sand,

white, fine and spotless.

Far to the back, the simple self-

service kiosk provided snacks as

well as full meals at very low prices,

and permanent concrete tables and
stools st which to eat
There are few frills here, but

everything available is kept to

perfection.

Achziv National Park, JLM, litter,

no tar, changing rooms, Uttte shade,

no chairs, kiosk and restaurant

The major feature hero is a large

grassy area wrested away from Ell

Avlvi. Avivi. who moved Into the

abandoned village In the 1950s,set up
his own museum, hostel and holiday
centre, but the Sulam Tzor regional

council first allocated part of the

village to the Club Mediterranee auM
then wrested away all but one.

building tor the national park.

As tor the beach, it is narrow and
not very pleasant. Despite the en-

trance fee, not much seems to be

done to keep the beach free of litter. I

saw a large piece of metal in the

water ready to cut the toe of the un-

wary bather.

,

The only shade available was from

a rather ugly concrete structure that

seemed to serve no particular pur-

pose. Bathing is provided by two

enclosed pools which are calm and

clear. It Is' forbidden to swim out

beyond' the rocks enclosing these

pools.

One novel feature was a couple

who had come in their wedding
finery to take photographs among
the rocks- The photographer helped

the 'bride climb up and down to get

the right pose against the sea- She

was probably terrified of getting her

dress dirty. .

All in all, this little bit of seashore

seemed much more pleasantwhen it

was populated by the Dutch and Ger-

man beauties who used to hang out

at Eli Avlvi’s place. The romance is

gone, with nothing to take Its place.

The beach described yesterday

was the Carmel beach, and not aa publish-

ed- .

, (This Is the end at the aeries.)

Jerusalem

hilton

Relax over

coffee & cake lOUA

All proceeds are to be used to
promote public awareness of Nudel ’a

plight and promote further activity
to secure her release. If and when
she Is allowed to come on aliya,
Nudel wiD be added to the fund’s
board to help decide for what causes
promoting her ideals the money will
be spent.
Ruth Bar-On, head of the public

council, said that Sister Ann Gillen
and Sister Gloria from Philadelphia
have volunteered to stay with Nudel
in Siberia. No response has been
received from Soviet authorities to
their offer.

In addition, said Bar-On, 100 wives
of U.S. congressmen are collecting
signatures for petitions to. Soviet
"president Leonid Brezhnev deman-
ding Nudel’s release. Chief Rabbi
Shlomo Goren has composed a
special prayer for Nudel that will be
recited in synagogues this Shabbat
Israelis con contribute to Ida

Nudel’s cause by writing letters and
sending protest telegrams to world
leadens.
Dana Friedman, Nudel’s soft-

spoken sister who settled here seven
years ago, said that she is constantly
afraid that “something terrible will
happen” to her sister.

The first anniversary of the trials

of Ida Nudel, Vladimir Slepak and'
Josef Begun was marked In the
Knesset yesterday by a special
assembly arranged by the Aliya and
Absorption Committee.
Relatives and close friends of the

three Prisoners of Qon were pre-
sent, as were representatives of the
Public Council for Soviet Jewry. The
relatives complained of the In-
difference of the Israeli public.
Acting committee chairman Ron-

nie MUlo proposed that the minister
of education proclaim a Prlsoner-of-
Zlon Day, on which the schools wonld
devote a few hours to the subject.

ILlm. fine for late payment of VAT
A Jerusalem construction firm

was fined ILlm. yesterday for tar-
diness in submitting Value Added
Tax reports. It was the highest ever
VAT-connected fine.

Magistrate Eliahu Ben-Zimra im-
posed the sum on the owners of the
E1&. Brothers contracting company
and meted a suspended half-year
sentence to Its manager,-. Boxuoh

Ela, In effect for two years.
In another case, the Hydrotech

company of Haifa and its manager,
Dan Kellerman, were lined ILL10,00(p

for falling to-pay the state Income
tax withheld from the firm’s
workers. The Haifa District Court
decision followed an appeal- by the
state against a lower fine previously
imposed. (Itim)

United Israel Appeal
board to meet Friday

Jerusalem.Post Staff
The new 18-member world board

of .trustees of the United Israel
Appe&l-Keren Haycsod will hold Its

inaugural session on Friday. The
session will be part of a special
weekend retreat for UIA-KH
delegates to the Jewish Agency an-
nual assembly which begins next
week.

An Apartment Abroad?
No Need

CLAR1N APARTMENTS
Otter You

An International Standard
Of Construction And Design

cLURiN
APARTMENTS

• LcZ i

•

3S Rothschild St

• 6 G Pit

Compulsory vehicle insurance

will rise 29.8 per cent
By SHLOMO MOAZ

Post Economic Reporter

Compulsory insurance rates for
motor vehicles will be raised by 29.8
per cent, beginning July l. The in-

crease was calculated by the
Treasury, according to the existing
law governing car Insurance.
The new rates are based on price

Increases through March. Dr. Ren*
Ami Zuckerman, commissioner of
savings and insurance at tbe
Treasury, told The Jerusalem Post
that the price rise Is the last one
which will be automatically figured

according to the old law.
The next compulsory insurance

rate hike, scheduled for April, 1980,
will be computed on on “actuary"
examination of the Avner insurance

company, an umbrella Insurance
organization which pays for
damages to persons — but not
property — resulting from road ac-
cidents.

The Treasury also told insurance
companies to strictly adhere to pay-
ment schedules to Avner, as they
were ordered to by tbe State Comp-
troller. Under the “no fault” In-

surance law, companies must pay a
certain percentage of their
premiums to Avner.

The Treasury will check Avner’s
financial reserves after the July

price rise, in order to determine the

rate hike for April. 1980. Until now.
compulsory Insurance rates have
been fixed twice yearly. In January
and July.

Welfare rolls down by 33% since 1976
By SHLOMO MAOZ

Post Economic Reporter

The 14,165 welfare payment
recipients In April of this year
represented a drop of 33 per cent
since 1976, Labour and Social Affairs'

Minister Israel Katz yesterday told

the Knesset Finance Committee.

A large part of the decrease
resulted from the transfer of cases to
the National Insurance Institute,

receipt of disabled payments and
development of rehabilitation ser-

vices, Katz explained. He also at-

tributed the decline to stricter
eligibility checks and National In-

surance Investigation by private
detectives, who are examining about
700 cases a year.

Katz also reported that rehabilita-
tion services in his ministry, which
combines the farmer welfare and

labour ministries, had been united.
He added that he hopes to combine
these with National Insurance agen-
cies in the future, admitting that
areas of duplication still exist.

Committee chairman MK Rabbi
Shlomo Lorincz (Aguda) said that
finding work should have a higher
priority than welfare. He was dis-

turbed by MK Yehezkel Zakal. who
said that large families should be
called “cursed” r&thfer than the
accepted Hebrew adjective
"blessed,” since their parents are
unable to educate them properly.
Zakal alleged that children from
large families tend to become drug
users and prostitutes.

Lorincz invited Zakal to visit

Jerusalem’s Mea Shearlm district

and Bnei Brak to see what he said
was the superior education that
children there are receiving.

Haifa firms fined for expired licences
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — Thirty restaurants, gar-
ages and workshops here, which
remained In business despite
municipality refusal to renew their
licences, have been brought before
the Haifa District Court during the
past six weeks. A IL3.000 fine was
levied on eaah firm.
The court prosecutor said yester-,

day that in most cases licence

renewal was denied due to sub-
standard sanitary conditions or lack
of fire extinguishing equipment.

The court also judged 20 cases of
unlawful building additions — such
as extra rooms, closing of balconies
without a permit or erection of
fireplace chimneys. Fines ranged
from IL300 to IL5.000, and the court
ordered illegal additions to be
demolished within a year.
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W INTRODUCES A NEW STATION ON THE MAP
On E)erech lod, nexf lo

Tzomet Mesubim, a new
"DELEK' station has been
opened -"IZOMET MESUBIM”.

, Here's fhe station that really

meets every driving need
24 hours a day:
Petrol 94 & 83, kerosine, solar

and greasing, plus professional

repair and flaf-tire servicing -

for your car.

And fhe very besi in dining -

-PUNDAK MESUBIM*
restaurant and a tasty milk-bar -

for you fhe driver.

All this in 'Delek s* tradition

of efficient service all over
the country.

PUMOAK
MESUBIM

4 .
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Iran’s top ayatollahs

meet on constitution
TEHERAN. — Iran's four most
senior spiritual leaders were
scheduled to meet last night around
the sickbed of an aged clergyman for

a reconciliation that could decide the
constitutional future of the country.
The main figures at the meeting

were to be unofficial Head of state

Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, and
the man who until now has been the
main critic of his proposed new con-
stitution, Ayatollah Kazem Shariat-
madari.

Shariatmadari, leader of Iran’s
Turkish-speaking Azerbaijanis, was
reported yesterday to be dropping
his objections to forming a so-called

council of examiners to discuss the
draft constitution before it goes to a
referendum.
The two men will meet at thehome

of the ailing Ayatollah Mohammad-
Reza Golpayganl. accompanied by
their fellow grand ayatollah,
Shahboudin Najafi. Informed
sources said that Golpayganl’s home
had been chosen as neutral ground
and the meeting was being officially

billed as only a visit to the sick man.
The rift between Khomeini and

Shariatmadari stemmed from the
unofficial head of state's desire to
push ahead with a constitution con-
solidating the fundamentalist
Islamic turn Iran's revolution has
taken.
He reversed earlier government

pledges to hold elections for a con-
stituent assembly and said that a
draft prepared by experts would be
accepted or rejected in a popular

referendum later this year.
Shariatmadari said earlier this

month that he would boycott the
referendum unless a constituent
assembly was formed, threatening a
schism between the followers of
Khomeini and the Azerbaijanis,
Iran's biggest ethnic minority.
But the official "Voice of ‘the-

Islamic Republic" radio yesterday
reported the Azerbaijani leader as
saying in a letter to a group of
‘bazaar businessmen that he was
prepared to accept official proposals
for a council of examiners to review
the draft charter.
Meanwhile, newspapers reported

that Gen. Hassan Toulanlan, a
leading figure in negotiations by the
former shah for billions of dollars of
Western arms purchases, was
arrested on Monday night In
Teheran by revolutionary
guardsmen.
In the past several years, Toufa-

nian was personally responsible for
conducting detailed negotiations
with arms manufacturing com-
panies in the U.S., Britain, West Ger-
many and elsewhere. He was being
held at Teheran’s Qasr prison with
other officials of the former regime
awaiting "revolutionary Justice."

In other developments yesterday
state radio reported the executions
of two more police officers of the old
regime. The deaths bring to 281 the
number of people executed by
revolutionary courts since the
February revolution.

(Reuter, AP)

Killing, bomb blitz mark
IRA’s ‘spring offensive’
BELFAST (API . — Guerrillas
yesterday killed an off-duty soldier

of the Ulster Defence Regiment in
Omagh. 80 kms west of here. At least

three persons were wounded in a
province-wide bomb blitz, police
reported.
A spokesman said the soldier was

shot dead as he walked out of a shop
by a gunman In a passing car. The
victim was the sixth UDR trooper
killed this year and the 94th since the
regiment was formed in 1971.

Security authorities blamed the
'Provisional" wing of the outlawed
Irish Republican Army. The mainly
Roman Catholic guerrillas are
fighting to end British rule In this

Protestant-dominated province and
reunite it with the overwhelmingly

Catholic Irish Republic.
The UDR, which is 96 per cent

Protestant, has long been a major
target for IRA guerrillas.

Yesterday’s slaying raised the
known death toll from nearly a
decade of sectarian bloodshed and
IRA insurrection to at least 1,922 —
41 of them this year.
The Provisional IRA was also

blamed for the bomb blitz across the
.province. Police reported that at

least 10 bombs exploded in Belfast,

Londonderry. Rostrevor, Armagh,
.Newiy and Ballycastle within the
space of an hour.

It was the biggest terrorist blitz in

the province for several weeks and
came amid the provisionals’ so-

called “spring offensive."

Viljoen new president of South Africa

CAPE TOWN (Reuter). — Marais
Viljoen, a long-time stalwart of the
ruling National Party, was in-

augurated yesterday as South
Africa's fifth president. He succeed-
ed John Vorater, who resigned two
weeks ago over the information
"slush fund" Bcandal.

At a ceremony in Cape Town’s
Groote Kerk (great church), Viljoen,

63, was sworn in by Chief Justice

Frans Rumpff.

Earlier in the day, Viljoen,
National Party candidate for the
presidency, had received 155 votes In

an electoral college composed of
both houses of Parliament. His
nearest opponent. Sir de Villiera
Graaff, former leader of the opposi-
tion and candidate of the New
.Republic Party, had 28 votes and
Prof. Guerlno Bozzoli, backed by the
Progressive Federal Party, received
17.

Viljoen, president (speaker) of.the
Senate for the last three years, is a
former cabinet minister. But he is

best known as a strongNational Par-
ty worker. For 10 years he wasa full-

time party official and he founded its

youth wing.

EGBAKrTjCHENI

Modular cabinets enable you
to plan, within your existing

space, 8 luxurious modem
and functional kitchen.

Contemporary- styled kitchens are available in

many front designs and colours in both solid wood
and high pressure laminates. Beautiful and
appealing to your taste, a pacesetter among your
friends and neighbours.

Modular cabinats are made of best quality chip-
board, high pressure laminated inside and out. All

hinges are invisible from the outside and ere FOR
springloaded to keep doors dosed. Drawers slide NEW
on roller bearings.

„ . . i _ ( _ IMMIGRANTS
Our professional agents can supply you with all

the exciting details I

As m prnioua veats ifin vaar too. ova ftsvo won tfta S*4act*0 Product sward.

Raghii Kitchm. Mobile Poet AilwsL Tel. 04-922474
Tel Aviv.' Carnal showroom 2000 eq.m^ 30 Rahov Ibn flavirol. TaL 03-26247S.

02-

226963
OS-644468
057-77988

03-

955969
053-22211
03-733011
067-20552
03-881366
063*28621

fr

HITCHERS

Jaruaalam: Binyan Cod. 3 Rahov Venal.

Haifa- 2G Rahov Harzl

Baareheba: Rasscn Passage.

Rahovot: 3 YBakov

Nmanya: 16 Retiov Shmual HanaPv.

Remat Gan. Nonlau. cnr. 59 Rehov BklA.

TAartae: Alhadaf

HarzHya, 58 Rahov Sdtslow.

Nadara. Rehov Hagtbonm. cor. HanessL

TADMOR
JERUSALEM HOTEL
is happy to announce

ContuuiBtion of

International Dinners

Special Austro-Hungarian

style Dinner

June 26

Please reserve;
Tadmor Jerusalem Hotel,
Tel. 02-523121, 1 Rehov Hagai,
Belt Hakcrem.

Saudi oil head
warns of giant

crisis by 1988
LONDON (Reuter). — Saudi
Arabia’s oil minister. Sheikh Ahmed
Zakl Yamani, yesterday warned that
the world would face an oil crisis of
unprecedented magnitude by as ear-
ly as 1988 ifdemand continued at the
present rate.

. Speaking at a London conference
on shipping and prospects for Inter-
national trade, he said: “Should
world demand for oil be permitted to
grow at a moderate rate of 2.0 per
cent until 1990 and by only 2 per cent
thereafter until the year 2000, and
assumingthat new reserves are add-
ed at a rate of 19 billion barrels of oil

per year, irreversible physical short-
falls in supplies may take place as
early as 1988.

"The crisis which may then
develop will be of such magnitude as
to make the current situation appear
like a mere passing event of trivial
consequence." Yamani warned that
when demand began to outpace
supply, "the pronounced shortfall
which may emerge is likely to push
market prices to levels three tofour
times the current one."

Rhodesian PM
parleys with

South Africans
SALISBURY (AP). — Prime
Minister Abel Muzorewa last week
held hiz first official talks outside
Zlmbabwe-Rhodeaia, with South
African Prime Minister Pieter
Botha, it was confirmed here yester-
day.
Muzorewa held talks -with Botha

and Foreign Minister Roelof Botha
on Issues of "mutual concern." a
statement from Muzorewa's office

said. It was the first confirmation of
reports that the newest black leader
and South Africa’s white rulers had
held talks.

South Africa is the only open sup-
porter of the new black-led govern-
ment of embattled Zlmbabwe-
Rhodeaia, unrecognizedby any other
country, and has long been
Rhodesia's chief trade link with the
outside world.

Heat wave hits

Greece, Turkey
ATHENS. — At least 13 persons died,
and hundreds were hospitalized dur-
ing a 68-hour heat wave when
temperatures hit 40 degrees cen-
tigrade throughout the country,
police said yesterday.
The unusually high temperatures

caused the spate of deaths, mainly
from heart attacks. Cases of heat
stroke and sunstroke account for the
huge number of hospital cases,
police said.

Meanwhile, two people died in
Istanbul on Sunday as a result of the
heat wave and 38 others were taken
to hospital after fainting, police said.
With temperatures of 84 cen-

tigrade in Istanbul, 83 in Ankara and
40 in the south on the Mediterranean
coast, newspapers described it as
the hottest June in Turkey for 80
years. (AP, Reuter)

Landing gear of a West German Air Force Phantom jet lies In the
banting debris of a farmhouse into which the fighter crashed on
Monday. The two pilots and the family of five in the house were Mil-

ed near Detmold, West Germany. (UFI telephoto)

Peking pleads for lawyers
PEKING (UPD- — China needs
lawyers to represent foreigners and.
Chinese in court because of in-

creased overseas contacts and im-
proved civil rights for its people, the
Chinese Communist Party
newspaper "People's Dally” said
yesterday.

The signed article said it is

"completely wrong" to view defence
lawyers as a “bourgeois invention"

which should not be used in China.

"With the rapid development of
•foreign trade and ocean shipping,
China urgently needs lawyers to
plead in court In lawsuits Involving
foreigners, as are bound to happen,
the article said.

"This Is important for China in
safeguarding sovereignty and
economic Interests, in guaranteeing
•the legal rights of its citizens and
overseas Chinese, and in promoting
friendly international relations-," it

-said.

Western journalists reject

UNESCO ‘protection’ proposal
ATHENS (AP). — Western press
representatives yesterday un-
animously rejected a “protection of

journalists" proposal by the chair-

man of UNESCO’s international
commission for the study of com-
munications problems, calling it a
thinly veiled mechanism for con-
trolling the world press.

The issue was discussed at the 28th
general assembly of the Inter-
national Press Institute, an
organization of journalists from
around the globe.

Under the proposal, submitted by
UNESCO panel chairman Sean
MacBride, full-time journalists
working for bona fide press, radio.

television and news agencies would
"if adhering to a code of conduct in-

cluding morals and social
awareness" be given Identification

which would seek to protect them
from physical harm, incarceration
or interference from the various
governments of the world communi-
ty.

Chaired by Prof. Lord McGregor
of Bedford College, London, a panel
consisting of Harold Evans of the
“Sunday Times" of London, Werner
Holzer of "Frankfurter Rundschau,"

Germany, and Cushrow Irani of
"The Statesman" in Calcutta, re-

jected the MacBride proposal as re-

Dugnant to countries with a free
press.

Six new ministries started in Uganda
KAMPALA, Uganda (AP) .— Ugan-
dan president Yusufn Lule created
six hew ministries to bring the
cabinet to 24 men yesterday, and
named Grace Ibinglra as Uganda's
ambassador to the UN, a post he had
held under deposed dictator Idi
Amin.

Increase in Allotment for

Children
As a result of the Increase In the consumer cost-of-living index,

there has been an increase In the month of June, 1979, In the

allotment for children in families of four or more children, en-

titled to army service allotments.

Following are the children’s allotments for June, 1979 (IL
per month)

:

No. of children Children's allotment Children's andarmy
service allotments

l •345 •345

2 690 690
3 1121 1380
4 1652 2436
5

6 and each
1983 3313

additional child 431 974

value from April 1. 1979 National Insurance Institute
^

It was the second revamping this

month, of Lule'a two-month-old
provisional government. mfbftried
sources said the cabinetwas expand-
ed to spread the work load Involved
in reconstructing the war-damaged
East African country.

Ibinglra. a close adviser to Lule
who had defected from Amin’s
government while at the UN was
named Information minister less

than two weeks ago. 1*6 official

Uganda Radio listed the six new
ministers as Augustine Oauban,
works and housing; ' P. Kaboha.
tourism and wildlife; AP. Owlny,
establishments and personnel; T.
Kabwegyere, lands and natural
resources; Matthias Ngoby, local

administration, and Yoweri
Kyesimira, cooperatives and
markets.

13 million Italians .

stage half-day strike

ROME (AP) . — More than 13 million
Italian workers staged a half-day
general strike yesterday demanding
higher pay and shorter working
hours in current nationwide contract
talks.

Most workers stayed off the job for-
four hours. The strike baited buses
and trains for two hours and dis-
rupted some communications sec-
tors. The Milan airport was closed
for six hours because of a stoppage
by firemen.

USSR carrier passes
by Singapore Straits ?

Philatelic Services Subscribers
and Stamp Collectors!

Colour Catalogue
of Israel Stamps (No.10)

SINGAPORE (UPI)> — The Russian
aircraft carrier Minsk passed
through the Singapore Straits on
Monday, the English-language dally
"Straits Times" reported yesterday.
A Soviet Embassy official told the

newspaper that the 48,000-ton
carrier, accompanied by two escort

vessels, was heading for the South
China Sea.

3 die in train crash

has been issued
The catalogue contains details of stamps that have appeared

1 in the period from the establishment ofthe State to February
1979.

The price of the catalogue Is IL70. It will be offered for sale,
from June 24, 1979 at all Philatelic Services counters, which
may be found in —

BELGRADE (UPI). — Three
engineers were killed when a freight
train derailed and three locomotives
and more than 30 train cars plunged
into a ravine on Monday night.

Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, Jaffa, Haifa, Acre, Tiberias, Nahariya,
| -Alula, Klryat Shmona, Netanya, Behovot, Ashkelon,
Beerabeba, Eilat and Ben-Gurion Airport.

h
THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM

announces
The Conferment of an Honorary Fellowship

upon

Dr. CARLHERMANN VOSS
Today, Wednesday, Jane 28, 1979, at 8.06 p.m.

Malson de France, Girat Ram Campus

The ceremony will be followed by a reception.
Friends and acquaintances are invited.

SINAI TOURS
5 Day Camping Tour toTJEal

Weekly Departure
‘

from June 24
Full Board. Kosher

Price $120

for overseas students

"Registration: Yehuda Tours Ltd.,

. 23 Rehov HlUel. Jerusalem.
. Tel. 02-227740, 233147.

TAMNUN
For IL2.200 only

we will change your front door to a
Fine, Strong Steel Door

4 Holt Lock ILL.490

6 Hull Lock ILX.590

Ramat Gan Tel. 03-794136, 861028

Haifa.64-737341. .

‘No more deposits with

Canada,’ says Arab bank
BAHRAIN (Reuter). — The Arab
Monetary Fund stopped all financial

dealings with Canada yesterday in

the first Arab economic protest
against the new Canadian
government’s plans to move its em-
bassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem.
"No more deposits will be placed

with Canadian banks, whether they
are offshore banks in Bahrain, on the
Euromarket oranywhere else," said
the chairman of the Abu Dhabi-
based agency. Jawad Hashem.
He declined to disclose the amount

of AMF Investments In Canadian
financial institutions, but said:
"With our billion dollar capital you.
can well imagine the extent of our
dealings-" .

Nine Arab countrieswarned (>na
dian Prime Minister Joe Clark'snew
Conservative government earlier
this month against implementing in,

election! pledge to move the Cana,
dian embassy to Jerusalem.

.Yesterday's .AMF action. was a
signal that Arab countries might
take other economic amd political

measures to force Canada to drop
the pledge.

North Africans beaten up

in French racial violence
PARIS (UPI). — A number of
attempted murders of North
Africans rekindled latent racial ten-

sions in France yesterday, threaten-

ing efforts to admit larger numbers
of Indochinese refugees into the
country.
Police reported at least a dozen

serious attacks on Algerian, Moroc-
can jitmI Tunisian residents, five of

them in the Riviera city of Nice, in

the last three days.
In one attack, a 42-year-old Moroc-

can worker, father of eight children,

was shot and killed by youthful, car-

riding Frenchen in the Paris suburb
of Genevilliers.
In Nice, a group of Frenchmen

attemptedto lynch an Algerian while

a car carrying a group of French
youth deliberately knocked down
and gravely Injured three other
Algerians on a Nice sidewalk.
French authorities have formally

apologized to Algerian Ambassador
'Mohammed Bedjaoui for the in-

cidents, which officials privately

complained might hamper current

negotiations 'aimed at allowing

Panamanians rampage in capital

PANAMA CITY, Panama (AP). —
National Guard troops quelled anti-

government riots with tear gas on
Monday after one man was reported
beaten to death and another serious-
ly injured.
Dozens of government vehicles

were destroyed as students, joined

by other protesters, rampaged in the

streets of the capital. They ripped

out parking meters, smashed
telephone booths and looted down-
town stores, protesting an alleged
government coverup of student

deaths a year ago.
Officials said & bus driver was

pulled from a government bus and
stoned and beaten to death ahd his

bus set afire. -

President Aristides; Royo . told

Panamanians' the riots, had
characteristics of "sabotage." He
said in a television speech the

National Guard, Panama’s com-
bined army and police force, was
told to prevent "senseless violence

and wanton destruction of private

property" in the future.

Gandhi party scores victory
NEW DELHI (Reuter). — Former
Indian Premier Indira Gandhi's par-
ty yesterday scored & by-election
triumph in a seat that Gandhi herself

'had intended to fight.

. .But :the isuccess.yras poured .by.a
threatened split in the party oyer her
son; Sanjay, which could lead to it

losing its status as the main opposi-
tion in Parliament.
The Congress Party won the

Thanjavur seat in .the southern state
of Tamil Nadu by 90.000 votes.

The rift is between Gandhi and one
of her former supporters, Karnataka
Chief Minister Devraj Ura.

- Prominent party members said

Ura fell out with Gandhi because be

'had opposed her 'son’s attempted
return to politics.

Sanjay Gandhi’s forced steriliza-

tion campaign under his mother’s 21-

month emergency rule contributed

to the party’s general election defeat

in 1977.

Bonn foreign minister meets Gaddafi in Libya
TRIPOLI (AP). — West German
Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich
Genscher yesterday met with Li-

byan leaderMuammar Gaddafi fora
discussion on international and
bilateral affairs.

Genscher arrived in Tripoli on

Monday night and told Libya’s Jana
News Agency that his government is

eager to strengthen political and
economic ties with Libya.
The Bonn official was accom-

panied by several industrialists and
.businessmen.

AT IT THISWAY
You pick up The Jerusalem Post from your focal shop
every day and you like what you read. The feature arti-

cles. the riews reports, the Today pages, the Dry

Bones cartoon, the readers' letters and especially the
weekend magazine.

But. owing to continuing price increases things are

getting tight. •

Here's what you do!

P

Take the plunge and subscribe for one year. yjjk 1

It'll cost you IL2.800 incl. VAT.

But for one year you’ll get the paper delivered direct

to your home every morning and here’s the most im-

portant thing. ALL FURTHER PRICE- INCREASES.
DURING THE YEAR WILL BE BORNE BY US. Can

you beat that Mr. Ehrlich?

Fill in the coupon below; send it with your cheque arid

we’ll start. delivering.

THE JEMDSALKM

To: •P.O.B-. 81, Jerusalem.

Please deliver The Jerusalem Post to me for

one year

My cheque is enclosed.

IL2800

6 months ||_j500

3 months- .IL775

VAT included.

NAME

address
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Hashem said that he hoped that
other Arab banka would alsoboycott
Canadian banks. But he said this

probably - depended on what
decisions are reached at an Arab
League.meeting in Tunis later this

month. ‘

f..
At

’ /. -I

>-

France to get more Algerian ofl.

The French cabinet iaat week
decided to cut drastically the
number of foreign residents by mak-
ing it more difficult to get a working
permit and by refusing to renew resi-

dent permits for some of the 4.5

million foreigners already in

France.
Leftist political groups and labour

unions'have condemned the decision

as "official racism". It will mean the

departure of some 200 ,00b foreigners

each year, chiefly North Africans.

Government officials said reduc-

tion of foreign workers was
necessitated by mounting unemploy-
ment in France, now close to 1.4

million persona, ahd increasing

racial incidents in areas where
foreign workers and their families

often are more numerous than
French citizens.

The racial friction was also likely

to hurt efforts to make the govern-

.

ment admit a larger number of the

Indochinese "boat people. " although

they now number only 50,000, far less

than the 2.5 million North Africans.
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CHINA FACES an economic crisis
with a government deficit of mow!
than fflbM 20 million people un-
employed and 100 million not getting
enough to eat, according to a speech
reportedly being circulated within
the Communist Party.

Analysts in. Hongkong say they
consider the statistics in the speech,
reported in the Independent
Hongkong newspaper “Ming Pao,"
authentic, although they have not
been officially confirmed. An
analysis of the Chinese economy lust
completed by foreign experts here
concludes that Chinese agricultural
production has increased only 0.7 per
cent annually in the last three years,
lagging behind population growth.

China's economic problems “cah-
oot be repaired In a short time," the
newspaper quoted Chinese Vice*
Premier Li Hsien-Nicn as saying in a
speech at a party conference In Pek-
ing In April.

The speech Indicated that
would have to continue to rely on
large imports of grain, much of
which has come recently from the
U.S. It would also have to delay some
ambitious industrial projects
became of their serious drain on
Government finances, according to
the report, which also included
statements from China's senior
economic official, party vice-
chairman Chen Tun. “Ming Pao"
said the statements were gathered
by a reader who recently visited
Peking, Shanghai and Canton. The
newspaper takes an independent,
bat sympathetic, stance toward the
Peking government and has In the
past disclosed internal party
documents whose authenticity was
later confirmed.

LI reportedly said some govern-
ment .departments would have to cut
their spending by one-third, and
more money would be used to in-

crease farm production.
According to the report, the 38b.

government deficit grew out of
massive new investments and
payments to workers and former dis-

graced officials over the last two

POPE JOHN PAUL n's nine-day
crusade, through his home country,
Poland, has ended without Incident.
And yet something has been changed
in Eastern Europethatwillhave fun-
damental consequences in the
future. On the last day of his visit,

the Pope, celebrated Mass, in 'the
huge park on the borders of old
Krakow, and the crowd was es-

timated to number fotzr million.

The grip which Pope John Paul
has on the masses is powerful.
Frighteningly powerful. With one
simple gesture be can make them
rise to hysterical applause and with
another he can silence them.
He Is the first man of his genera-

tion to wield such power. His
lobarlmn ts'apforee beyan&politfcs.

Eachday in Poland, thePopegave
an ever* clearer message to his
audiences at mfUksis, telling them to

preserve their personal dignity and
moral values.
Their human rights, including

freedom of speech, must be
respected; he told them. -

,

ThePope met with a large group of
leading Polish dissidents, most of

them members of the Catholic in-

telligentsia. The meetingwas not 'an-

nounced until the day after it had

By JAY MATHEWS/Hongkong

Chinese workers..Javish bonuses and rewards.

years.
• These payments Included lavish
bonuses and rewards to workers,
which recent press reports say went
to toomany people. They alsoinclud-
ed a 1977 wage-increase for about 80

' per cent of workers and staff, back
wages to officials who .had been
purged unjustly and reim-
bursements to capitalists and others
who had property illegally con-
fiscated dmridg the cultural revolu-

tion of the 1980s and other times
when the government was under
radical control.

THE HONGKONG newspaper
quoted Li telling the conference:
"China is facing an economic
crisis... food grain Is so Insufficient
that ioo million people in the country
have not got enough food." He
reportedly said the monthly grain
ration of about 40 pounds Is not suf-

ficient for people doing heavy labour
with little non-staple food, like meat
and vegetables.
“The people are unsatisfied," he

was quoted as saying. “We Com-
munists are even more unsatisfied."

The“Ming Pao" report did not say

The Pope’s message
By SUE MASTERMAN and ANTON KOENE/Krakow

taken place. There was nothing, that

the PoBath authorities, who refused

several of these people passports to

attend the Pope’s inauguration,
1 COUld do.to Stop him .

BUT WHAT win happen now the
Pope has gone7 The Polish people,
together with the other Eastern
European nations .. such, as
Chechoslovakia; Bast Germany and :

pnrttf oftilfi.Sdviet TJniou, tooarthat'

J
‘t?eywS ^^aWe^to power'
of the regime.
This is bound to lead to a harden-

ing at attitudes between state and
church, and In the case of the Soviet

Union to possible confrontations. "A
human person is n free and
reasonable being. He or she Is a
knowingand responsible subject. He
or she can and must, with the power
of personal thought, come to know
the truth. He or she can and must

choose' and decide." This was the
message the Pope gave to his people
on the last day of his visit.

He didhot sayaword that couldbe
interpreted as Inciting the people to

rebel against the regime under
which they must live and work.
Instead he undermined. * from
day

.
to day, prlndples^on which that

^system la based. ;

s

; -He.-did not p.re.aeh complex
ttaolqgical concepts, lie confined
himself to the simple principles "of

-faith, hope and charity. With that

message, he won the support of

minions in a way which no present
political leader has been able to

achieve.

HIS DEPARTURE from Poland was
the end of a glorious crusade, but for
Pope John Paul there was an
overwhelming note of sadness. He
knows that it Is unlikely that he will

if the 20 million unemployment
figure referred to only urban anas,
with a total population of about 200
million, or toagricultural areas also,

with another 800 minion people.
In the past, Chinese officials have

not appeared to calculate unemploy-
ment in the countryside, since most
people receive harvest shares, hut
the official press has recently com-
plained of over abundance of rural
labour, leading to such abuses as
men pulling ploughs.
Ii was quoted as saying: "There are

many graduates from schools to

i assign to jobs every year. We will

have two or three million more
jobless people in 1988 if the economic
situation does not improve."
A deficit of $9b. and unemploy--

ment of 20 wiininn, compared to

other nations'with only a fraction of
China's population, does not appear
large. But Communist officials In the
past have prided themselves on

. operating a debt-free socialist
system that provided work for
everyone.
A recent analysis of the economy

by foreign experts in Hongkong says
grain harvests and total agricultural
production Improved last year, but
not enough to make up for substan-
tial disastrous years in 1978 and 1977.
The figures, based on partial

Chinese statistics and conversations
with Chinese officials, say total food
production dropped 1.6 per cent in
1976, then Increased 1 per cent In 1977
and 2.6 per cent in 1078. Grain
production did better, but poor
production of oils, meat and other
non-grain foods pulled down the total
figure.

Thp New China News Agency
reported last week that peasant in-

come. not counting private plots,

rose 13 per cent in 1978. Analysts said
the report seemed designed to
bolster the view of Vice-Premier
Teng Hsiao-Plng that paying
peasants more for grain would In-

crease their bank accounts and give
the government more money for in-

vestment than If it accumulated
capital through virtual confiscation

of grain.
(Washington Post News Service)

ever visit his home country again,

unless he Is the first Pope to volun-

tarily resign from office when he
reaches old age.
He went to.the cemetery where his

father, mother and- brother are
buried In the knowledge that his final

resting place will not be there, In the

green foothills of the Carpathian
Mountains and the tatra he loved's

o

well, but in the chill vaults of St.

Peter's Church in the Vatican.

In nine days the Pope did more for

the enforcement of human rights in

Eastern' Europe that the. Helsinki

and Belgrade conferences together.

He baa made the people believe that

there is
.

hope that they will, in the
foreseeable future, be free to speak
their minds, tp publish ,wljat .they

want and to criticise their leaders..

Wito^ttftit^hope now itigrabtoft in

their hearts, they will have the
courage to unite forces in order to

break out of their present grey and
often apathetic existence.

The Pope isaware ofthe forcethat
he has unleashed. It is to he hoped
that the revolutionary change of at-

titude that wQl be Its consequence
will he achieved without bloodshed
or political martyrdom.

(Observer Foreign News Service)

Jerusalem proms ’79 np'Oinn nivnn
Rugs to riches

By THOMAS KENT/Teheran

Sixth evening, Thursday, 21.6.79, Jerusalem Theatre.

“Art in the Ktbbute”
4:00 p.m.-5.00 p.m. In the Auditorium: "The Kibbutz Theatre"
(Northern Workshop) presents: "like Stories" — Grown-ups
play for Children.
Prelude: 7:30 p.m. on the Piazza — Dance Troupe “Tzavta

Sha'ar Hanegev."
Concert: 8:30 p.m. — The Kibbutz Chamber Orchestra; Con-

ductor: David ShaRon, Soloist: Assaf Zohar (Piano).
Programme: TMosart: Divertimento in F-Major, K.
138; Moshe Gassner: "Pentagons"; Bach: Concerto
in D-Minor for Piano and Orchestra; Mozart:
Symphony no. 40 in G-Minor, 'K. 050.

Serenata Nottuma: — "I Like Butterflies" (Emek Hayarden
Troupe).
Brochure containing fall Information and order forms is

available at the Jerusalem Theatre, 20 Rehov Marcus,
Jerusalem. Tel. 02-667167. Tickets on sale at the Jerusalem

Theatre Box-office (4-8 p.m.), Cahana and- Cartis On Agencies

in Jerusalem and Radio Union in Tel Aviv.

THE ISRAEL

PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
TO SERIES 2 IN HAIFA

To accommodate those who wish to watch tonlght’i

basketball game between Israel and the U.8.8.B.

TONIGHT’S CONCERT WILL START
AT 7.15 P-™*

IRAN'S UNSINKABLE Persian

carpet merchants have emerged still

prosperous from the Islamic revolu-

tion, their well-heeled foreign
customers replaced by Iranians
seeking a discreet way to get their

cash out of the country.
The carpet business, a blend of

hallowed national tradition and cost-

ly traps for gullible buyers, still lives

on sweet tea and vociferous bargain-

ing in a string of tiny shops on
Teheran's traffic-choked Ferdowsi
Street. But the revolution has made
Its mark on the trade.
Photographs of Ayatolla Ruhollah

Khomeini are plastered over the
plate glass windows of the shops —
most of them Jewish-owned. Por-
traits ofImam All, a seventh century
Moslem patriarch, gaze down Inside

the shops on piles of neatly folded

carpets.
When Khomeini returned to Iran

last January 31 from exile in Paris,

carpet dealers loaned him several of

their most valuable specimens for

Ms reception rooms. .Khomeini was
pleased. Now. with the Islamic
revolution a strong backer of private

enterprise, most dealers feel they

have little to fear from Khomeini’s
administration.
Shopowners proudly recite to

visitors the - names of Americans,
Britons, Frenchmen and Germans
“who always used to buy from me,"
but add with a sigh that most ofthem
have left the country. The big
spenders now are well-to-do Iranians

leaving their homeland, who hope to

take some of their money out in the

THE ZAMIR CHORALE
IN CONCERT

An Evening ofChoral Music

TAMl KLEXNHAtTB, conductor

TONIGHT — Wednesday, June 90, 1979

8.80 pja. Jerusalem Khan
Tickets available at the box office.

form of carpets.
Iranian 'regulations now limit

departing travellers to about 3286
each In Iranian currency, and
foreign money In Iran is difficult to

get. But customs men often ignore a
carpet or two under a traveller's
arm.
The Iranian customers have

driven up prices, providing good in-

come to the merchants. A two by
two-and-a-haH metre Qom silken

carpet that sold for 31,500 before the
revolution plunged to 31,000 In the
chaos of the Shah's overthrow.
Now It Is up to 32,000, and the

values of some carpets are rising by
10 per cent every six months.
In addition, half the 60-odd Fer-

dowsi Street stores have closed down
since the revolution. Dealers say
some owners had planned to move
from Ferdowsi Street anyway
because of traffic congestion, and
others have emigrated. This means
more business tor the stores that re-

main.
Dealers readily admit that buyers

have traditionally been at the
salesmen’s mercy when it comes to

judging the quality and durability of

a carpet. Some customers hire free-

lance “carpet appraisers" to accom-
pany them to stores, unaware that

many of them receive kickbacks
once a sale la made.
Carpet merchants appear confi-

dent that a steady stream of depar-

ting Iranians will keep their business

alive, at least until foreign tourism

revives. They saymany Iranians are

slowly closing up homes and
businesses, and will be leaving over

the next one to two years.

"Don't worry about Iran's Persian
carpet merchants," grinned David
Somekh, a prominent Ferdowsi
Street wholeialer and retailer.

"We're doing all right."

(Associated Press)

ISRAEL NATIONAL CHOIR - RINAT

Music Director: fttantoyjjjperber

Guest Conductor: Eric Erlci t

Works by: Monteverdi, Oesualdo, Poulenc, Ver-

di, Udholm, Seter, Carissimi

July ISth, Jerusalem, Jerusalem Theatre, at

5.30 p.m. •
'

• '

_*
July iWh, Tel Aviv, Tel Avtv Museum, at

8.30 p.m. .....

THE CAMERON SINGERS
Conductor: Avner Ital

Works by: Rossi, Palestrina, Verdi, Rossini, Tab
Meraiiaen, Debussy

July 7th, Jerusalem, Khan Theatre, at 9.00 p.m.

.'July Mill, Tel Aviv, Tel Aviv Museum, at

8.30 pin.

GROUP TICKETS: 20% reduction on tickets for
groups purchasing 20 tickets per performance
TICKETS: Tel Aviv, "Rqkoko," 03 Dlzengotf

St., Tel. 223683, 248824; Jerusalem:
"Klaim". 8 Shaznai St., Tel. 02-

240896; Haifa: “Garber", Central
Carmel,. Tel. 04-84777; and other
main ticket offices in the country.

THE LEADERS of the seven biggest
Industrial nations in the West are not
really meeting In Tokyo next week to
co-ordinate economic policies and
growth rates, negotiate common ap-
proaches to the energy problem and
perform similar worthy actions.
They will talk about these subjects,
but little or nothing will actually
happen as a consequence.
The real reason for the two-day

Tokyo summit starting on Tuesday
is that nobody could think ofa plamri-

' ble excuse for avoiding it

These economic summits have
become annual events since the ad-
vent of the first oil crisis In 1978-74.

At first, there was much hope that

the leaders of the U.S., Canada, Bri-
tain, France, West Germany, Italy
and Japan, collectively representing
about half the world's industrial
output, could actually do something
about Inflation, unemployment and
all the other economic ills of the later
19708. Little remains of that hope by
now.
Few Western leaders are truly in

control even of their own home
economies. None of the “targets" for
economic growth that were ritually-
adopted at successive summits has
ever been met, and this time the par-
ticipants axe unlikely even to set
themselves a target.
But since these annual summits

have now become an established
diplomatic event, everybody has to
trek across the globe for another
joint session of public confidence-
raising.
Tokyo Is -ready tor the summit,

with 80,000 police mobilized to guard
the foreign leaders — including 20
policewomen with black belts In the
martial arts to create a “soft mood"
around Britain's Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher. Intrepid police
specialists are poised to hijack (elec-
tronically) any radio-controlled
model airplanes that might fly.
towards the State Guest House In
central Tokyo In case the tiny craft
should be packed with explosives In

the latest Japanese gangland style.

EVERYBODY in Tokyo knows that
nothing can be done about oil prices
and supplies until American imports
are cutback, but that President Jim-
my Carter has no more real control
overthe actions ofU.S. congressmen
and consumers than he does over the
phases of the moon.

Japanese

facing

squeeze
Bjy GWYNNE DYER

London

Masayoshi OMra (imat Ban)

But something must soon be done
about the “Japanese problem." and
the Tokyo summit, where the
Japanese are on their best behaviour
as hosts for the first time to a major
gathering of Western leaders, could
be the place to do it. For If Japan’s
huge trade Imbalance with other In-

dustrial countries is not quickly
remedied. Western retaliation
against Japan's exports could
trigger off an international trade
war,
Japan's frantic export drive is un-

derstandable, for the crowded
Japanese islands must import all

their energy and almost all of their
industrial raw materials. But what
has increasingly embittered the
other industrialized countries la that
Japan has passed on all the balance
of payments costs of these Imports to

the U.S. and Europe.

THE JAPANESE do this by expor-

ting on lumcuue flood of manufac-

tured products to North America and

. the Common Market, while permit-

ting only a relatively tiny amount of

imports from other industrialized

states to enter Japan. The Imports

are excluded not so much by blatant

tariff barriers as by excessive red

tape in customs clearance, com-
plicated testing procedures and huge
mark-ups that turn ordinary con-

sumer goods from abroad Into lux-

ury items.

Selling Western imports on the
Japanese mass market, therefore, is

like trying to sell caviar to can-

nibals. As a result, the U.8. trade
deficit with Japan last year was
312b. and the Congress Is running out
of patience with Japan's perennially

unkept promises to reform.

The European Economic Com-
munity. whose own trade deficit with
Japan last year was 36.4b., is also

moving from pleas to threats. A
Common Market Commission report

which was deliberately leaked to the
press In March Intemperately
described Japan as a “country of
workaholics who live In what
Westerners would regard as little

more than rabbit hutches."

When Japanese Prime Minis-
ter Masayoshi Ohlra visited

the U.S. In early May, he was sub-
jected to pressures verging on
blackmail, including a quickly
denied press report that President
Carter would boycott the summit un-
less Japan moved fast to reduce its

huge trade surplus with the U.S.
EEC commission— vice-president

Wilhelm Haferkamp put it equally
bluntly tor Europe last month: "We
have reached a political-
psychological limit beyond which
bilateral trade surpluses may
become an element of tension. We
both need to avoid any explosive
developments."
Ohlra still faces fierce domestic

opposition In any move to open the
Japanese market wider to Western
imports, but the threat of barriers
and boycotts against Japan's vital

exports has become too great to be
ignored. The Tokyo summit may hot
solve any of the global economic and
energy problems facing the West,
hut it could at least be the place
where the danger of trade war with
Japan begins to he defused.

Bon Voyage
to Passengers on the

Maiden Flight to Spain

on June 20, 1979

By Charter to Spain
a real vacation

with

M.P.T. Melia
M.P.T. Melia charter flights to Spain — the complete
vacation

:

Alternative Programmes;
14 nights vacation on the Costa del Sol

Fly, drive and rest

15 days in Spain — Portugal tour

if 9 days in Andalucia and Madrid and 6 days on the

Costa del Sol

if One week London and one week Torremolinos

All flights to Spain and back by El-Al

Our Israeli representative in Torremolinos will provide

assistance

All this at prices from IL11,088

(based on $1^IL24I

M.P.T. Melia offers you a wealth of additional
programmes, to make your summer vacation a real ex-

perience:
.Touring and entertainment in Malaga:

ic
'

Night clubs and casinos
Shopping at Ceuta — the tax-free town- in North

Africa
Self-drive arrangements available

MMAIL
Ask your travel agent for our charter flights

pamphlet, and join an M.P.T. Melia flight to Spain
— while there's still time.
international travel organization with 141 branches
throughout the world

Departure Schedule

July 4

Very few
seats left

July 18 Aug. 1

Fully booked

Aug. 15

Very few

seats left

Aug. 29 Sept 12

Sept. 26 Oct. 10

Rook your seat now

MASSUA
in memory of the Zionist Youth Movements

in the Holocaust and Uprising

announces the establishment of a
Prize to be Awarded inMemory ofthe late

SALOMON and RELLA GUTTMAN
The prize will be awarded fora work of sculpture, painting, literature and/or research on

The Holocaust and Uprising

Members of the Jury; Gideon Hausner MK,, Moshe Kol, -Nathan Rappaport, Bile

Wlesel, Prof. Zvi Yavetz, representatives of the Guttman, Herzberg and Gattmon Families.

Last date for submission: August 31, 1979

Inquiries to Menaehem Wlrth, Hassua, Kibbutz Tel Yitzhak, Tel. 03-287173.
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ISRAEL - SOVIETSHOWDOWN
(Continued from pap I)

watch the Soviets edge a disappoin-
ting Italy, 80-94.

Last night, a less tense Israeli
team, tired from a day off for
sightseeing and shopping, as well as
practice, watched Yugoslavia and
Chechoslovakia square off for the
third and fourth places la the
tourney, berths that Israel had only
a few daysago considered beyond Its

reach.

Impressing the professionals
attending the competition has been,
more than anything else, Israel's
reliance on “basic basketball" to
win their games.
"We played basketball the way it

is supposed to be played," said
Kaplan. “We ran, we shot, we pass-
ed, and we didn't rely on height, or
rough stuff, to get where we got to."
But Kaplan admits tonight's game

Is not going to be easy. The tallest
player on Israel's team Is 40 kg.
lighter and tbree centimetres
shorter, than the biggest Soviet
player. And the discrepancy In size
continues right down the line.

To take the long passes away from
the Russians, Israel Is likely to play
a man-to-man defence, rattier than
zone. And to make use of Israel's

talents while hitting at the Russians'
Achilles heel, a fast-paced running
game is to be expected.
"We've got to get them to make

mistakes," Kaplan said, explaining
Israel's strategy.

“In a runninggame, the speedand
control la on our aide. The chances
for a mistake cure on their aide, If

they feel they are losing control."

While Klein is not expected to
name his startingSve until moments
before the game, the backcourt is ex-

pected to be held up by Israel's

tallest player, Eric Menkln, accom-
panied by fellow new Immigrant Lou
Silver.

Filling in the backcourt will be
Mickey Berkowita, Israel's quick, 25-

year-old star, whose Impressive ball
.handling and shooting so impressed
Atlanta Hawks coach Hubie Brown
that the U.S. pro coach met with
Berkowita to discuss a tryout for the
Sabra.
Out front. Boas YannaJ, or Kaplan,

will play alongside graceful
playmaker Barry LelbowUx or kib-
butznlk Moti Aroeati, to make up the
first five.
Berkowita’ crucial performance

may be hampered a bit by an ankle
injured during the previous match
against the Russians. But Kaplan

sold last night that during a "bard
hour of practice" Berkowita said his

ankle should not be a problem.
Klein has been rumoured to be

considering an offer to coach a West
German team this year, but the
veteran Israel b&sketballer
nevertheless plans to continue
coaching the national all-stars. The
team is due to play again in Geneva
next May as part of the preliminary
games leading up to the Olympics.

“It's still not certain we'll make It

to the Olympics," Kaplan said

But after this week's heady- vic-
tories, Including a guaranteed se-
cond spot Wthe European standings,
few basketball fans anywhere In
Israel or Europe, will be surprised if

Israel sends a team to Moscow In
1880.

In an expression of confidence in

the local team, three chartered
flights from Israel were slated to
take off this morning for Turin to
join the hundreds of Israelis already
in the northern Italian town.
Education Minister Zevulun

Hammer, who is currently in
Europe, has also juggled his
schedule to allow him to attend the
game tonight, which will be televised
locally starting at 8 pm.

Traditional cricket home braces for ‘noise*

from fans of Pakistan, W. Indies cap match

LONDON (Reuter). — London's

Bennington Oval, a symbol of the

quiet* dignity of cricket to many
traditional followers of the game,
will be filled with cheeringand chan-
ting today when the West Indies and

Pakistan meet In the semi-finals of

the World Cricket Cup.

A capacity crowd of 18,000, drawn
largely from London’s West Indian

and Pakistani populations, are

hound to give their teams a noisy

reception asthey battle fora place in

.the final against the winners of the

other semi-final between England
and New Zealand.
Newspapers here have already

voiced fears about crowd disruption

at the match and West Indies Cap-
tain Clive Lloyd has offered to broad-

cast a pre-match appeal for fans to

behave.
In the group B deciding match on

Saturday at Headingley, Leeds,
when England narrowly beat
Pakistan, bottles were thrown and
fighting broke out in the crowd. Oval
officials are taking steps to prevent
trouble at today's game.

The • West Indies are strong
favourites to go forward to the final

of this one-day, 60-over competition.

Theywontheir qualifying groupwith
clear victories over India and New
Zealand, though the match against
Sri Lanka was rained off.

The West Indies formidable bat-

ting and bowling strengths are Ideal-

ly suited to the one-day game, and
the winners of the firstWorld Cricket

Cup in 1873 look to be In good form
for another victory.

Opening batsman Gordon
Greenidge already has scores of 106

and 65 under his belt and. with his

freescorlng colleagues, win severely

test the Pakistan bowling led by pace
men Imran Khan and Slkander
Bakht
The Pakistan batsmen should also

. find the going tough against the two-

wave attack of fast bowlers Andy
Roberts, Michael Holding, Joel

Garner and Colin Croft. -

BADMINTON. — China was certain
of winning the women's singles and
men’s doubles titles and yesterday
placed tour men in the men's singles
-quarterfinals of the second World
Badminton Championships in
Hangchow, China.

Borg faces tough

Wimbeldon lineup
LONDON (Reuter). — Sweden's
Bjorn Borg, Wimbledon champion
for the last three years, faces a tough
first-round match against experienc-

ed American Tom Gorman when the

championships begin herenext Mon-
day.
Gorman's tennis career baa been

plagued by injury, but he can be a
handful tor anyone at the beginning
of a tournament and Borg is always
at Ms most vulnerable early on.

The championship drawwas made
yesterday and if it goes according to

plan Borg will meet third seed Jlmny
Connors of the U.S. in the semifinals
— a repeat of last year's final.

Connors arrived here today, en-

ding speculation that be would miss
Wimbledon because Ms wife Patti is

expecting a baby.
“I have always intended playing

and I am determined to win. Patti is

doing fine and there are no
problems," Connors said.

Borg, 33 earlier this month, always
likes to play himself in at Wimbledon
and last year M* approach almost -

icost him a third title. He met giant (3

metre) American Victor Amaya la
the opening round and lost two sets
before winning in five. He then
dropped only one more set in

tournament.

He should certainly have less of a
struggle against Gorman, when
greatest Wimbledon moment was ta
1871 when he upset Australian four-

time champion Rod Laver, la
straight sets in the quarter-finals.

The Swede will not be able to relax
at that point. Hi* second round oppo-
nent will be either Mark Edmond-
son, who took him to five sets In the
second round two years ago, or VJjay
.Amritraj. the top Indian .player.

In round three, he could meet
either of two hard-hitting
Americans, Hank Pffstexl or the
rapidly inproving Peter Fleming.

The first 'seed he will face is
'American Brian .Gottfried, the
number nine, and his projected
quarter-final opponent .la sixth-
seeded Argentine Guillermo Vflaa,
who has a notoriously unsuccessful
career record against Borg.

YOUR
inteRent CAR
WILL BE
WAITING IN

FRONT OF
YOUR HOTEL
Thar n thr kind ot service you'll get
Itom Israel's largest rent a car network.
' 3 rental station*, all over the country.

TELEVISION

EDUCATIONAL i 1.10 English 8. 0.80

Literary selections. 8.30 Nature ft.

0.40 Programme for kindergarteners.
10.10 English 7. 10.30 Music. 10.00

Nature for. elementary schools. 11.10

English 8. li.so English 8. 13.00
Literature 7-9. 12A0 English 8. 10.00

History. IBAO Nature fl. 10.40 Math 8-

8. 18.00 Programme for
kindergarteners. 18X8 Road Safety.
18.88 Alice's Msglc Home. 17.00 The
Eighth Wonder of the World

CHILDKEN’S PROGRAMMES
17,30 The World of Wait Disney; Hans
Brisker (part 2>
18.20 Tales of Barba'aba
ARABIO-LANGUAGE programmes:
18.00 News roundup
18A2 Youth magazine
19.00 Prom Here and There
19.27 Programme announcements
19.80 News
HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at 20.00 with Upstairs
Downstairs: An Object of Value
20.00 Beauty Spot — Url Dvlr
recommends sites and tours in Israel

21.00 Mabat newsreel
* 21.80 Mioked
.22.00 Boindy sauvd des faux, Jean'
Renoir 1

! film exposing the scene of

Parisian beggars
20.00 Almost Midnight — News
JORDAN TV (unofficial)

:

17.40 Cartoons. 18.00 The Partridge

Family. 18.00 The Waltons (JTV B)

20.00 News In Arabia. 20X0 Milled

Blessings. 21.10 Centennial. 22.00

News In English. 23.IB- History of

Navigation. 22.80 Quineey.

‘(Bhows with asterisks are also broad-

cast on JTVB)

ON THE AIR 2nd Programme 'Army

First Programme
7-07 (Stereo): Morning Concert —
Rossini.; Samiramide, Overture:
Debussy-Ravel: Dance; Handel:
Concerto for Oboe 'and* Orchestra,1—
J.C. Bach: Symphony, Op 0, No.2;
Dukas: The Sorcerer's Apprentice;
Berlioz: Roman Carnival; Overture,

'

Schubert: Plano Sonata, D, 409;
Tchaikovsky: String Serenade In C
Major; Salnt-fiaens: Septet, Op.66:
Mendelssohn: Symphony No.4,
Italian

10.08 Radio story
10.18 Elementary School Broadcasts
10.88 Lesson In spoken Arable
10.40 Knowledge for All •

UJ8 Pentecost Prayers ofU» Ethio-

pian Church
12.08 (Stereo): Artists' Parade —
Carmen Or. piano; Zecbariah Zorin.,

violin; Galina Soniach, piano —
Mozart: Sonata No. 8 for Piano and
Violin. K. 298; Mozart: Plano Sonata
In C Major. K.8S0; Ravel: Sonata for

Violin and Plano
10.00 (Stereo): Noon Concert —
Boccherini: Symphony No.I, OpJ2;
Haydn: Concerto for Cello and
Orchestra
l4.1p Children's programmes
ISA0 Notes on a new book
18.08 (Stereo): Gabrieli: Sonata
plan'e forte and Canzone No.2;
Gemlnlanl: Concerto Groszo No.B .

Op. ft. No-2; Rossini: Stabat Mater
20.08 (Stereo): New Records and
Recordings
a.00 Everyman's University

23.06 (Stereo) : Verdi: D Trovatore —
Complete opera, until 01.00

bjso Travis McGee — Radio thriller

series
7.00 This Morning — news magazine

8.10 Good Morning— songs, chat

U.06 Midday— news crihmentary
14.10 Selections of opera music
15.09 Israeli songs
16JO Freaa conference' * -

17.10 On Target — radio game
18.09 Programme for Senior Citizens

18.88 Sports magazine
18.48 Bible Reading — Psalms: 73,74

19.00 Today — people and events In

the news
20.10 My Father's Homs (repeat)

21X6 Light Classical music
22.00 Edna Peer's talkshow (repeat)

38.08 Treasure Hunt — radio game

dial Cocations
AM In UloHcrts
PM In MrgnHeraM Pro- Surf Pro.

prnmmr gnnmr

Contra]
Israel AM:

FM :

J'm
ana AM:

379

*3.3

PM:
Hal(a
area AM:

FM-
B'sheba
area AM

PM:
SafeS
area AM:

PM:
Eilat AM'

PM:

373

1IM
*1.3

Ui
710

•33

8.30 University on the Air — Prof.

David Fluaser lectures on the Jewish
Origins of Christianity

.7X7. “707" — Alex AnaId presents

selections of music and items from
zhe-momlngnewspapers .. „

8X6 IDF morning newsreel

8.09 Israeli Summer- songs, skits

with Ell Ylsraell

11.05 Favourites — familiar tunes,

songs and skits

12.45 IS Minutes— Political commen-
tary
18.05 Today's Favourite — songs with

a special theme
14.U8 Two Hours — music, art,

cinema and theatre reviews, Inter-

views and anecdotes
16.08 Open Une
17.06 IDF evening newsreel

17.48 Sports newsreel
18.06 Military Magazine
18.46 -Foreign Hit Parade
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21X8 University on the Air (repeat)

22.08 Tonight — Music and inter-

views. Presented by Michael
Handelzaltz
00.08 Night Birds — songs, chat with

Ronny Toren

379

a*.«

1203
MU*

878

81.X

Hi
103.X

379
M|
1137

103 *

M
101.1

110
*9.3

VOICE OF PEACE
Continuous music 24 hours a day.
News broadcasts: Weekdays —
hourly 7.00 a.m. -18.00 p.m.: 22.00-

24.00. Saturdays 9 a.m.-18.00 p.m.:
23.00-34 .00.

NEWS BULLETINS
Army Radio: Every houron the hour.

First Programme: Every two hours,

from 7 a.m. to midnight. 7 p.m.
broadcast L in easy Hebrew. Second
Programme: 6.03 a.m., then every

hour on the hour until 1 a.m. Third
Programme: Hourly, from 8 am. to

midnight.

NEWS IN ENGLISH
7.00 (Fourth, Fifth) "

14.00 i Fourth. Fifth I
•

18.00 (Fourth! •

20.00 [Fourth! •

23X0 (Fifth) •

00.30 (Fifth! *

* Fourth programme: 787 kHz;
Jerusalem area 674; central Israel

1029
* Fifth programme: Short wave and
FM 88.2 MHz

NEWS COMMENTARY
Second Programme: Following the
news at 7 a.m. l p.m. and 7 p.m.
Army Radio: Following the 8 a.m.
and 3p.m. news and at 11.40 p.m.

CINEMAS
JERUSALEM, 4. 7. 9.

Amen: The Boys from Brazil. 4, 8X0,

9: Eden: Devil's Brigade, 4, 6.30. 9;

Edison: Paradise Alley 4. 0.48, 9;
Hablrah : My Mother The
General; Mr: Dizengoff M. 4.6.48, 9;

Mitchell: National Lampoon's
Animal House. 6.48. 9. Weds, also at

4: OrgU: Hems; Orion: Midnight
Express, 4, 6.30, 9; Ona: The Thirty
.Nina Steps: Ron: Dent Steal My
Baby; Semadar: Heaven Can Walt,

7. 9X6: Small Auditorium Blnjend
Ha'ooma: Autumn Sonata^ Cinema'
1: Adrift 7. 9.18

General: Llmor: International
Velvet, 4.30, 7, 9.80; Maxim: A
Different Story: Mogrmbt: Odds and
Evens, 4,30. 7.30. B.30; Ophlr: Ice

Castles; Orly: National Lampoon's
Animal House; Farts: Black and
White In Color. 10. 12. 2. 4. 7.15. 9.30;

Peer: Who is Killing the Great Chefs
of Europe?; Ramat Aviv: Sayonara.

7.90, 9.30, Tubs, at 4.30; Royal:
French Love. 10. '12. 2. 4, 7X0, 9X0:
Shahaff: The Boys from Brazil, 4X0.

7, 9.30; 8tudlo:_CalUornla Suits;

Tchelet: The Adventures of Picasso;

Tel Aviv: Concord Affair; Tel Aviv

Museum: Parell pas Fareil; Zafon:

Heaven Can Walt;

Orly: Midnight Express. 6.46, 9:

Peer: Autumn Sonata; Ren: My
Mother the General; Shavll: The Bet-

sy. 6.30. 9.

RAMAT GAN. 7.18, 9.86

Hadw: Dizengoff 99; Armon: Foul
Play. 4,0.45,9; Lily: Same Time Next
Tear; Oasis: The Big Fix. 4, 7.19.

9X0; Ordeal My Mother the General,
4. 7.19. 9.30; Rama: Lea Bijoux de
Famine. Mon. and Wed. also 4.80:
saw* Gan: Odds and Evens

TEL AVIV. 4.10, MS, 9X6
Allenby: Paradise Alley; Ben
Yehuda: Same Time Next Tear;
Chen ; When Right Bells Toll

;
Qnema

One: High Velocity; Cknema Two:
Coming Home; Dekel: Midnight Ex-

press, T, 9.16; Dlfve-ln cinema: The
Plante and the Arrow, 7.18: Cactus

Flower. 9.30; Esther: Dizengoff 99;

Gat: Autumn Sonata; Gordon: White

Blm. Black Ear; Hod: My Mother the

HAIFA. 4, 6.48, 9.

Amphitheatre: High Ballin; Annftu:

Donna Flor and her Two Husbands;
Atxxnon: Girl Friends; Chen: Heaven
Can Walt: Gtlon Blind Rage. 10. 2, 7;

The Head Hunters, 12, 4, 9; Miron:

The Sabines of the Nymphe. 6 non-

stop peris.; Moriah: Convoy 8.45. 9;

Grab: Dizengoff 99; Ordan: Coming
Home. 6.49. 9: Orion: I am a
Nymphomaniac. 6 non-stop peris.:

HERZUYA
David: Dizengoff 99, 4.80. 7X0, 9.30;

Ttferet: Goodbye EmanmUe. 7.16,
9X9

HOLON:
Higtlal: High Tension, 4.30, 7X8, 9X0

PETAH TIKVA
Shalom: My Mother the General, 4,

7.19. 9.19. Monday: 3. 7.13. 9X5

NETANYA:
Esther: My Mother the General, 4X0.
7. 9X9.

CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINES Jerusalem: Weekdays: 10-a.m. of day prior to publication. For Friday's

paper: S p.m. on Wcdnaaday. For Bunday't paper: 8 p.m. on Thursday. Tel Aviv and
Haifa: Wednesdays and Friday: 12 noon two days prior to publication. For Sunday's'
paper: 12 noon Thursday

Ads are accepted at all offices of The Jerusalem Pori (for addresses see masthead on

back page) and at all recognised advertising agencies.

Weekday rates: Minimum charge. of UX19.60 for eight words: XL16.70 for each ad-
ditional word. Friday and holiday eve rates: Minimum charge of lLlTO.40 for eight

*
onaiwords: 11X1X0 for each additional word. AU rates include VAT.

DWELLINGS PURCHASE/SALE

JERUSALEM
SEGAL BUYS EVERYTHING, televisions

stereos, furniture, liquidations. Tel. 08-

888790. 03-068748.

REHOV PINSKER luxury furnished -old ENGLAND." very beautiful antique
apartment July-August. Tel. 02-660097, furniture. 47 Derech Hevron, Jerusalem.
422179.

TWO ROOMS in a spacious apartment.
Hyrkanla, until end July. TeL 02-689881, 02-

888111, Glom. SITUATIONS VACANT
TEL AVIV

4-fl'lS&RJOUS ROOMS ^'telephone for Ari^ottrired.' Suitable sine forpensloned-

renL Ihter-IenwI. Tel. 08-394342/3. Apply Tel. 02-223796: 02-669880. evenings.

PLEASANT BUSINESS POBITJQjr hY.Tel

NETANYA

ANGLO-SAXON NETANYA offers large
luxury 4, long term 8800. Many others fur-

nlshed/unfurniahed, long/short term ren-
tals. Tel. 068-28290.

REQUIRED for .our office In Haifa,, clerk-

typist, mother tongue English, minimum of 0

years’ experience, age over 80. able to work
Independently, shorthand desirable, 6 day
week. Hours: 9 a.m.-4 pjn. Contact Ora,TeL
04-663362.

TO LETT 3-ROOM apartment. Tor salenew 8-

room apartment 846,000. Modern 8-room
apartment, all conveniences, fully furnished,

telephone 870,000. Faneon, 14 Klkar Hs’stx-
maut. Tel. 008-88498. 088-89889.

RAMTELEX REQUIRE young woman, In-

telligent, with good command of BngHab and
Hebrew (additional language desirable).

TeL 08-288889.

ANGLO-SAXON NETANYA offers large 4.

sea views. 180,000. Luxury 4, 140 sqjn. $85,-

000. VUla. magnificent sea view. 8102,000.

Tel. 058-28290.

ranee C
pony Ltd. and we will train you to be a Ufa
and elementary Insurance agent. We- will

support you In your first steps, and help you
to become established. ADAR your reliable

company. TeL 08-821228.

PENTHOUSE SEA VIEW, 8 rooms $80,000. URGENT! First class typists for hourly

NobU Greenberg- Usslshldn 2, TeL 058-28786, work. Excellent wages. Tlgbur, TeL 03-

068X2608. 399020.

RAMAT HASHARON
TYPIST! Only we pay, In addition to top
rates, a special summer bonus. Dome to our
office and compare with what you earn now.

FOR TOURISTS, July-August. 4 bedrooms. Translators' Pool, Tel Aviv, 1 Rafael BL, TeL
fully furnished + phone, Ramat Hsaharon. 08-241780, 08-290674, Jerusalem, 8 Yanal St.,

Tel. 03-474028. after 3 pjn. Tel. 02-228196. 02-228672. Haifa. 8A Lotus St.,

TeL 04-84268.

INSURANCE WANTED GIRL for managing household in

Zabala. Tull board, room and salary. TeL 08-

226932, office.

BEFORE RENEWING household,
automobile Insurance, phone Goshen. Tel. 08-

717611. Jerusalem 02-719170. TV. ARADIO
CHEAPEST MOST comprehensive motor in-

Levine. TeL 08-232904, 03-280120, 04-061879.
advanced laboratory. Special department for
colour T.V. "Electron." TeL 08-447080. 03-

448188.

PERSONAL
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR (f). 42, char-

VEHICLES
mlng and affectionate, interested In English

1 1 |f 1 1(| |{| I til I III (!) lilll Ltd 111 II I HI 1 11 1 III III Ml I II

I

orjrtdower. tor serious pur- _ s 1B7B „i000 ^ $3,400.. TeL 02-POB n,..DR 30768 No. 7. Jerusalem. M2e30i BM a.m.. passport to

passport.

PLOTS FIAT 128, 1078, UOOcc. Passport or other.

TeL 02-662391.

SALE Passport to Passport. 1974 Ford Pinto,
IF YOU OWN LAND for bunding, Industry or $2,600. TeL 02-283964.

agriculture, we have serious investors! App-
ly lo us. and we will find a suitable buyer. PAflSPORT/PAS8PORT Honda
ADAMA LTD.. 10 Rahov Shmaryahu Levin, motorcycle N.C. 00, 8700. 900 km., TeL 03-

HaUa. Tel. 04-648838. 446907.

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES

FIRST AID

Only

One Hour
Before

Flight-Time-f

That’s

Service

!

Use El ATs Advance Check-in Service to diarinatt i

before departure. Bags should be taken to the El AfTerminal the
day before departure. AH formalities will be completed there so you
can arrive at the airport only an hour before take-off time, and
proceed straight to paaport control.

Call flannel at (03)625252. From 6.00 axn. - 23.30 pxn. - for
IwaHwg^ Bnnfitiq»dnru or change* of sR El Al flights.

El A1 rau a luxury Umomdne bus service between Tel Aviv Town
Terminal and the airport. For departure times call one Terminal

(03)253535.
TaT AvivTerminal : adjacentto theTelAviv Railway Station-North.

Open * :4 pjn.autil midnight.
Jerusalem Termini: 12 HUTd Street

Open :7 pju. until II pjn.
:Sat eve: half-hour after Sabbath end to 11 pjn.

Jerusalem: Rubama, 81 David YelHn,

222788; Petra, Salah Eddin St.. 284143.

Tel AvtviDNetxach Israel, ll Nctxach
Israel, 228945. Bal Yam: Mazur, 20 HavJva
Reich. 888360; Gone Bat Yam.S H&nevilm,

885671. Ramat Gan: Negfaa, 88 Negfaa,

743109. Kfar Shmaryahu: Kfar
Shmaryahu, Commercial Centre, 980244.

Netanya: Qeva, 14 Shear Hagai. 22896.

Badera: NegM, 74 Herbert Samuel. 22190.

Haifa: TchernlehovaM, K- Stella Maris,
538146.

Bnemboba: Jerusalem,M Herzl, 77084.

Magen David Adam first aid centres are

open from 8 p.m. to 7 h-m. Emergency
home calls by doctors at fixed rates. Sick
Fund members should enquire about
rebate.

'

Phone- numbers: Jerusalem. Tel Aviv,

Haifa — xoi. Dan Region (Ramat Gan.
Bnel Brak. GIvstaylm. Klryat Ono) —
781111.

DUTY HOSPITALS

Jerusalem: Blkur Hoilm (psdiatrlci),

Hadkasah (internal, obstetrics, surgery,
ophthalmology, E.N.T.), ML Scopus
(orthopedics).
Tnl Aviv: Rokah (pediatrics). Ichilov

(Internal, surgery).
Netanya: Laalado (obstetrics,- internal).

Haifa: Carmel.

“Enui’ ( — Mental Health First Aid, Tel.

Jerusalem OOMu. Tel Aviv 2588U, Haifa
638888, Beersheba mn.
BGsgav L&daeh: Open line 4-0 p.m. every

Monday answers to obstetrics,
gynaecological, sterility and family plan-

ning problems i TeL 02438300.

Ashdod 22222

Ashkclon 23888
'Bat Yam 889999

Beersheba 78333

Eilat 2333
Hadera 22338

Holon 8031S3
‘Naharlya 928333

Nazareth 84633
Netanya 23333
Pctah TJkva 912333
Rehpvct .054-93333

Riahon LoZiott 942333
Safod 30333

'

Tiberias 20111

SUNSET-SUNRISE

[WHAT'S ON
Notices In tills feature are charged at IL50.40 per line Including TAT; Insertion evdy 1

day costa IL828X0 including VAT, per month. Copy accepted at offices of The'

Jerusalem Post and all recognized advertising agents.
. ....

Jerusalem
MUSEUMS
Israel Museum. Exhibitions. Peace Pain-

tings by Egyptian Children. Yochcved
Wetnfeld: forms of visual images. Arts in

Palestine In the 39th Oen&ury. Street Art.

Birds in Art. From the Collection of the

Design Department. From BtiH lAle to

Object. Neolithic Figurines from Bfaaar

Hagolan. Childhood Drawing* and Pain-

ting* of Israeli Artists. Words In Freedom.
-Exhibit of the month : Moses Receiving the

30 Commandments — 17th century
tapestry.

Rockefeller Momam. "War and Pesos" —
head of Janus. Rare bronze vessels from a
Persian period tomb, Nablus. Islamic
Arts, from the Israel Museum collection.

Visiting Hours — Israel Museum : Sun.,

Mon., Wed., Thurs. 10 a.m.-B p.m.; Tuc. 4-

10 p.m.; Frl. 10 a.m,-3 pjn. Bat. 10 a.m.-2

p.m. Shrine of the Book, BUly Bose Art
Garden: Bun., Mon., Wed., Thur. 10a.xn.-8

p.m. Tue. 10 a,m.«10 pjn.; Frl. and Sat. 10
a.m.-S p.m. Rockefeller Museum: Bun.-

Thur. 10 axn.-o p.m.; Frl., Bat. 10 a.m.-2

p.m.Tickets tor ML and holidays must be
purchased In advance at Um Museum.
Cahsna or major Jerusalem hotels; In Tel

Aviv at Rococo, Radran and Kastul. Free
guided tours In English, Bun., Wed., 12.00

a.m., Tues. 4.30 p.m. from upper entrance
hall.

Tel Aviv
MUSEUMS
Tel Aviv Museum, Sderot flhaal
Hamelech. Exhibitions — Art of the Six-

ties: Europe and..-America. New Ac-
quisitions, 20th century painting, sculp-
ture. drawing. Israel Photography. Work
by pupils ot the Museum workshops.

* Helena Rubinstein Pavilion — ‘There Is

something to 1L after sR" — exhibitloo.

workshop on buildings to Tel Aviv.
Vialting hours: Sun. *— Thur.. 10 am.-lO

. pjn. FrL 10 amL-2 pjn. Sat. 7-11 pjn. Sat..
pjn. Fri. 10 ajn.-z pjn. oat. 7-ll pjn. Bat
morning, 10 ajn.-l pjn. FREE. Helena
Rubtosteto Pavilion: Bun.— Thnc. 9 ajn.4Thur.9ajB.-I
p.m.; 4-7 pjn. Fri. 9 lum.-fl pjn. Bat dos-
ed.

Beth Hatetatsoth. The Jewish diaspora,

past and present, presented by the most
modern technology and graphic tedud-

CONDUOTED TOURS
wpSp—k Tours
1. Medical Centre, In Klryat Hadassah.
Tours to English at 9, 10, 11 a-m. and 12.

noon, leaving from the Kennedy Building.

Tour includes Chagall Windows. No
charge. On Friday tours begin at 8a.m. —
by appointment only. TeL 416888.

2. The Hadaaaah Synagogue — Chagall
Windows — open to the public from 3X0-
4.00 pjn. Sunday-Thursday. Buses 19 end,
*7^ . „W.‘
a.JfL Scopus Hospital: Tours from 8.80 to

12X0 'plih 1Nd.charg(LBuses 9 andriL TeL

,

JHIHTl -
- •

4. Morning half-dsy tour of all Hsdasash
projects. 80 per peraon towards transpor-

tation. By reservation only: Tel. 410888;

Hebrew.University, tour* to English at B.

and 11 ajn. from Administration Building.
Glvat Ram Campus. Buses 9 and 28.

Mount Scopus tours 33X0 a.m. from the
Reception Centre Administration
Bunding. Buses 9 and 28. Further details:

TeL 882819.

Emunah — National Religious Woman's
Organization, Tourist Centre, 29 Rahov
Ben Maimon. Tel. 03-002468.630620, 813888.

American MlzraoM Women. Free Morning
Tour* — i9a Keren Hayesod Street,
Jerusalem, Tel. 282788.

SHOWS
A Stone in David ’a Tower. Sound and Light
how far English, every evening (except
Friday and festival eves) at 8.46 p.m. at
the Citadel near Jaffa Gate. Monday.
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Saturday also

at 10.00 pjn. to English; Sunday and
Thursday at 10.00 pjn. to French. Tickets
at the entrance. Please come warmly
dresaed.

MISCELLANEOUS
Jerusalem Aria Lane — Khutaot Hajvtaer

.

(opp. Jaffa Gate). Quality aria and crafts.
'

AU media. See artists at work. Open dally.
Jerusalem Biblical Zoo, Scbnellsr Wood.
Romema. TeL 834822, 7X0 sun. — 7 pjn.

ques, films, slide shows, audio-visual
presentations, displays, computer ter-

minals, etc. to the exhlbtttoe gallery:

"Image Before My Byes" — a
photographic history of Jewish Ub la

Poland (lBMBM).Xhooajmbtfanwtthtb6-
exhlbltion: 'The Life tbit nisirmSirsd"
(Jewish Lite to Poland,'

1 !"

show by Roman vlshnUu^
Visiting hours: Bun., ffal.£j

— 5 p.m. Tue., Wed. 8 •

closed.

Beth Hatefusoth la

Klauaner, Ramat Aviv,
Gate 2 of Tel Aviv
CONDUCTED
Emunah — National BsHgf— Women.
368 XbuGafairol, Tel. 440838, 718842.

1

Canadian Hadassah-WlM Office,
Rebov Hayarkon. Tel. 227060,8jun .-2 pj
ORT Israel: For visits please o

ORT Tel Aviv. Tel. 9SS2S1, 78081-1;
Jerusalem,' Tel. 688343: ORT Netanyi
Tel. 88744. .

.

American Mhradd Women. Guest Taint
— Tel Aviv — Tel. 220187, 948308.- .

- at Rebov
through

campus).

*V; :
- iHans

Alfa Museum, International Exhibition,

Music to the Bible, 26 Bhabtal Levi BL, TeL
028266-8. National Maritime, TeL 888623-

megal Immigration, TeL 080940. Japanese
Art, TeL 83864. Hue Kata, TeL 88482.

Dagos Grain 'Collection, TeL 064223. Ar-

tiste' Hone, TeL 022188.

What's On to Haifa, dial 848840.

Rehovot
The Welzmena Institute open to public

from 8.00 ajn. to 3.90 pm. Visitor* Invited
'

to an film on’ institute's research so-

-

tivttles, shown regularly at 1UD0 man. and
3X0 pjn. Friday 31.00 ajn. only.
Tour* of the Wefaunami Hone every half

hour from 9.00 a.m. to 3X0 pjn. and until

noon on Friday. Nominal fee far admission -

to Wetamaim House.
Por Tear* of the House please book: T«L
004-88280, 064-88828.

Henllya
Tour Va'aleh, World Zionist Organisation
Aliya and Absorption DepL *fOur Country
and Our People," every Wednesday In

Hershya — SHARON HOTEL —8X0 pjn-

Tour Va'aleh Evening wife Central Inhu-

mation Office. Israeli film In *wgush with

Panel of Experts. Everyone welcome —
admission free.

TELAVIVMUSEUM
n Sderot Bhaul Hamelech

"A Bigger Splash »*

The award-winning film (U.K.. 1974, colour, 108 min.) oil DAVID
HORNBY— "Swinging London," Pop’s decline, and the dtirlDueJeminent
of its "high priests."

Special screening, In conjunction with the exhibition : Art of the Sixties T
Earope and the DAA.

Thur., June 21, 7.80', 9.80 p.m.
Tue.. June 26, 4X0. 7X0. 9X0 p.m.

REPORT SUSPICIOUS
OBJECTS

mmLwemmom
FLIGHTS

1925 El Al 888 Frankfurt
2300 El Al 334 Brussels. Zurich
2180 El Al 812 Johannesburg, Nairobi

21M El Al 542 Athens
'

Dd* schedule la subject to change without
prior notice. Readers are advised to call
Benrfjtotrbm Airport Flight Information,
(03) Sma-JH (or.QOAWU for HZ Al
flights only) for changes to times of.
Arrtaala and Departure*.

DEPARTURES

Sunset 38X0; Sunrise tomorrow 04X4

POLICE

Dial 100 In most parts of Ihe country. ln‘.

' Tibwlns dBtl 024444, Ki ryal SlUnona 40444

WEDNESDAY
ARRIVALS
0026 El Al 838 London
0600 Alitalia 788 Melbourne, Sydney,'
Singapore, Bombay
0988 El Al 008 Miami. New York
1199 El Al 004 New York ,
1830 Condor 2918 Frankfurt
3820 El Al 882 Istanbul
3840 aua 711 Vienna
1400 TAROM 245 Bucharest
1480 Lufthansa 004 Frankfurt
3800 Karalr 8188 Helsinki
3820 El Al 042 Rhodes
1825 TWA 890 Los Angeles, Washington ,

Paris. Rome
3900 Condor 2920 Dusseidorf, Munich
1605 El Al 886 Rome
1600 TWA 806 Ban Francisco, New York,
Paris
1015 BAS J7i Copenhagen
1689 Air France 180 Paris, -Nice
37D6 TWA 846 Washington, Boston, Rome,

1726 KLM 023 Amsterdam
1735 El Al 302 Munich, Vienna
moo Swissair 332 Zurich
I860 British Air 878 London
3900 TWA’848 Chicago, Paris, Rome
3910 Olympic 301 Athens

OlOO El Al Dll Johannesburg
0800 13 Al 886 Rome
0603 TWA 847 Athens, Rome, Borton.

Washington
0890 El Al 009 Montreal. New York
0889 Alitalia 763 Rome
0700 Swissair 383 Zurich ,

0710 TWA 840 Rome. Paris. Boston.

Chicago
0740 El Al 863 Munich, Vienna . .

0748 Olympic 302 Athens ...
0830 KLM BM Amsterdam
0030 El Al 881 Zurich, -Brussels -

0830 TWA 889 Paris, N.C.
0640 El Al 881 Istanbul .

0880 British Air 577 London
0800 El Al-030 London. New York
0910 TWA 801 Paris, Naw. York
0030 Air Francs 337 Paris - -

1000 El Al 387 Frankfurt -

1040 El Al 823 Parl8
1300 El Al 347 Rhodes
3300 El A) 818 London
2416 Condor 2918 Frankfurt
1440 AUA 712 Vienna
-2020 Tarom 240 Bucharest
I960 Lufthansa 609 Frankfurt -

3080 Condor5921 Munich, Dusseidorf.
^

3730 SI A] 642 Athens '

3730 SAB 772 Copenhagen
1840 Air France 187 Paris r-

Thl* jnpht ittfbrmpiioH la'suppiiid-hp^

BenJturloK international .Airport

dlna/hm Crnfrr. .
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WITH * wmprehen-
riv

i»FSF* “**"* aj-stam* limited
publishing in Hebrew, * highly
qtue^on&WeUxatlon system on fan-

tp*.' tbe Israeli book buyerto*E
more of anr economic bind than ever'
before.

IV ,

it \ A Tel Aviv University lecturer told
>

,

1* me bow much soul-searching she nn-
‘t dergoea before Imposing an

obligatory reading Hat on her
n

p students. These
.days a text book in

chemistry and even in English.
,*a language costs upwards of iLfioo
•a kJ

-V One cause for the costliness of
<W books and newspapers is that their -

1C. prioe includes Value Added Tax, un-
>4^. Um in Europe where reading matter
:A is VAT-free.

But even taking VAT and other
l,% outlays into account, the mark-up at

the bookstall seems exorbitant to <me
4 5J.

earning an IsraeU salary. People In
'•lit; the -trade maintain that price levels
or

J
here- sre comparable to those In the% DA mfl OK. Yet during my recent

Uc
two years in London, I recall that'

?d buying a book was not as major a
ow purchasing decision as It ia in our ln-

iljj flattonaiy scene,

BOOKS printed In Hebrew, long
to renowned as a bargain, have been

shooting up ahead of many other
’’""s commodities. Yet they are a

giveaway compared to imported
boobs, and so many of our multi-
lingual citizens do depend on non.

:,fr- Hebrew literature for cultural
* \ sustenance.

Israel Is in the position of having
the distribution and sale of imported
reading material concentrated inthe

1 hands of a few agencies. The largest
is Stebnatsky’s. It has a chain of 88

Nn
t outlets .up and down the country. It

also acts as Its own importer,
.,3 wholesaler; distributor and retailer.
'!J*b
Tjq

^ STEIMATZKY'S was reluctant to
ft divulge statistics on its mark-up on
!4 books. Other trade sources estimate

it at between 15 to 80 per cent of the
to listed- wholesale price.

toft At first glance, this appears, quite
g. reasonable, considering the 70 per

^ cent mark-up on Imported,shoes, tor

example. But it does not take Into ac-
count thevolume discounts available
to bulk purchasers.

’

There ia also the curious matter of
**cbange rates.’When lie floated the
unveil pound. Finance "Minister
&mtia Ehrlich said he had done'
away with the *100 different rates of
exchange'*- which beset our curren-
cy. He apparently overlooked the
book trade.

It has
. been rumoured that

at least twice a week,' the book im-
porters phone each otbor ud agree
on a rate of exchange to pass on to
the reading public. Thus there is7a
corurtant differential between' the
book dealers* rate and that of the
banks, usuallywith the formerao per
cent ahead of the bank rates. This is
aimed at coping with inflation
coats,

.
so they say. This informal

arrangement is never acknowledg-
ed, and indeed ita existence was
fervently denied to me by the
dealers,'

Similar “adjustments’* are made'
In all currencies, with some of the
prices for magazines very far out.
For example, a copy of ?‘Der
.Spiegel,” priced at DM8 — or the
equivalent of ILSB.00 — is .sold at
local newsstands for more than
ILB0. Bronfman’s, the responsible
importer, could not offer a satisfac-
tory explanation for the.margin. -

' Erl Steimatzky, who runs his
family’s business from a gloomy of-
fice in Beit Haflar, which is alsotheir

- wholesale depot, .explains that book
'and Journal importers do not fix a
different exchange rate, but merely
"cover coats.” This includes, he
says, postage, shipping, bank-
handling, the cost of unsold books,
distribution and storage. The extra
mark-up, he argues, "hardly covers
our overhead,” that Euro-
pean book dealers work on a 100 per
cent mark-up.

Apart from Steimatzky*s, Bronf-
man's and Alsbech, there are some
smaller firms in book, imports like
Cohen for text books; HeUiger, tor
medical books; Lonnie tor
American and English books;
Ludwig Meyer, tor fine books; end
Cosmopolite, which ia the sole
representative hare for 25 foreign

THE HIGH PRICE

By MABK SEGAL/Jerusalem Post Reporter
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publishers, mostly texts, art books,
and literature, and is geared to our
Urge German-reading public.

Joachim Berendt. a “Cosmopolite
official, says his firm passes on
publishers’ discounts to the public so
as to keep prices low. This often
means SO per cent off th? price
printed on the book. He suggests that
other booksellers often buy from
Cosmopolite at a discount and then
sell in theirown shops at a price bas-
ed on that printed in the book.

Berendt also credits the tremen-
dous growth of the Stelmatzky's
chain to the disappearance of the old
family-owned bookshops. The
owners of such shops are dying off

and young people do not seem quite
drawn to book retailing, especially in

the face of the giants in the trade.

ONE WELL-KNOWN bookseller
with a not-very-happy story to tell ia

Emmanuel Brown, 57. who aa a
youth In Dublin had dreamed of ow-
ning a bookstore in Jerusalem. He
does own one there, as well as two in
Tel Aviv and one in Rehovoi. To
Judge by his wry Irish talk he
manages to keep his current stores
going only by selling books he Is not

really Interested in selling.

*'I*m a failed academic
bookseller,” Brown laments, soun-
ding like & character out of
Donle&vy. Originally his trade was
geared to academics' book
allowances. But this vanished with
the tax reform. Inflation and the
skyrocketing prices of books from
overseas also have taken their toll.

"People kept congratulating us on
the top quality and serious level of

our books. But fewer and fewer peo-
ple could afford to buy them. We
were marking them down— and los-

ing money drastically."

A good part of Brown’s busineas~is

from "remainders,” publishers’ left-

overs at rock-bottom prices, which
he picks up on his semi-annual buy-
ingsorties to Britain and the U.S. His
business philosophy in a nutshell 1st

“The kinds of books I'd like to sell, I

simply cannot afford to stock." He
still manages to offerhis remainders
at about half the price on the Jacket
— though certainly there may be no
relationship between the jacket

price and what he — or any other
dealer — actually paid tor the "old
stock." Brown is also vice-chairman
of the Israel Book Importers
Association — a body which he dis-

misses as nearly defunct, and he
says of the trade in general:

"I don't think the overall mark-up
here is high, it’s never more than 30
per cent and considering:our 40 per
cent plus inflation, that's not too
bad."

NEVERTHELESS, Dr. YehoshuA
Yaffe. consumer affairs com-
missioner at the Trade1 Ministry,
feels that price tags oh imported
books and periodicals are too high.

He would like the minister to reim-
pose some kind of price control, such
as was removed some years back.
He is also concerned about the
trade's monopolistic nature, but one
gathered that any demand for a
closer scrutiny of these importers'
practices fell on deaf ears.

Yaffe concurs that the consumer
here is nigh defenceless given Bronf-
man's near control over periodicals.

Steimatsky’s domination of paper-
backs and Alahech’s Wrap-up of
French imports. This situation
meanB uniform prices in the coun-
try's retail outlets, with little com-
petition in the business. The com-
missioner had asked for an in-

vestigation, but his superiors have
not responded.

The concentration of book retail-

ing In so few- hands may be regarded
as yet another manifestation of the
Americanization of Israel, to be no
more lamented than the expansion of
the supermarket at the expense of
the corner grocery store. Yet great
American bookshops like Brentano’s
and Doubleday justify their ex-
istence by ottering huge selections
(anywhere from 30.000 to 100.000
titles in any one store) at low prices
resulting from the high volume of

sales.

This is exactly the sort of benefit

we miss from Israeli retail
bookstores. The rapid growth of used
paperback shops is to be welcomed,
but they are no answer for those who
feel they have a right to the pleasure
of a new, crisp and untouched
volume at a reasonable price.

Anew super sleuth for the silver screen

Anthony Hopkins

.“WHEN EIGHT BELLS TOLL” Starring
Anthony Hopkins, Nathalie DflH, Robert

- Morley and Jack Hawkins. Directed by
Etienne Perler and ibeeed ea the aere! by
AlUster MeGlean. (Chen Cinema, Tel
Aviv)

.

.DON’T LOOK NOW, but there’s a
new James Band on the scene.
Shorter, stouter, and infinitely more
rugged, Anthony Hopkins has taken
on a new screen image as the
maverick secret agent Commander
Phillip CalvertIn AUister McClean's
thriller cm the sea.

—

Calvert is summoned to duty by
the’British chief of Intelligence.- S$p L

‘

ArtHir'Jb&Mi, '•*h3m'RSbert Mo&Byzt
plays as a food-gorging, aristocratic
stuffed-shirt.

Where are all the British ships
loaded with gold bullion that have
disappeared off the coast of

Scotland?'’That ia the mystery at
hand.

Sir Arthur doesn’t approve of
Calvert, a man who loathes order*
routine, and red tape, but Sir Arthur

knows that Calvert is brilliant under
fire, an intrepid cloak-and-dagger
man who always gets the Job done.
He may not know his vintages, fike

. Agent 007, but Calvert is a crackshot
(even with a crossbow), an ac-
complished frogman, and a

.
dedicated servant of the British

/ Government.'* 5

• .Calvert — with his closely-cropped.

| *^a£‘k rJ$p^ i
and piercing JJlue e$e* .7=

.

is no less seductive than loverboy
Roger Moore, but he's not obsessed
with the bedroom arts. So Nathalie

. Delon, the only woman who appears
on screen for more than ten minutes.

Cl ntEMA

has a lesa significant role than most
of the James Bond ladies. Frankly,
she doesn’t deserve more.
Robert Morley, who also por-

trayed a glutton in “Who ia Killing
AB the Chefs in Europe?”, steals the
limelight from Anthony Hopkins’ un-
derwater acrobatics and the some 20
murders — give or take a few —
which are par far any contemporary
shoot-out. In this case, comedy is the
perfect bandaid for 'a draxna-ln-
distress.V BOTH ARIELLA BROYDE
THE CONCORDE AFFAIR (AIRPORT
1979-80): Starring femes Franciscos and
Mimai Farmer. Directed by Reger
Deodate.

THIS IS the third in the "Airport”

series of airborne catastrophe films.

Whether it is a sign of progress that

the Boeing 747 files faster than the

707. or that the Concorde flies faster
than the maximum speed of the both
of them combined, is questionable. It

is certain, however, that as this par-

ticular series of film* “progresses”
from year to year, the plots get

steadily more tacky and the action

progressively slower.

Joseph Cotten heads a multi-
national corporation whose aircraft
sales are threatened by the success
of the Concorde- His solution.is to
sabotage severed of the supersonic
birds. That several hundred people
are killed in the effort is of little con-
sequence to him.

The first Concorde crashes off the
island of Martinique; only a

stewardess survives. She is kid-

napped by a group who hope to bleed
Cotten for the ransom.

James Franciscus plays a daring-

do reporter fromNewYork who com-
es to Martinique on a tip. He proves

his abilities in skin diving, high jum-
ping, flying an airplane, robbing a
bank and rescuing maidens in dis-

tress. Obviously he is the one to

attempt to break the conspiracy and
avoid further disaster.

Just how all of this comes about is

a bit difficult to .understand because
the plot of the story is clearly secon-
dary to the spectacular scenery and
crashes.

The film is well-balanced in one
way at least: about one-third takes
place in the air, another third on land

and the balance under the Carribean.
Sea. The skin diving scenes are
beautifully filmed. After .all, how can #

one not be awed by the beauty of blue ,

lagoons and undersea life? The
earth-bound scenes are unrealistic at
best and boring at worst. Multi-

national corporations are certainly
'

not as stupidly organized as por-
trayed here. .

The last half hour in the air is real-

ly quite good. Who could remain -

calmly seated while Concorde Flight
128 Is plunging to its probable

:

desti^Jtan^feiy*a.J°hn^#L^Sp k
pilot?

Recommended for people who .

want to justify their fear of flaring or
for addicts of catastrophe movies.

DAVID QBOKGE

Tova stacks the cards
TOVA’S Iatest exploit is reported by
Bill, her devoted husband. But he’s'

no longer her bridge mentor, as we
shall see.

1The other day” writes Bffl,” I dis-

covered a double-dummy problem in
the ‘MIT Technology Review.'”

North

OKQ1087S
0782
*A7S

Wort
*

4Q853- 4J874
©»«64

. Sl'Tr**A ©20 OJ86 4

*QJ8 *86642
South (D)

©A JS
OAK 86
A'KTIO

’
“Hearts ore trump. South to play

and make all six tricks. I struggled
with the layout at thin problem on the
dinner table. Tova glanced at it. ask-

ed what I was doing, and indicated

her Wmiftfa far such intellectual pur-

suits by setting the dinner dishes on
top of the cards.
"That evening, when I returned

from the kitchen with the coffee, and

• • bridge
.

George Levlnrew

we sat downto play bridge, the cards

were already dealt. Tie following

was the first deal with Tova in the

South seat:

.

*
<5

O J86
*« .

OAKS

“TOVA opened with 2. NT. I relayed

three diamonds and rebid four
hearts over Tuva's three hearts.

Tova carried the bidding to seven
hearts, after some cue-bidding and
the grand slam force.
' 7

-inie "queen of chibs was led and

won with Tova’s king. Trumps were
cleared in four rounds with Tova die-

’ carding the diamond five. Now she
crossed to the king of spades, cashed
the spade ace, discarding the dia-

mond deuce, and paused dramatical-
ly.

"By now of course you can see
what had happened. She had stacked
the cards in order to reach the
double-dummyproblem as a natural
end position. ‘All right,’ I growled,
•get on with it.’ “Without further

ado, she cashed the diamond ace and
ruffed a spade. She played the last

heart. East and South following with
clubs, and West had a problem. He
had to hold both clubs, and if he dis-

carded the diamond queen, East
could become finessed in diamonds.
So he parted with the spade queen.
Now the club ace squeezed East in

spades and diamonds, developing
the 13th trick for the declarer.

•

"I rewarded her for her -elegant
solution by ignoring her erratic bid-

dingfor the rest of the evening. What
would you have done?”

I'd nominate Tova for my team.
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AT THE AGE of three, using the

Suzuki method, a child can be taught
to play the violin. And that is what
will happen, In an organized fashion,

when Meltarel David, the Jerusalem
violin school, opens its doors in

September. .

The school la the brainchild of
Walter Reiter, 82. a graduate of Lon-
don’s prestigious Royal Academy of

Music and, for the pasf year, a
teacher at Jerusalem's Rubin
Academy of Music.
"I started learning to play the

violin, by ear, at the age of five,”

says Reiter. "Without knowing it,

and quite informally, It was the
Suzuki method that -my mother
followed with me. I only learned to
read notes at the age of lO."

-

Reiter believes the method par-
ticularly suited for Israel, because it

so closely resembles the traditional
11Yiddishe Mama" teaching method.
The Suzuki method, developed by

a Japanese musicologist of that

name duringand after World Warn,
is based on Individual and group
lessons for children from the age of
three. The children are taught to

play by ear nursery tunes such as
"Twinkle, Twinkle. Little Star” and
variations upon them, slowly
progressing to mare complex music.
Theory and notes are only taught
after they have a basic mastery of

the instrument. Homework Is done
with the aid of teaching tapes to be
practised with the help of parents.

"I will use both American and*
IsraeU nursery tunes, such as
'Yonnlan Hakatan."’ says Reiter.

MINI MAESTROS
By BENNY MORRIS/Jerusalem Post Reporter

Talented youngster learns the

violin...Shlomit Zlvan, aged 8.

The philosophical assumption
behind the Suzuki method, he ex-
plains, Is that violin-playing is a skill

that can be acquired In the same way
as others that children normally
learn. "Every child has an innate
capacity for music. It simply needs
to he exploited," he says.

Suzuki, who runs a network of

schools in Japan, starts the three-

year-olds off individually and in
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Large Industrial Plant in Haifa
requires

for its vehicles and electricity branch -

Supply Manager
Qualifications:

Experienced independent supply manager In industrial

plant.

Ability and experience in large scale commercial
negotiations (financial and legal)

Technical knowhow in Itemised listings of materials, equip-

ment, vehicles, electricity and electronics.

Mastery of Hebrew and English.

Holders of engineering and/or business administration

degrees preferred.

Position ia an interesting and challenging one

for a senior manager.

Please apply in writing to: P.O.B. 197, Haifa, supplying

details of work experience and education.

Discretion assured —

SDECTIONSTO TODAY'S PUZZLE TOMORROW

Required
ICngHnh

Typist/Correspondent
Working hours: 8 a.m.-4 pan.
Apply.-Orient Gar Company*

75 Derech Petmh Xtkva.
TeL 58-385285

Required by office offorwarding agent
In the Diamond Exchange Building

Experienced Typist
TeL 08-283848.' After Rpjoa., pleaee can
446616,

groups, but eventually they

play in an orchestra of thousands in

vast stadiums. "We'll be more
modest,” says Reiter, who intends to

teach the children to play in
chamber music groups, as well as in-

dividually, from the age of four.

Reiter, who has taught violin for

the past 11 years in Britain, Ger-
many and Israel, has also begunto use

music to treat mentally handicapped'
and disturbed children, and he
niairan success In anumber of case's.

One of his pupils, an 18-year-old

with a mental age of five, achieyeaa
measure of happiness and fulfilment

when playing the violin, says Reiter.

Another, who though he is bright suf-

fers from an acute inability to con-
centrate on anything demanding
attention, including the written
word, finds violin practice conducive
to protracted stints of concentration.
"It calms him completely,” accor-

ding to Reiter.

REITER'S SCHOOL will cater to
four categories of pupils: 4 to 7-year-
olds, studying under the Suzuki

method; handicapped nr emotional-

ly disturbed pupils, for whom violin

playing provides a form of therapy
-(with a psychotherapist on hand for

advice and assistance) : adults
wishing to renew their acquaintance
with the violin or to learn from
scratch: and regular pupils, starting
from the age of seven, who will also

learn theory and study both solo and
chamber music playing. ."Playing

with others," says Reiter, "develops
the child socially."

The new school will charge much
the same as the country's music con-

servatories (i.e. ILfioo permonth for

.two weekly lessons). “But our
lessons,” says Reiter, “will be
longer than the usual conservatory
half-hour.”
The violin will be taught along

strictly classical lines, and with the

customary discipline, Reiter
emphasizes. “But there will be per-

formances from time to time, and at

the end of the year, and these will,

take the place of exams, which many'
children are frightened of,” Reiter

explains.
Reiter's may well be the only

violin school In the capital next year.

Due to financial problems, the Rubin
Academy's conservatory, where
many children now go for after-

school musical Instruction, may
close down. Letters of dismissal to
all 80 of the conservatory staff went
out recently.

IsraelShipyards

Builders of missile boats

and freighters

requires:

* NAVAL ARCHITECT
(experienced in ship planning)

* MARINE ENGINEER
(experienced In ship planning)

* COMPUTER ENGINEER

PleaN apply In writing, detailing education and experience, to:

Personnel Dept, P.OJB. 1282, Haifa,

HAIFA PLANT
requires:

Secretary to General Manager
* Experienced

Perfect knowledge of Hebrew and English, including typing in both

languages.
Good conditions for suitable applicant.

Please apply In writing to: P.OJB. 191, Haifa, giving details of education

and work experience.



Technion head decries

state of technology

Wedding costs soar upwards

but mama wants a big splash

Wednesday, June 20, 1979 The Jerusalem Post
. Page Eight

Japanese scholar feted

for aiding Israel tourism

By YA’ACOV FRIEDLER
Jerusalem Pest Reporter

HAIFA. — A very sombre picture of
Israel's technological future, which
must light the red light Is the highest
quarters, was drawn by Technion
President Amos Horev and his

deputies yesterday.
Speaking ata press conference an-

nouncing the annual meeting of the
Technion’s Board of Governors to be
held next week, Horev pointed out
that the motivation among high
school graduates to study engineer-
ing Is declining. The Technion, which
is the country's leading
technological university, was not
getting the priority it needed to

assure the growth of Industry.
The study of physics was declining

in high schools as a result of the
education reform, which would
make it more difficult for the
graduates to study engineering, and
the Technion was unable to man all

Its junior academic staff jobs
because the pay was unattractive
and the Inflation had driven staff

wages up so far that there was little

money left to -acquire essential
equipment, which boded 111 for the
future.

Furthermore there was still no
national planning of future man-
power requirements ao that the
Technion was forced to make its own
plans, without any indications from
the government on future develop-
ment trends. This was the more
serious in view of the fact that the
Technion was now engaged in mak-
ing Its new five-year plan.
Horev warned that demographic

forecasts showed that the number of

high school graduates In the next
seven years would remain constant
at about 16,000 annually, and the
"meaningful trend” of less Interest

In technology must be reversed. The
Technlon's Intake of 1,200 to 1,300

freshmen annually was also remain-
ing static, he noted.

The Technion could In fact accept
another 300 students a year without

any additional investments or effort,

he stressed, but the right candidates
were not coming.
'His deputy for academic affairs,

Professor Ya’acov Ziv, noted that as
a result of the high school reform the

number of pupils taking physics for

their matriculation examinations
had declined to only 7 per cent, and
he feared that the study of

mathematics would also decline.

"It's fine to give more pupils the

chance to finish high school by letr

ting them choose their own subjects.

But this way well have lots of bank
clerks and not enough engineering

students," he warned, noting that
the Technion was already con-
sidering changes In entrance re-

quirements to bring graduates up to

par in physics which was an essen-
tial requirement for engineers.
He noted that the proportion of

high school graduates opting for

engineering studies had declined
from 17 per cent to 13 per cent, and If

the trend continued there would be
fewer engineers than the minimal

requirements. Furthermore with
wages already taking 77 per cent of

the Technlon’s budget, not enough
money was left to renew and expand
equipment to keep studies at the re-

quired level.

Vice President for Development,
Professor Paul Singer, Bald that 40 of

the 311 junior lecturers' jobs could
not be filled because wages were
better in the private market.
He announced that next year the

Technion would grant B.Sc. degrees

in Computer Engineering and' ex-

pected 80 graduates a year at least

A special course In nuclear engineer-

ing would also be offered to students

in the electrical, chemical,
twoffhaninAi and civil engineering
faculties.

Professor Zeld Berk, Vice Presi-

dent for Research, stated that
financed research at the Technion
was static, in real terms, at 11*160m.
this year, of which 70 per cent was
locally financed. The Defence
Ministry was the biggest funder,
financing 30 per cent of the total,

while industry financed 20 per cent.

A romantic photographic tear such as this, to the Charles Gore Park on the Tel Aviv

waterfront, can push the cost of wedding picture* up to IL11,000. (IPFA)

Engineers charge majoi^ defects

in nation’s industrial planning
By MACABRE DEAN

Jerusalem Peat Reporter

TEL AVTV. — The head of one of the
country's- two engineers'
organizations on Monday charged
that there were major defects In the
nation's planning, in such areas as
providing manpower, planning In the
building trades and defining the
country’s energy needs.
The charges were made by Uriel

Stock, chairman .of the Association
of Engineers and Architects, "who
called for a national planning
authority to bring order out of the
“present chaos."
IBs words were heartily seconded

by Mordecai Geller, secretary-
general ofthe Engineers Union. Both
bodies, it was claimed were working
together in this specific matter, as
well as in others, and themselves
were drawing up plans to coordinate
their own efforts and eventually to

merge into one body. Both bodies
cbntaln about twenty thousand
professionals.

Stock said that in many areas ab-
solutely no planning existed “on
paper although It might exist In
speeches." In those esses where
organizations had drawn up plans,

they were often unable to mobilize
the resources to carryithem out.

"And In those caaesv.where the
resources had been mobilized, the

plans were often diametrically op-

posed to each other, either c&noell-

ing one another out. or leading to

piecemeal effects."

He listed some of the areas In

which planning was either defective

or non-existent:
• The country's Industrial develop-

ment, especially providing sufficient
quantities of trained manpower.
• Planning the building trades In

Israel, especially introducing mass-
production methods, to speed up the
building process. “We are doing
nothing.”
• Defining the country's energy

* needs and making plana to find ade-

quate supplies.
Razing the slums and. building

new houaing quarters fog Hhe slum
dwellers, as well as stepping up the
construction of houses and buildings

in development towns.
• Planning the future of the Negev,
and especially building the
necessary airfields due to the
deployment of the forces following

the peace agreement. "We have
been planning many alrfielda
abroad. Itseems strange that nobody
thought of setting up an Israeli team
to do the planning here."
• Developing Galilee. "How many
years have we been talking about
this $nd doing little or nothing?"
• Population dispersal. “Nobody
has yet taken a clear-cut decision —
and followed It through — as to

Which parts of the country to settle

first, the coastal areas, the Inland

plains, and so on."
• Exporting Israel's technological

abilities, both in processes, and in

finished products.

By DIANA LEBNEB
THE YOUNG couple In identical T-
ahirta and jeans stood before one of.

two sets of parents and pleaded:
“We don't mind getting married
dressed just the way we are, at the
Rabbinate — we'd rather save the
money to take a trip abroad."
"But your father has always

dreamed of a big wedding for you,
with all our family, friends, the peo-
ple we do business with," a mother
implores. If the person addressed is

the father, the wish Is attributed to
the mother, a grandmother, or other
Hn.
Occasionally one hears of a quiet

minority holding modest wedding
parties in their homes, on lawns or
roofs, catered with home cooking or
even with help . from a private
caterer. But for the rank and filewho
do not use the Rabbinate's public

facilities, the big affair in a hall,

public garden or hotel is very much
an accepted fact of life for which
Israelis are ready to beg, borrow, go
into debt, hock a few things or suffer

deprivation.

They rationalize their expenditure
thus: The IL60.000 to UdOO.OOO (for

300 guests) which will be spent on the

average for a reasonable, middle
class and not even extravagant wed-
ding in today's market is still not
enough to buy even a fraction of an
apartment, and the couple's trip

abroad will not add an ounce of hap-
piness to anyone but themselves.
Besides, wedding presents (IL250

little money to contribute to the
family simeha and whose brothers

also helped Insure that she.would not

be outdone by others In her'rejolcing,

rented a modest hall in Rehovot for

XL65.000 that included the ceremony,
the proverbial quarter chicken, aide

dishes, drinks, music and flowers at

the table.

A Tel Aviv couple paid almost

ILS50.000 for a hotel wedding in a
more elaborate style, and the
Hassidic parents of Bnal Brak whose
guests danced in the suburb’s streets

after refreshments from fully laden

tables in a synagogue at almost the

cost of a modest hall, paid aa much
for the bridal clothes, music,
photography, flowers, ahd extras.

Unbelievable? Let us take a few
figures.

, At a alt-down wedding; the meal
ranges in cost from 11*120 a head In a

‘ modest hall to XL600 In a fancy
locale. But that is only the beginning.

Here are some of the other ex;

ponses:
A band of musicians, often accom-

panied by a singer, comedian or

other entertainer to amuse the
guests as they eat. costs between
IL4,000 and 0*12,000.

Flowers at the tables range from
IL500 to ILL,600 not counting the

bridal corsage. Photography can
come to over 0*17,000 and starts at

about 0/3,000.

For about 0/5,000, three albums of

six poses may be had, each taken

partly at the photographer's studio
DCDlUCOi WCUIUUK U1COUUUI V 1 1
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per guest can be expected) will bring - and partly at the

in enough for thonewlyweds to start * - photographer who foUowslhe couple

their life together, or at least pay for.
..

a year's rent of an apartment. And
afterwards? “Well, they're young,
they'll work it out.”

• In the meantime, a wildly happy
evening in full costume with all the

trimmings— music, camera, action

to he recorded for posterity on film
— is the ambition of a good part of
the population.

If today's annual Inflation rate is

70 per cent, and that of houaing 100

per cent, the inflation of wedding
costs Is In the vicinity of 200 per cent.

It Is easily taken in stride by Mazal,
the house cleaner of oriental
background who is renting a hall for

her daughter’s wedding this year at

more than double 'whht'sjle paid
for her eldeat three years ago.
Needless to say, Inflation la met
without a whimper by the parents

who take their wedding party to the

Hilton Hotel for whatever the going
rate.

Mazal, who admits her sister had a

which serve aa a background for

wedding pictures, such as the Tel

Aviv Museum, Hilton Hotel garden,

Hayarhon beachfront, KJkar Aterirn,

Plaza ftotel, orin front of Ely Gera's

gallery In Jaffa, may charge up to

Hdl.000.

A chaffeur-drlven fancy
automobile to and from .the,

ceremony is another huge expense,
depending on the car's model and
bow long it takes.
Renting a wedding gown runs the

bride anywhere from 11*1,500 to IL8,-

000. If the dress has been worn
before and dry cleaned, it costa a
thousand pounds less. Buying a new
gown comes to IL5.000 plus.

Going to the bridal salon for hair-

do, makeup and getting dressed for

the ceremony comes to another cool

thousand or more. But cosmetics ex-

pert Klara Lowy, who makes up
brides at Salon Bella on Rehov
Idelsohn, says that no bride or

member of her party would forgo

the ceremony or balk at the outlay
for full treatments they do not allow
themselves at other times. The bride

and her mother may pay over IL2,-

000 for treatment and creams. Lowy,
deplores Inconsiderate wedding
guests who mess up her work with all

the kissing and hugging.
The honeymoon, too, baa gone up

to over H/3,000 for several days in

Safad or Naharlya, more than IL16,-

000 for a trip to Rhodes. Arkia’s
package deal for honeymoonera (to

rise by 25% in September) is still

considered among the best buys. It

includes a half-price flight, hotel and .

self-drive car to Eilat, Di Zahab or

Sharm e-Sbelkh for ILS.OOO to U*10 ,-

000 for three or four days.

Why doesn't the couple just go to

the Rabbinate and rent a hall for two
or three - hours and even get hors

d'ouevres for IL40 to IL75 a portion.

Including soft drinks?
Why not Indeed, the Rabbinate

spokesman asks? Three halls at the

Tel Aviv Rabbinate accommodate
up to 800 persons and are in constant
use, but such modest weddings are
popular mainly among couples not in
their flrstblobm of youth, or -where

one or both are tying the knot for a
second time. And often a ceremony
there Is only a prelude to an
elaborate reception elsewhere.

Is the big wedding part of Jewish
tradition? Rabbi Yehudah Landau,
head of the Tel Aviv Rabbinate's
Marriage Department asserts it isa
mitzva to feast and rejoice. But glut-

tony, waste, conspicuous consump-
tion and -over-indulgence- have,
always -been .condemned since- the -

days Of 'The' prophets. In inbdem '

Jewish history, rabbis had real

authority over the East European
Jewish community, but while they
Issued warnings against overin-
dulgence, they were reluctant to

make It a transgression of the law,

knowing full well that it would only

'

lead to being Ignored.
Certainly, -the extravaganzas at

Mr mitzva ceremonies and wed-
dings are not in keeping with
halachic precepts of modest living

and the Jewish way of life. Rabbi
Landau declares. Admonitions by
the Kotz and Gerer Rabbis, to fight

Inflation by restraint in spending la

falling on deaf ears for the most
port,, despite proclamations calling

for curbs on lavish, extravagansas
that are now appearing in Bnal Brak
and Tel Aviv.
As elsewhere in the Jewish world,

the Israeli wedding remalna'a grand
affair.

By KINUE WEINSTEIN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Rev. KalcU Baba, a well known
Japanese Bible scholar and a fre-

quent traveller to the Holy Land,
was awarded the Shalom medal by
the Ministry of Industry, Trade and
Tourism for having encouraged hun-
dreds of Japanese to make
pilgrimages to Israel. •

Rev. Baba, 87 years old, is current-,

ly paying his 20th visit to the Land of

the Bible, which he first visited in

1928.

That journey began from Los

Angeles, where he spent three years

as a minister of the Japan Christian

Church. After arriving In.Europe, he

joined a cruiser tour in Naples and
sailed to Beirut via the Greek
islands. From Beirut he travelled by
train to Damascus and then con-

tinued to Tiberias. After visiting

Nazareth, Rev. Baba followed the

footsteps of Jesus to Jerusalem.
There he stayed at the Grand Hotel

in the Old City, at the time one of the

city's fancier hotels. -

He was not able to return to Israel

until 1964 and since then has been
coming almost annually. With the.

passing- of time he has, of course,

witnessed many changes. Even
nature has significantly altered its

face. Although on the whole the land

Is much more developed, he said,

trees have died at a number of holy

sites.

Rev. Baba's interest In the Bible

led Mm to translate It into Japanese

from English after studying basic

Hebrew, Latin and Greek with a
private tutor in Japan. His transla-

tion was published in five volumes
shortly after hla first trip to the Holy
T/inri and was the first full transla-

tion of the Bible Into Japanese.
The edition sold poorly however.

The main reason for this was the Ob.

position of the
.
Japanese regime

which at the time sought to en-

courage development in the.sciences
to catchup with Western technofogj

The fundamentalism of tin Bfble. it

was feared, as well as that of the

Free Methodist movement to which
Rev. Baba belonged, were likely to

Impede, the process of modernize,

tion.

Opposition to Christianity was not
limited merely to discouragement

«

the sale of the Bible. When a number
of Japanese Christian sects organ!*
ed. Its message of unlversallsm war
seen as a direct threat to the expan.

aloniat designs of Japanese
militarism. Accordingly, members
of the two sects— enough to serve a*

- a warning but not enough to arouae a
protest movement —- were arrested
and some of them, -Including Rev.
Baba's friends, died in prison.

The second work of Rev. Baba'a,
the New Standard Bible Dictionary.'
has been more successful. It la atoi
in print and is regularly consulted by
Bible students. In addition. In the
past decade and a half he. has
published more than ten hooka about
the Bible and the Holy Land.

They are widely, read among
students and the Japanese public as

well aa among the 800,000 members
of the Japan Christian Church. Rev.
Baba's scholarly achievements an

.

all the more Impressive given the

fact that he Is self-educated.
The energetic 87-year-oldls ableto

follow a new itinerary and see the

country from a different angle on
each visit. On -this trip Rev. Baba
and Mb six companions, all of whom
have been here at least three times;

will get -a new perspective by
crisscrossing the north of Israri In a
chartered plane.

*
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IL2b. from insurance firms

freed for investment
By TWAfiAMCE DEAN

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Life insurance com-
panies will soon be able to Invest fif-

teen per cent of their funds — ap-

proximately £L2b. — In non-
government projects. Finance
Minister «imha Ehrlich yesterday

told the amnia! general meeting of

the Association of Life Insurance
Companies, meeting at the Hilton

Hotel. Until now, the companies
could, only Invest In linked govern-

'

merit bonds, or the electric corpora-

tion.ButAvraham Taiber,chairman
of .the Association, noted that the

finance ministry has still to drawup
guidelines indicating where they
could invest *m» sum, approximate-

ly is per cent of the total of 1T«13 flb.

they have available fen* investment
-purposes: r*

a:= '

-r Turning to Other patters . Eh|~lftph
* said hehopedto sbon'Ln&e unlinked
government bonds.
“This la our dream,” he said, ad-

dingthat "we still must differentiate

between those companies and
schemes which need linked bonds for

their long-term investments, such os

insurance companies, and thosewho
use short-term-, linked bonds for

speculative purposes."
'

As for Inflation, he said that the

government would continue to fight

it vigorously, although , “never to

take such extreme measures as

causing unemployment, oc.redocing

the profitability of exports, slowing

down economic growth, worsening
the adverse balance .of payments or

reducing “real wdgWi’" 7 .

- Earlier Taiber questioned the

Finance Ministry's policy ofborrow-

ing money from the banka at seven

per cent linked interestwhen the Me
insurance companies were willingto

lend the government this money id

5.2 per cent linked Interest-
'

, . “The chairman pf 3apk:i^
-ifEX Japhet) has special perajjMfre.

powers," Taiber said--:(EhrU0WM
" hot react.) 'i ***

' Taiber painted out' that the Hfel&

surance companies (unlike .those

who deal in' elementary' insurance,

such as covering the costs of flrevcsr

damage' and burglaries) had a goo$

year in 1978.
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TRAVEL TRENDS
By BARUCH SAVH/LE

DIRECT CHARTER flights, linking
Israel and Spain, by air, for the first

time, commence on June 20,

operated by Mella with EL AL
Charter Services. The charters, to

Malaga, depart every two weeks.

AUSTRIAN AIRLINES, transported
3-24 million passengers on scheduled
flights and an additional 375,745 on
its charters In 1978.

OLDSMOBILE.
IN THE 1980's.THEY HAVE TO
BE DRIVEN TO BE BELIEVED.

EASTERN
AUTOMOBILE
THE MOST
BELIEVABLE
SERVICE
FOR THE 1980's.

OMEGA— (Front Wheel Drive)

A' special new concept for the 1980’s. With a mflfion kms. of

road testing behind it this is the car with exceptional response,

smoothness and performance. With the basic 4 cyl. 2.5 litre

engine or the optional 6 cyl.ZB litre, fuel economy of over 11 km.
per litre optimum, is feasable

The Omega introduces big car luxury in the best compact design

on the road. This is possible because of the first transverse engine
with front wheel chive. This means more comfort on the inside

and an easier car to manoeuvre in traffic on the open roads. The
Omega is the car for .the 1980’s.

You can see the 1980 Omega OtdsmobBe
. at the Eastern

Automobile Showrooms now!

DELTA 88
The practical way to keep your family-happy. Theride is big,

smooth and quid There is enough space inside far everyone to .

be comfortable, and on the outside it’s trim, agile and designed
for the 1980's.

CUTLASS SALON
The great new efficiency, machine. This is the car for today,
designed and tested for fuel efficiency and-spare efficiency;

On the outside, the Cutlass is trim and drstincTTvs with the extra
trunk spaceand thecompact spare that stands uprightOn the

inside you have lotsofhead and leg room in the front and rear.

Diesel engine isavailable for taxi or touring companies.

Tel Aviv. 76 Pfetach Tikva Rd., Tef: 335235/6
Haifa: 2 Hane emanim Sl Tel: 523086^

Jerusalem: 70 Jaffa SL Tel: 222093

BRITOS^AIRWAYS has increased
j

11a aeat capacity' on ite London-Td 1

Aviv route this rummer, by 74%
U.K. visitors to Israel tend to prefer

the convenient BA departure time*

rather than those of El Al which

leave at night arriving at Ben-

Gurlon in the early hours. Last year.

BA carried over 17 million

passengers.

ALITALIA'S SWITCH of Its depar-

ture times from BenGurion Airport

to Rome, dally at 14JW hours, »
proving most popular. -.On

Wednesdays, a special early

nlng flight is operated In place of the

afternoon departure.

OPERATION of the scheduled ro#
flights between/ Israel and Egygf>

continues to be ftndeclded.Wbfle ty

national airlines of both, country*

may-not commence flights for s&f-

7 to 8 months, foreign airline****

hedging over a/decision. With TS*»

opting' out, the choice presently^

seen between Lufthansa and KUP>.

SWISSAIR HAS confirmed its

tor ten A310 Airbus aircraft wBb £
option for an aUtHHnnul ten. The*»
croft wfll go into service on the ah?

line's European ahd Mediterra*u»£

routes, the first moat prob&bjytegW
entered od the Zurlch-TdAvlv^wM
LUFTHANSA, to Introduce
travellers to Its Boeing 747s, i

viting visitors to the current hu®*

national -Transport and Traffic!*•*>.

hlbition (Hamburg until July 1)

full-size 747 mock-up, to takei^r*
listen to piped entertainment, «
served beverages by a fligM

dant and' partake -df a “Eurosns« -

meal... all for Just. DM5..

fJGSMUS
ITTJ

AUTOMOBILE
CORP.iro

NEW!
OMEGA (F.W.D.)

ON SHOW
TOGETHER A MOST
RELIABLE GM TEAM.
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salt water in well corrodes oil speculation
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Stocks & honHcs
'

gropes & bonds—
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the market report awsifSrasr

'

cent was visible vMt>nt> n * i, » - *• • —*

(Mnit-. OlwtKr Valuta*

thSf °? In
?
uatry «>urces have revealedM‘ W“‘er into the AshdodVS^JP*** a damPeron speculation tor

HjSIw ??
c°I

S?
anlea most affected are OBExploration of Pai. Naphtha and Lapldot.

A broad front with gains of up to one ner

«2,

«,
Wa8

J?*
1'>le

«?e>torday throughout tiie

JkfJSS tradinff turnovers weresharoly lower at ILB7.8m, for all bonds.The share market, on the other hand,appears to have entered on a consolidation

SSfu“*h
PXlCC8 were generally mixed. Here

as well, the turnover was considerably down
nearly a third lower than two days ago.

COimeetlon *** new cor-pwateflnandn£ issues was In the forefront
property and Building securities were not
£ ** the company announced
that it intends to turn tothe exchange to raisesome ILWm. by way of a newThare cum op-
tions Issue.

^
Dov Tadmor. P * B*s managing director

told The Jerusalem Post that the funds to be
raised are Intended for strengthening the
company's capital base as well as for the ex-
pansion of present and future business ac-
tivities. In recent weeks. Property and
Building has been a market favourite. Since
the beginning of June they have risen by

Closing prices on

’ By JOSEPH MOSGENSim
Port Finance Reporter . .

some' 15 per cent.

-

' Teftihot, which has also seen a sharp rise in
its shares, announced that it will shortly issue
a IL200m. rights Issue. The rights will entitle
the- shareholders to purchase new shares
convertible bonds and options. In an unusual
Ctep the management has clearly stated .that
the conversion prices for Its securities wfli be
under the market price.
In yesterday's trading, commercial bankswere slightly higher. Leuml led. the majors

• with . a five point rise to .388. The 1ihh«t de>«umd for Leuml was Jn the order of 3L7.4m.
FIBI was also a five point winner. Hapoallm
(B) rose by two, while the registered shares
were one higher. The conventional one point

-differential In the price of these shares has
now been restored. .

Mizrahi continued to be strong and
registered a two point gain, while XDB, Union
and General Bank were all one point higher.
Mortgage Bank issues were barely, changed.
The Mg mover lathe group was Agricultural
Bank “A" shares as they shot ahead by 5.7

.. per cent.

Insurance shares moved lower with losses
pf up to tour per cent visible.

Land development and 'real estate shares
were, generally moderately higher. Prl Or
gained 40 to 1070. Rassco Pref. rose by 10 to
S29. Rumours are circulating to the effect
that Rassco will return to profitability In the
current year. However, similar rumours, in

.

the past, have been 'unfounded.
Industrials, were thoroughly mixed. Elec-

tric Wire and Cables (R), however, was
dumped for a 7.8 per cent loss to ISO. Tal
moved sharply higher as its shares gained
nearly 10 per cent.
Gains and losses, in most of the other

shares in the group, were in the order of
about two per cent.

Investment company issues also turned in
a mixed performance without any major'
price Changes. Discount Bank investments
announced that negotiations to sell Heberlon
Industries to Oz Investments were ter-
minated.

June 19, 1979
Ownmwdml Saab
a Bankholdli Co.’i

O.H.H. r

0.

H.H. b
IJ)J. pref.
IJ3.B.

IJDJB. “B"

1.

D.B. pref. “A”
I.D-B. opt. 4

LDa opt. B
luj. opt. e
Union
Union opt.

Union opt. 8
Union opt. 4
Union 18% a.c.

Union 18% s.c. S
Discount
Discount "A”
Discount “A" 6% s.c.
Mltrahl r
Mizrahi b
Mizrahi opt. 1
Mizrahi opt 2
Mizrahi opt. S

Mizrahi opt. 4

Mizrahi 15% s.o. 2
Mizrahi 20% s.c. 4
Mizrahi 18% sx. 8
Mizrahi 18% s.o. 6
Mizrahi zx. 7
Hapoallm pref.

HapoaHm r
Hapoallm b
Hapoallm opt 2
Hapoallm opt. 8
Hapoallm opt. 4

Hapoallm opt. 8
Hapoallm opt 7

Hapoallm 10% a.c. l

Hapoallm lB% s.c. •
Hapoallm 15% a.c. 8
General
General 18% a.c. 4
Leuml
Leuml opt. 1

Leuml opt 2
Leuml opt 4
Leuml 7% s.c. 8 opt!
Leuml 18% ax.
Leuml 18% ex. 7
Leuml 18% ex. 8
International 8% i.ol
FJ.BJ. s

Exchange
CMnic Chongr Vohmr
P71”" ULl.M*

Genl Mtg. r
Genl Mtg. b
Gen'l Mtg. opt U4
Genl Mtg. Opt U7
Oenl Mtg. 38% deb. Ill

Carmel r
Carmel b
Carmel + opt “A"
Carmel 18% deb. 10
Mortg. A Inv.

Dev. it Mtg. r
Dev. A Mtg. b
Dev. A Mtg. opt 88

Dev. A Mtg. opt M
Dev. A Mtg. 35% deb. M
Dev. A Mtg- 38% dab. ST
Dev. A Mtg. 38% deb. 04

Housing Mtg. r

447.0
486.0

1430.0
454.0

467.0
870.0

533.0

302.0

234.0

396.0

573.0

260.0
123.5

149.0
101.0

. 627.0

625.0

181.0
269.0

270.0

680.0

559.0 -

255.0

313.0

502.0

840.9

206.0

166.0
142.0

467.0

480.0

461.0 -

900.0

890.0

806.0

890.0

217.0
481.0

sate
147.0

886L0 .

122.0

880.0

795.0

488.0

198.0
'

508.0

284.0.

»TX
189.0
i48X.

'

. r.

M|',:
838.0

n.c. m.1
+9.0 13.0

u.e. 40.0
+1.0 130.4

CUs Isz Oimm*- Vtlumr
p**”* na.aw
319.0 +S.Q ZL8

n.c. 444X
n-c. 830.8

+1.0 84X
—8.0 89J
+5.0 259SX
+20.0 9.4

+10.0 BOO.O

+4.0 65.8

+4.0 200.0

+4.0 *42.0

+2.0 190.8 .

aft!

5+ jttjf
+8X 44.0

T

Housing Mtg. b 839.0 +3.Q XLi
Housing Mtg. 50% dlv. 73 — —
Housing Mtg. opt 3

' 807.0 +3.0 42J

Housing Mtg^ opt 2
'

' 222.0 +3.0 -
. Tefahot pref. r — -

Tefahot pref. b — — -
Tefahot r — — —
TeCabotb — —
Merav 306-0 +2.0 3.1

Merav opt l . , ,

173.0
.

+2.0 68J

Specialized Financial
htstttutlohs

Shilton r «L0 —15 1095
Shilton b -.83.0 —25 14.8

ShUtooopt “A'*' .62.0 —3.0 475
ShlMnti opt **B” 80-0 —4.0 605
Shilton 18% deb. 1 «X " +-8 855
ShfWinti 18% dob 2 605 —8.0 100.3

v Otzar Lataaalya r 812.0 +1.0 W
Otzar Lataaalya b MJ’0 27-7

Ampal 602.0 +2.0 5
Agriculture "A" * +7-0' 100.0

Ind- Dev. pref. 1875 +4.5 23.C

.
bsuranee Companies
Aryeh 8515 n.c. 19J
Aryeh opt * 687.0 nx. 145
Haaanah r

* 839.0 —5.0 475

b 800.0 nx. 18.7

Hassneh opt. 140.0 —65 47.9

Phoenix l »9.o -a*i io.i

Phoenix 6 2705 nx. 1BJ

Tardenla 1 • 286.5 —305 88*

Tardenla S’ -- 288.0 —105 . 50.6

8aharr 8305 - —65 405
Sahar b 358.0

.
—9.0 2.9

a-*-.. opt 885 —15 205
K«H«r ]g% gob.

- 07.0 nX. 705

Securitas 8495 .. -75 265

8ecurtUa 50% dlv. 78 “®'® —8 0 2-B

Securitas opt.
" M®-® B-c- «*

Zuer 8365 , . +95 7i7

.Znrb .847.0 —8.0 .4

. Commercial Services
A Utllttfes

Motor House 8815
.
—185 8.0

Mekr - 280.0 —15 42U
DeMkb 291.0 nx. 105
Delek opt. 1 7355 nx. 18.0
Delek 20% deb. 2 . 2705 . +8.0 195
Cold Storage 1 . 9705 - n.c. —
COM Storage 1 no. dtv, t ' — • • ; : —

'.gSWlM-a SV/i.i .5*96* -qs^*5 745
COM Storage 10 no I vvsd -*imwcu

sif-JtAli *7a
r. ISOJO -805

Israel Electric ' 243.0 n.c. 395

—185 0.0

—15 42U.
nx. 185
'nx. 13-0

+8.0 195
n.c. —

670J) . nx. 42.8 Idgfatoragn'mo +4.0 157.8 Lighterage 6
96.0 n.c. 184.0 Ughtorege opt, 2
270,0. nx. 88a Lighterage deb.
990.0 —2.0 15.8 Rapac l
75.5 —1.0 68A Rapac 5
67.0 —8.0 85J. Bonding.
SUM) —5.0 Devetopmeat A Clt
222.0 —1.B 168a Aaorlm -

224.0 n.c. .84a Azorlm opt *'A"
206.0 —6.0 6L8 Azorim 20% deb. 1
97.0

' —L0 17.0
,
Africa-Izrael l— — — AMca-Izrael 10

129.0 n.c. 21.3 LIkD.C r
85.5

'

iuc. ioa LLD.C b
300.0 +2.0 58.4 IO,J).C. opt. "A’’

I.L.D.C. opt "B"
LLD.a 20% dab. 8
I.L.D.C. 20% deb. 4
Sole! Boneb b

.

Prop. A Bldg.
Prop. A Bldg, opt “A”
Prop. A Bldg. 15% deb. 4
Prop. A Bldg. 13% deb. »
Bayslde 1
BaysSde*
Iqnb

. Ivras
Mehadrin
LCJ*.
PriOr
Rassco pref.

Rassco
Oil Exploration
Oil Explo. Par
Industrial

Ordan l

Urdah 5
Urdan opt
Slblt 1

E3blt 6

Alliance
. Rico 1

EHco 25 r

B2co '25 b
Rico opt “A"
Rico 20% . deb. 1

. Rlectra 1

Rlectra 5
Electra opt. 2

Rlectra. 16% deb.

Rlectra 18% deb. 2

Klron 1
Elron 2

Rlvon opt “A**
- . 'Argamah pref. r

Argaman pref. b
Argaman r .

Argaman b
Ata "B"
Ata "C"
Atm opt “A"
Ata opt. 5

' Ata 20% deb. 2
Dubek r
Dubek b
Fertilizers -

•:.CW»le4-^-' •J-o: ..

r --n-tMuea b»r« .
*">'•*

•
- HalfiuGbem^vL
Haifa -Chdm. opbe - -

Haifa Chem. 20% deb. 1
Teva r
Teva b . .

Teva opt.

Teva debt
Lodslal
Lodzla 4
Molett
MoUer
Fhoenicia 1

Dead Bea
Am-Iari Paper
Am-Zsr. opt "A"
Am-Izr. 30% deb. 1

Asaia
Assis 50% dlv. 78
Aasis 30% deb. l

Ctmliqc CluuiRt* Vatumr
prt" iLt.ew

200.0 +2.0 665
1495 +25 605
1665 U-Ci 73.4

928.0 —65 35

n.c. 46.7

nx. 95
nx. 1525

+30.0 145

2030.0 +305
30705 +405

+35 4.0

+305 .1

+405 1.0
‘

+105 1455 -

+35- 625

174.0 +105 1287.4

3895
3895
2215
4135
4105
12605
6255
2715
2725
1075
98.0

6005
8895
3975
3155
1855
568.0

4465
1505
8605
8005
8805
8605
36B5

'

1085
505
78.0

805
9655

' 9815
8225
4*0,0. .

r
IslIh^oa

81.5
6085
966.0
8545
98.0
7385
409.0

2015
896.0-

276.0

6525
904.0

387.0

2455
. 524.0

Petrocbem.
Petrochem. opt *'A"
Petrocbem. 20% deb. l

Nechushton r
Nechushlan b
Elite

Elite opt 3
Elite 20%‘eonv. sub. 2
Arad
Polgat
Polygon
Rim l

Rim 4

Shcmen b
Thai r
TaaJ b
Fruts.rom
Investment A Holding
Companies

Elgar r
Elgar b
Ellen, r
Ellen, b
Amiwar
Amlssar opt
Central Trade
Inv. of Foz r

Inv. of pax b
Wolfaon 1

WoUson 10 r
Wolfaon 10 b
Amps
Disc. Inv, r
Disc. Inv. b
Disc. inv. opt “A”
Disc. Inv. opt “B"
Disc. Inv. 10% deb. 69
Disc. Inv. 10% deb. 72
Disc. Inv. 18% deb. 130
Disc. Inv. 18% deb. 133
Hap'lm Inv. r
Hap'lm Inv. b
Hap'lm Inv. 3/3 dlv. 78

Hap'/im Inv. opt l
Hap'lm Inv. 10% deb 2
Leuml Inv.
Jordan Explo.
Jordan Explo. opt
Jordan Explo. opt 2
Jordan Explo. opt 8
Mizrahi Inv. r
Mizrahi Inv. b
Mizrahi 16% deb. 43
Hasauta
Hassuta opt. “A'*
Hassuta 20% deb. 1
Export lav. r

Export Inv. b
Koor Ind.

Oal Rl. Eat.

dal RL Eat. opt "A”
Clal Rl. Eat 20% deb

'

Clal
Clal Ind.
Clal Ind. s.c. opt
Clal Ind. opt cert
Clal 2nd. 10% deb. 4
Qsi Ind. 20% deb. 5

Landeco
Oz Inv.
Oz Inv. 10% deb.
Pama Ihv.

Piryon Ihv.
PIryon Inv. opt 2

Shares Traded in

Foreign Currency
Adanim
Agricultural pref. “C
Ind. Dev. pref. "B"
Ind. Dev. pref. “C"
Ind. Dev. "OC”
Ind. Dev. “CCl"
Ind. Dev. rtD"
Qazit

Tourist Ind.

Unlco "A" r

Unlco "A” b
Fuel
Naphtha
Lapldot r
Lapldot b

pri«- 1I.1.M0

uo.o —.5 35.6

67.0 n.c. 19.0

69.0 +1-5 156X
1085.0 nx. 8.6

1070.0 nx. X
384.0 +8.0 43X
145j0 +3.0 59X
108.0 +X 28.0

885J> -8.0 1.0

480.0 nx. isia
172a -8.0 222.0

483.0 n.c. X
•370.0 n.c. SIX
380.0 +17.0 20.7
316.5 +28J 130X
307.0 +22.0 79.4

95.0 n.c. 381.6

625.0 +14.0 4.0

627.0 +17.0- IX
740.0 nx. 11J
710.0 —16.0 2.3

285,0 —16.0 85.0
241.0 —14.0 61

X

1012.0 —53.0 7a
259.0 n.c. 48.7

255.Q nx. 89.0

725.0 — —
310J) +2.0 2L2
301.0 D.C. 70

a

280.0 U.C. 77.4

316.0 nx. 1<7X
31901 n.c. 72.0
397.0 —7.0 3S&2
161.0 +3.0 119.0

290.0 nx. .4

217.0 O.C. 4.4

114.5 —X 22LX
488.0 +4.0 28.0
497.0 . +4.0 10.0
—

-

— —
280.0 +5.0 58.4

420.0 +10.0
3SS.0 +3.0 224.0
334.0 +5X 136.7
2175.0 +66.0 b.o.
182X —2X 15.9

130.0 +2.0 38X
482.0 +5.0 13X
452.0 +3.0 14.0
250.0 n.e. —
554.0 —15.0 68X
500.0 —10.0 124.7
192.0 —7.0 200.2

7B6.0 +9.0 7.6
773.0 nx. 6X
966.0 n.c. 7.3
205.5 —10.0 528.9
336X —9.0 133.5
184.0 —8.0 45.0 -

590.0 —15.0 59X
009.0 —L0 255.6

1065.0 nx. 14.0
541.0 +2.0 120X

370.0 • nx. 51.5

225.0 —3.0 166.4
168.0 —2.0 41.9

139.0 +4.0 80.0

810.0 —1.0 43.5

277.0 +L5 318X
106.0 —1.0 227.3

Representative

bond prices

4% Gov't development
Group 1. Tleld;

Group 3. yield;

Change

,

3027

3032

4002 fill

Group 5. Yield;

Group 22. Yield:

0.00

748.8

692.3
—0.01

598.8

518.3

—0.06
309.1

446.9

658.0

+251
359.6

297.1

+2.37

2985
262.0

+3.16

282.9

220.2

+8J6
215*
204.9

+3.49
206.0

182.5

+3.62
1735
163.3

+8.67
1565
184.3

+3.99
1445
132.2

—150
576.9

878.7
—1.73

8715
8015

n.c. 4.7

xtC. 12.0

24B5 +14.0 65
248.0 +8.0 85

6015 n.C. 65
849.0 me. 18.6

1460.0 +79.0 5

Group 24. Tleld:
3110

3115

4% Gov’t (50% Cx-L)
Group 42. Yield:

3201

3206

Group 44. Yield:
-3210
3213

6% Gov't (60% C-c-L)
Group 52. Yield:

.3901

3504

7% Gov’t (60% C-o-L)
Group 62. Yield:

3928

Group 64. Yield:
3928
3933

Group 68. Yield :

3934

3541

65% Defence loan
Group l. Yield:

79 (Ayin Heh)
.80 (Peh)

Group 3. Yield:
U (Peh Alepfc)
90 (Tzadll
202 (Resh Bet)
91 (Nun Alepb)
70 lAjrtn)

Gov’t doable-optlan linked
2001
2011
2021

Defence loan 69
S (Tet)
44 (Mem Dalet)
Bonds 106% linked to
foreign currency

6% 1st. Electric Corp. “B'
5% Dead Sea Works
55% Govt 6026
Bonds 70% linked to

foreign currency
6003

Dollar denominated bonds
7% Unlco
7% Gen'l Mtg. 43
Hollis 13
Hollis 20
Hollis 25

65% Wolfkon
7% Tefabot 10
7% Clal Investment 2

8. Ft. denominated bonds
6% Bank Yaad 38
55% Mlmunlm 5
5% Menlv 8

(The yield reflect* the difference between the
"theoretical" value of bonds — based on the date
of Issue and current C-o-L. indexes (das ac-
cumulated Interest — and the actual market
price. It la based on the assumption, that future C-
o-L Index increases win be sera. A negative yield
Indicates bonds sold at a premium, a pasture
figure bonds sold at a discount)
(These prices are unofficial)

b.O. 92.7

95.8

96.7

73.6

86.4

775
98.6

97.8

New York
Stock

Exchange
Closing prices - June 19

Dow Jones Industrial Average:
$39.39 n.c.

Volume: 30,780,000

AlllPd Chomlral
ASA
Amor. 1 st Paper Mills
Avro.
Booing
Kurnmghii
Brnnlff

Kell & Howell
Bally

Bauach A Lamb
Control Data
Curtis Wright
Dow Chemical
Eastman Kodak
Elz Lavud
Ford
Fairchild Camera
General Dynamics
Gulf it Western
Holiday Inns
Houston Oil
Honeywell Inc
Hilton
IBM
Lockheed

,

Litton
LTV
McDonnell Douglas
Merrill Lynch
MCM
Motorola
NCR
Natonas
National Semiconductor
Occidental Petroleum
Penn Central
Pan American
Polaroid
RCA
Revlon
Raytheon
Sears
Sperry Rand
Symex
American Tel It Tel
Telex
Teledyne
Tyce Lab.
United Airlines

United Carbide
UV Ind.

Western Union
Westinghouse
U.S. Steel

Xerox
Zenith
Exxon

"(listed on the American Buck Exchange)

(These stock prices are unofficial)

This selected list

by courtesy of

ISRAEL DISCOUNT BANK! [ffi

Tel Aviv

Tel: 8 a.m.—12.80 p.m. — 627542

5 p.m.—7 p.m. — 223111

(IwUnK Omip
prlrr

33% + *
+%

3% n.c.
-%

43 -%
»s -%
13% n.C.

17% nx.
46% -%
37% n.c.

38% +H
16%
27 + %
68% + %
6 +%
«% n.c.

65% —
30% + %
14% + %
19% n.c.

19% -%
09% +%
31% +%
72% -%
20% -%
28% —6'8

20 + %
23% +%
18 +%
21% -%
44% + %
67 + %
437i —1
25% -4
21% -%
19% n.c.

5 -%
31% -%
25% +%
47% +%
46% —

%

19% “%
44% + %
34% -%
58% -%
4% n.c.

122% +*
19 +%
24% +%
37% n.c.

21% -%
22% +%
19% +%
22% -%
61% +%
12% n.C.
51 +%

1635 •

3355 t

353.0

183.4

8.0

8.7

2105

-Most active^Irafes^ •=

JMlzrachir; ^ 269
IXumi 889
Hapoallm r
Volumes
Sharestraded:
Convertibles:
Bonds:
Share index up 0.44 to 12254

269
889
460
195.79
1153.8m.
H5.7m.
IL67.6m.

t-i .

+25 50375
+9.0 2993.9

+15 3128.6

18.6.79

ILl205m.
ZLMm.
IL885m.

— r viii K iuia- lanotasn ss

TNUVA
AbbrevIniloiM

:

a.o. — sellers only n.c. — no dbange
b.o. — buyers only r — registered
d - without dividend b — bearer
e — without coupon pref. — preferred

— without bonus opt. — option
s — without rights conv.— convertible

REGRETS
subordinated capital notes

2225 —125 60.5 These stock prices are unofficial.

Bank of Israel

% representative

>t
foreign exchange

•:5 rates—June 19
Bate inCurrency “*"

UA dollar
British sterling

German mark *

French franc
Dutch guilder
Swiss franc
Swedish krone
Norwegian krone

.

Danish krone
Finnish mark

dollar
Australian dollar
South African rand
Belgian franc (10}
Austrian schilling (30)

Italian lire (3.000)

Japanese yen
.
(300)

Jordanian dinar
Lebanese lira

Israel-pounds

- 24.9030
52.4093

' 135879
5.7030

12.0750
14.6363

5.7413

4.8262

4.6109

65961
21.1908
27.6575
29.8201

85649
17.9137
29.4684

11.8496
81.17
7.66

PROOF. — The Likud has accepted

MK Melr Cohen’s proposal that

national insurance recipients be re-

quired to make biannual
appearances at the banks at which
they collect their

,
cheques, to prove

that
1

they are la the country. The
Likud will bring the recommenda-
tion to the Knesset faction and the

government, for legislative action.

Business briefs

TURKEYS. — Some IL80m. has
been Invested In building an abattoir

to slaughter turkeys tor 40 kibbutzim
and settlements In the Belt Shean
and Jordan Valleys and Ramat
Hagolan. The slaughter house will

produce 10,000 tons of meat a year,

most of which will be sold through
Tnuva. but some of which will be ex-

ported.

DIAMONDS. — Exports ofIndustrial
diamonds by Dovrat Kibbutz should
reach the 8250,000 mark this year,
four timed the amount of last year.

GUIDES. — Tour guides should be
allowed to receive a10 per cent com-
mission from shopowners, according
to a recommendation made by MK
Asaf Yaguri. chairman of- the
Knesset subcommittee supervising
the guide industry. Yaguri's
recommendation followed reports of
guides extorting sbopownera -and
locking tourists into bused until

' prices had been negotiated between
the guides and souvenir stand
proprietors. Guides' representatives
are slated to appear before Yaguri's
-committee next week.

DEDUCTIBLES. — A IL45
breakfast, a ILLOO lunch, and a 1L55
dinner would be tax deductible under
legislation Finance Minister Slrnha
Ehrlich Is seeking.

INTERNATIONAL LICENCE. —
Transport Minister Haim Landau is

seeking .authorization from the
Knesset to double the fee for an in-

ternational drivers licence from IL20
to IL40.

NEGEV. — The Negev is rapidly tur-

ning into Israel's waste basket, and
the pace will increase during the

military redeployment there, unless

a modicum of coordination is im-
plemented, Dr. Uri Merlnov, the

head of the environmental quality

department in the Interior Minister,

said yesterday.

ICY CHICKEN. — MK Melr Cohen
(Likud) has asked for a Knesset dis-

cussion of an apparent practice by
frozen chicken salesmen to inject

water Into the birds before freezing
In order to Increase their weight.

ifT€l flUlU UNIV6RSITV

n"ua Offiuf TfpnnN pn
AMERICAN ISRAEL BANK LTD.

FOREIGN CURRENCY
- tun

Yesterday’s foreign exchange
rates agalaat the Israel pound.

lw U4k dollar transactions under 88900,

sad transactions In ether currencies
under the equivalent of 55#f-

Selling Baying
UJJ4 26.0600 24X800
DM - 13X536 18X876
Swim FV. 14.7673 14.0612

Sterling 52.7600 52.3811

I^enchFr.

'

8.7444 5.7082

Dutch n. 12.1650 12.0778

Austrian Sch. 1X074 1.7944

Swedish X>.
'

5.7718 5.7308

Danish Kr. -

,
4.6354 4.6021

NorwegienKr. 4X547 4.8198

Finnish M.= 6X331 6X876
Canadian! - 21X348 21.1816

•Rand 29.7312 29.5077

Australians 87X417 2T.641T

BelgianFr. (10) 8X145 8X548
tea iioo}.- 11.4221 . 11.8400

KalianUr* (100O) 29.6515 29.4888

'INTERBANK LONDON
8WWRATE8.-

UA5 2.1051/56
SwluFr. 1.6965/76
Belgium Fr. 80.18/16
Swedish Kr,- 4.3413/23
French Fr.

. 45615/85
-DanishKr. 3.4056/70
Dutch FJ.

.

; _ .2.0595/605

15765/70
Italian Lire- 845.00/50
Norwegian Kr. - 5J615/M

- 219.30/80
_G6ld Price: 837850/60
FORWARD RATES:

' Unh. inn,
f *

• I.OMS/SSt
OM * IJffriwe x.naa/HS
SwJV.Z XMU1>ISS 1.S96WM6-

I mss.
xrnwxL

. UBS7/37T
1.DU/3U

p"fj CONTINENT-ISRAEL

SCHIFFAHRTSGES. mJ>.h. & Co. K.G.

At the Service of
Importers-Exporters

An efficient, independent shipping line

(Nonrconference)

operating modem multi-purpose vessels

built in 1 976/78

D0NAR — N0RDWIND — W0TAN —
PATRIA — THIASSI

Efficient personal service! Weekly sailings.

to and from Haifa —
AntwAHi — Inswich — . Rotterdam —r- Braman —

General agent# for Israel:

ALIAL0UF & CO.. SHIPPING LTD.

04 Allenby Road, Tel Aviv, Tel. 613389, 611757 *
614040

6 Khayat SI., Haifa, Tel. 667756/3. ,

SECOND CONFERENCE *

of the
. ISRAEL ASSOCIATION

for

SLAVIC AND EAST EUROPEAN
STUDIES

All the sessions will be held in Hebrew
Programme:
9.30 a.m. Opening of the Conference

Professor Nison Oren, Hebrew University

Professor Shalom Abrabanel, Rector Tel Aviv University

9.45 — ‘ Session I

11.15 a.m. Speaker: Dr. Gabriel Gorodetsky, Tel Aviv University

"Ideology and Realpolitik: The Formulation of Soviet

Foreign Policy"
Chairman: Prof. Nison Oren, Hebrew University

Discussant: Dr. nnns Kasa, Hebrew University

it cannot supply

the normal

quantities of milk,

milk products and

other foodstuffs

while the farmers

impose sanctions.

11.15 —
12.45 p.m.

1.00 p.m.

3.00 —
4.30 p.m.

4.45 —
6.15 p.m.

6.15 p.m.

Session 2
Speaker: Dr. GaUa Golan. Hebrew University

"The Soviet Union and the P-L.O."

Chairman : Prof. Gar Ofer, Hebrew University

Discussants: Dr. Baruch Gnrevitz, Tel Aviv University

Dr. Michael Volodarsky, Tel Aviv University

Lunch
Luncheon Speakers: Prof. Evsey Domar, M.LT.

Mr. Edward Kuznetsov

Session 3
Speakers: Prof. Dmitri Segal, Hebrew University

"The Role of Russian Literature in the Psychological

Makeup of the Russian Intellectual"

Chairman: Prof. Wolf Moskovlch, Hebrew University

Discussants: Dr. Michael Agorsky, Hebrew University

Session 4

Speakers: Dr. Ezra Mendelson, Hebrew University

Dr. Mordecai Altshuler, Hebrew University

"One Jewry and Two Regimes: 1716 Jews of the Soviet

Union and the JewB of Poland Between the World Wars"
Chairman: Prof. Mosbe MJahklnsky, Tel Aviv University

Discussants: Prof. Skmael Ettinger, Hebrew University

Dr. Avraham Greenb&um, Haifa University

Business Meeting
Book Exhibition — Lobby of Mexico Building during con-

ference hours
.

Sunday, June 24, 1670

Mexico Building, Fast) Ichi Hall

TEL AVIV UNIVERSITY

Call Tel Aviv222231
and get the NewYork

Stock Exchange.
through the open telex line to

ourNew York broker

The Telex is open from 5.00 p.m. to 10.00 p.m.

(10 a.m. to 4 p.m. New York time

stock exchange hours)

A complete brokerage
service is available.

Phone 03-222231

or visit us at Tel Aviv, 105 Ben-Yehuda St.

Bank leumi
IE ISRAEL B.m.
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Let them walk
IT IS SAD to see a venerable institution, like the Egged bus
cooperative, with its fine history of service to early Israel and
the pre-State yishuv. In decline.

It is enraging, however, to see injury inflicted on a
defenceless bus-riding public, caught* In the cross-fire of a
sweltering Jerusalem hamsin and a wildcat -Egged drivers'
strike.

Yesterday's wildcat strike was only the most recent in a long
line of Egged outrages.
The basic fault with Egged la its anachronistic cooperative

form and the determination of most of its newer members that
the bus cooperative serve as a gold mine rather than a public
service. The only solution to such a basic distortion of the
cooperative's original purposes is the withdrawal of Its

monopolistic franchise for transporting passengers.
Egged has made Itself sufficiently hateful to the bus-riding

public — a large majority of the electorate — over the years to
make such an admittedly extreme step politically acceptable.
Choosing between the available alternatives — nationaliza-

tion or transferring the franchise to another company or com-
panies — requires further consideration and planning . What, is

needed now however, is a policy determination to put an end to
the licence that has been given to Egged to treat its passengers
as an unprotesting, inanimate object tit only to be tormented, or
at best, ignored.

Squandering an asset
IN A LITTLE noticed sequel to the visit here last week of

representatives of the American Conference of Presidents of

Major Jewish Organizations, the chairman of that body, Ted
Mann, has now expressed his opposition to the government's
policy of settling at Ellon Moreh.
While in Israel, Mann and the other participants in his mission

were too polite, or politic, to take Issue publicly with Prime
Minister Begin and the cabinet majority that voted for the Gush
Emunim settlement adjacent to Nablus.
Their general statements backing Israel's position that

settlements cm the West Bank are neither “illegal" nor a
“threat to the furtherance of the peace process," as the Carter
Administration spokesmen would have it, were, however, used
by Mr. Begin and his aides to create the impression of
overwhelming American Jewish support for Ellon Moreh and
future settlement efforts of Its sort.

The impression was such as to elicit a statement from 60

leading American Jewish intellectuals which went to the other

'extreme in opposing all further Israeli settlement in the
territories. Mr. Mann restored some balance to the Presidents’

Conference position, butthe damage, measured in the degree of

disunity engendered in the American Jewish community, at a
time when a* maximum of unity behind Israel is what is re-

quired, had already been done.
Israel should, of course, not determine its policies at the

behest of American Jewish leaders. As far as is known the
responsible American Jewish leadership has never asked for

such power. -But the- considered opinions of American Jewry
should be one of the elements in the formulation of policies that

must take into account the possible reactions of American
government and public opinion.

Israel has been fortunate to have as an ally an American
Jewish leadership which is well informedon all the currents in

American political life and which has been willing to use its In-

fluence in the service of Israel's and the Jewish people's most
basic interests.

Attempts at manipulating that leadership into seeming sup-
port of what Is basically an untenable policy position, as the

Presidents Conference mission told Mr. Begin privately, court
the danger of weakening one of the major weapons in Israel's

diplomatic arsenal.

postscripts;

ACCORDING to Eckart
Wlesenhueter and Marle-Lulae
Fuhrmeister, two researchers in

Stuttgart, modem music frequently

Causes psychological and physical
damage, ranging from nervousness,
depression and headaches to ulcers

and Impotence.
They conducted studies of

musicians in three orchestras, one
playing only contemporary music,
one classical and one lighter pops
and semi-classical works, cor-
respondent John Domberg reports

from Munich.
Some 22 per cent of the musicians

playing avant-garde music com-
plained of insomnia, compared to

only 2 per cent of those in the strictly

classical orchestra.

In another orchestra playing only
contemporary works, a study show-
ed, 82 per cent suffered from ex-

cessive nervousness. 81 per cent
from irritability and 39 per cent from
depression. Insomnia, headaches
and earaches.

In one ensemble which spent about
half its time playing modern music.

73 per cent of the performers com-
plained of nervousness. 62 per cent of

cantankerousness and 23 per cent of

digestion difficulties and impotence.

A third orchestra, playing only
classical music, had the same stan-

dard of health as the national

average.
The trouble, according to

Wlesenhueter and Fuhrmeister, is

that music Is supposed to be
soothing. The disharmonious works
of such modern composers as
Penderecki, Boulez, Stockhausen

and Nielson are not.

THE RECTOR of St.Luke's
Episcopal Church in Eden. North

Carolina, the Rev. Warwick Aiken,

Jr., sends along the transcript of a
recent radio broadcast by the Liber-

ty Lobby, a Washington-baaed
propaganda outfit. Rev. Aiken has
protested the broadcast to the Lobby
and to his local radio station, and
commented on it in a recent Sunday
sermon. He also told the Lobby to

"think again about those very

special people, the Jews. God Is on
their side and He will have some
very hard things to say eventually to

those who are not."
One selection from the transcript

should be enough to give one an idea
of the liberties which the Liberty

Lobby takes with history:

"What makes it all the worse, ac-
cording to Friedrich P. Berg, the

secretary of the Ridgewood Group, a
German-American lobby is that the.

Holocaust TV production was purely
fictitious because there never was
any gassing of Jews in Germany or
anywhere else during the war!
That's why he is upset about the

negative ethnic stereotyping of Ger-
mans."
Holocaust, says Berg, was an ad-

mitted work of fiction and,
moreover, NBC never made any ef-

fort to invite a Gentian-American
group to preview or review the
screenplay before It was broadcast.
Furthermore, says the complaint
that the Ridgewood Group filed with

the PCC, NBC practices discrimina-

tion In the hiring and promotion of

non-Jews.
** Now this is a fine kettle of fish!

Before this, no organized ethnic

group has had the plain guts to take

on the political Zionists who just

about control the news business and
the television and radio networks.

“But there is more to this com-
plaint than a German desire to refur-

bish the image of Gentians. The fact

is that more and more scholars are

coming to the same conclusion —
that there was no gassing ofJews by
Hitler. Concentration camps, yes,

buta deliberate policy of extermina-
tion simply did not exist, in spite of

thirty-four years of Intense
propaganda to the contrary..."
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INTEGRATION is here. The other

day we stopped for a glass of orange
juice at a new eatery between the big
Shekem and the central bus station

in Jerusalem and the restaurateur

—

believe it or not — asked us: “How
about some nice gefllte fish In a
pita?"

PERVERSIONS OF
SENSIBLE POLICY
The government is out to slay the dragon of inflation, but it

seems to be holding its lance back to front, writes Post
Economic Editor MEIR MERHAV.

DEMOCRATIC governments are
usually slow to act and rarely take
audacious^ measures. That la why
they often do the right thing at the
wrong time, -and do too little when
they do the right thing at the right
time. They do not, however, often
seek the unique distinction of turning
sensible measures into their, direct
opposite. \

This Is what our present govern-
ment is apparently oat ts do
systematically. It simply. seema un-
able to get anything right. The last
few weeks have produced a new crop
of blunders.

First there was the decision to in-

crease mortgages on flats for those
entitled to government assistance.
Mortgages had become ridiculously
inadequate in comparison to flat

prices. HousingMinisterDavidLevy
got them supplemented, at least on
paper, by new and much higher
ceilings, with the mortgages granted
on linked terms. Theoretically, the
total mortgage might cover up to 80
per cent of the purchase price of a
flat.

But only theoretically— on the un-
likely condition that flat prices re-
main unchanged. Through the
valiant free-enterprise efforts of Gi-
deon Patt. Levy’s predecessor In the
Housing Ministry, who slashed
public housing starts and thus 'made
sure that an already severe shortage
of housing would become worse,
flats were priced out of the reach of
anyone but the affluent.

Since mortgages were not ad-
justed to the higher prices, flats that
did not suit the taste of the affluent

remained unsold despite an overall
shortage. Theywere laterpeddledto
those who had the money to buy
them.
Meanwhile, the shortage of hous-

ing has worsened, and prices have
soared still higher. If they have not
soared still more, It is because there
is a limit to what even those with
money to burn can afford to pay.
That situation will now be cor-

rected, to the lasting benefit of the
building contractors. When the peo-
ple entitled to the new mortgages
come on the flat market and add
their demand to that of people with
HA

-

2m. to spend on a modest flat,

they will find that once again their

mortgages are enough to cover
perhaps 40 per cent of the price. A
few early comers may be luckier.

Thus, a measure that would have
been sensiblehad itcome atthe right

time will produce the opposite of

what is intended.
Those who must depend on

mortgages will be left in the lurchfor
practically forever, because the ab-
soluteamountofself-financing atthe
new and higher price level of

apartments will be totally beyond
their means. Only the contractors

will profit.

A MORE recent blunder was the
decision to link development loans to

the price index. When the manufac-
turers and other beneficiaries' of
such loans rose up in arms. In a solid

wail, the finance minister
backtracked in a hurry. The decision
would be reconsidered — In the first

version, after six months, in the se-

cond, after a year — if tt should turn
out that investments are cut hack.
For Industry Minister Gideon Patt,
the day the decision was adopted
was a aad day for Israel's growth.
He. it was clear, had made himself
the standard bearer of the In-

dustrialists.
x

.The furore has meanwhile died
down, mainly because Finance
Minister Slwhx Ehrlich ' promised
that no soup was ever eaten quite so
hot as It was cooked, and that the
government had quite a bit of leeway
In implementing the decision and
would be lenient. The final outccfldoe

is not yet clear, because the struggle
is now over the revaluation of /6qtiity

capital for tax purposes which, ac-
cording to Planning Authority direc-

tor Prof. Aasaf Razln, was to com-
plement the linkage of loans.

.. If one may venture a prediction, I
would say that ultimately the In-

dustrialists will get the best of both
worlds. They will have the linkage
resolution applied ‘leniently," and
they will he permitted to revalue-
thelr assets and thus pay less income
fox. It is even possible that they will

be allowed to continue accelerated
depreciation.

THEN THERE CAME the govern-
ment decision not to raise the prices
of subsidized foodstuffs. When infla-

tion ran at 30-40 per cent a year. It

was dinned into our ears that these
subsidies were the greatest moving
force of inflation, that they benefited
mainly the rich and that cutting
them would not really harm the
poor.
Now, when Inflation runs at an an-

nual 70, 80 or 90 per cent, and the sub-
sidies to foodstuffs have a much
smaller share in the overall rise of
prices than before. Prime Minister
Begin suddenly becomes concerned
and says the burden cannot be plac-
ed on the housewife. And Gideon
Patt, who was always so valiantly
against subsidies, is adamant about
subsidizing Imported meat. He
wants .the poultry farmers to reduce
the prices of their chickens and
brake inflation for him.
Maybe this is right. One of the

things a government can do to check
Inflation is to hold down,the prices

'READERS' LETTERS I

.
JEWISH CONSCIOUSNESS IN RUSSIA

To theEditorofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — While the debate continues
«rid the dilemma grows, the number
of dropouts grows In Vienna. It is in-

deed a bitter disappointment for

those courageous activists who
fought so hard for the right to

emigrate to Israel, to see their fellow

Jews leave the Soviet Union and turn

their hacks on Israel.

Wolf Blitzer's article of June 7
painted an up-to-date picture of the

situation and its repercussions, hut
one outstanding aspect to which he
did not refer, the struggle of Jewish
identity in the USSR, must surely be
a key to solving the problem.

The Western world responded
positively and vociferously to the
first brave attempt of the Soviet
Jewish activists, hut failed to
recognise the deep spiritual needs of

those Jews who, for 60 years, had
been totally cut off from their
traditions and heritage.

Today in the USSR, a dedicated
band of long term refuseniks con-
tinue to teach Hebrew and propogate
Judaism, reaching hundreds of Jews

of all ages and walks of life, many of
whom have not yet applied to leave.
The preparation for a meaningful
aliya Is fraught with any amount of
difficulties, hut the chances of
nesMra amongst those for whom
Hebrew is their national language is

far less than among those who play
no active role hut quietly apply for

visas and depart almost unnoticed.
Those of us who recognised the

dangers of lack of Jewish con-
sciousness several years ago have
endeavoured to maintain a supply of
educational and cultural material to

the “tarbutniks," but more ways
must be found to ensure that every
Jew In the Soviet Union should be
able to avail himself of information
about Israel and his people. It Is in-

cumbent on us all, ami that Includes
former Soviet Jews, to develop
strong ties with our brethren In the
USSR, to convey to them the
message of Israel and create inthem
a desire to return to their historic
homeland and build together for
future generations.

ZELDA HARRIS
Netanya.

TOURIST
COMPLAINTS

To the EditorofTheJerusalem Post

SMALL LISTS
To the Editor of The Jerusalem Poet
Sir, — Congratulations to Yosef

Goell ("Shadow over the Knesset" —
June 4) on bis concise analysis of the
decline in the repute of Israel
politics.

His case for keeping “the bad
element" out of the Knesset by
eliminating the single member lists

la, however, not supported by the ar-
ticle at all. On the contrary, the only
case made by Goell is that:

(1) All except one of the
“undesirables" were members of

the large political parties;

(2) The voters showed a total lack
of responsibility in voting for a per-
son who spoke no Hebrew and
represented no identifiable Interest,

save the wish to avoid extradition.

I believe the conclusion to he
drawn is that the very existence of
"large lists" creates the situation

where those elected are beholden to

those who compile the lists rather
. than to the voters. This is the disad-
vantage of the whole system of
proportional representation. The
voters choose a list, not a person.
There Is far more chance of an un-

desirable person gaininga place Ina
,

list than being elected on his own
merits.

It seems to me that it would be
better for the country if there were
more members of the Knesset who
stood for and by definable principles
and did not perpetually support com-
promises and "trade-offs" for the
express purpose of maintaining the
power of their group and their posi-
tion on the list.

I &m convinced that
"independents" have a valuable con-
tribution to make to raising the stan-
dard of Israel politics. Furthermore,
I believe that If the system of propor-
tional representation was changed to
a constituency basis "Independent
candidates" elected directly by the
voters of a particular area and
responsible to those voters would be
even more effective.

In addition, it must be emphasized
that the elimination of small lists or
“independents'* is - completely un-
democratic and unjust.

I agree with Goell that the time
has arrived for the election law to be
changed and that the proposals
should come from a non-party public
commission. This is a matter of
great public importance and the
government should not “drag its
feet" In dealing with it.

Herzliya. ‘ AUBREY JACOBS

Sir, — Your article, "German en-
voy urges better tourist hotels"
(June 8) contains highly justified

complaints and represents construc-
tive criticism. It reflects the sad
reality to which hotel managers and
the Ministry of Tourism must give
serious consideration If we really
want to exploit fully Israel’s tourist
possibilities, which I doubt very
much.
There are unforgivable faults In all

our tourist services, especially as far
as cleanliness and politeness are
concerned. If we lack sufficient
trained personnel, that Is of no con-
cern to the .tourist.

Another cause of dissatisfaction Is

the exhorbitant prices charged^in
restaurants and coffee shops. At
least, price liBts should be translated
Into English so that tourists who do
not know Hebrew can understand
them.

Another complaint concerns the
lack of adequate entertainment
facilities of a popular type. No less-
important la the recurring complaint
about lack of public transportation
and entertainment on Friday even-
ing and Sabbath. We have to decide
If we only want to attract Jewish
tourists, or others as well. Our
history and religion cannot and must
not be the only attraction for
tourists, especially if we want them
to return to our country.

RICASDOFAEEI
Bat Yam.

NEGEV AIRBASES
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Poet

Sir. — In your report of May 80,
"$l:04b. to U.8. firms for two Negev
airbases," you write: "A strong at-

tack on the government's decision to

let the Americans build the new air-

bases, coupled with a call to change
it, was made on Tuesday by Prof.
Ylsrael Lin, head of the Technlon’s
Mining Engineering Research Cen-
tre.”

I wonder where Prof. Un thinks

the money Is coming from to begin
with? As an American tax payer, I
believe some of it should return to

American companies.

. ROGER F. FARJfSWORTH HI
St. Louis, Missouri.
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under Its control. But If the govern-
ment IS right now, it must have been
wrong before. And perhaps, because

it earlier jacked up the prices it con-

trols, it whipped up wage demands
and Inflationary expectations to the
point where It has completely lost

control. As I said, Itis a case of doing
the right thing at the wrong time,
and the wrong thing at the right

time.

THE LATEST case in point la the
much heralded slashing of customs
duties, which came into effect on
June 11. Hie original plan was to cut
customs duties on a wide range of
products, involving a revenue loss of
IL2b. (The loss was estimated on the
assumption that import demand is

inelastic, i.e., that the lowering of

customs will leave the volume of Im-
ports unchanged — of which more
later.)

One might have wished for more
but, as I said, democratic
governments are rarely audacious.
Even as it stood, however, the
measure was sensible. When yon
have a demand Inflation, it can be
checked by increasing imports
through lower customs.
Of course, if one wants to Increase

Imports, the cut of customs must be
big enough to have an appreciable
effect on final prices. Moreover, the
higher the rate of Inflation, the
greater must be the cut to he percep-
tible in final prices. Also, imports
must be made as competitive as
possible. And cuts should concen-
trate on products so as to have the
greatest effect on final consumer
prices that is, mostly an finished

products.

It could have been a sensible
measure. If the lowering of protec-
tion had affected inefficient in-

dustries, which survive only behind
the shelter ofa 100 per centand more
duty, this would have resulted in
weeding them out. No harm would
have come to the economy, noreven
to the workers. The diamond In-

dustry just fired 2,000 workers.

They all found alternative employe
meat The public hardly noticed.

But what happened? First, the 20
per cent cut in customs, which
means 4-6 per cent in terms of the
fiTifti prices, was far from enough.
Whim monthly inflation runs atup to

twice the expected one-time effect of

the customs cut, the likelihood that

the reduction will be passed onto the
consumer, or demanded by him, is

negligible. . ..
• 0 .

Therefore, the custom's- ad-
ministration's assumption that the
volume of imports will not Increase,
and that the cuts will result In a
directly proportional loss of revenue

IPv iVv * ,
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la probably right. The customs
reduction Is most likely to be
pocketed by the Importers.

That would have been the case
even if the original plan had stood.
But it did not, for the valiant Gideon
Patt, whose name crops up too fre-

quently for comfort, once again
rushed to shore up the dykes of
protection. The original plan was
whittled down to a fifth of Its original

scope and limited to a revenue loss of

IL400m.

In order to protect domestic in-

dustry, the customs reductions on
many final products were
eliminated. -.The share of in-
termediate goods andraw materials
in the programme rose In propor-
tion. The further the customs reduc-
tion is removed from the final
product, the slimmer, of course, the -

chance that Itwill be passed onto the
final consumer. . The further hack
one goes In the chain of production,
the greater generally the degree of
monopoly, and leas visible Is the Im-
pact of the lowering of any given cost
component on final prices.

Hence, ameasure Intended to slow
inflation, expose domestic industry
to a little more competition, and
perhaps release resources for more
efficient and more urgently needed
production, became converted into

,

Its opposite.

THATWAS not enough- Mr. Pattdls*-

covered — shame on us for our con-
spicuous. consumption — 'that the
.original programme included,
among other things, customs reduc-
tions on imports of aingfag birds and
exotic fish. He was aghast at dis-

covering that we also Import. In ad-

dition to such "alUy" things as dog
biscuits, second-grade products.

Free enterpriser Gideon 'Patt put
his foot down. Oxii go canaries and
goldfish. Let the dogs nibble at stale

bread. Israelis will no longer, buy
inferior-grade products. That is, im-
ported stuff. He is unable to do
anything about our own shoddy
products, but those coming from
Hongkong will no longer enter.

Imports will henceforth be carried

out only by "accredited" importers:
‘It isnot yet clear what will happen to

so-called personal imports, which
until now paid an arbitrarily higher
customs rate than those brought in;

by commercial importers. .•
:

The result? Lately, imports had
begun to be somewhat competitive.
Gideon Patt'a measures will ensure
that they once again become
monopolistic. Importers, Instead of
pressuring domestic' producers to
keep their prices.dowh;wfo peg their

prices to domestic odei.: There will

be big profits oh a snu2fvolume. All

this la good for imjki^pl, especially
accredited ones, had -for the
economy, for inflation, for con-
sumers. JSSv

• The end result of - the exercise is

that the customs administration win
indeed lose IL400m.-. of revenue.
Prices will remain unaffected. The
ILAOOm. will swell the profits of im-
porters. After all. we had the same

.

experience a year and a half age,

when purchase taxes were lowered.

Deputy Finance Minister YehexkeJ
Fiomin once admitted to me thatit'

had had no perceptible effect -an

prices.

As time -goes on, we may expect

more of the same policy. Whatnext?
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Bazak, the most
detailed, practical

and Informative^
guide on Israel

incl. VAT

Available at hotel bookshops and
better stores everywhere. .

Sole Distributor

And from offices of The*
Jerusalem Post In Jerusalem, Tel
Aviv or Haifa or by mall (post!
free). Complete end return
coupon below. -

To
mminMiSN

P.O.B. 81, Jerusalem.

Please send ms copy/copies
of tiie 1979/80 Bazak Guide to

Israel at ILI40 each, incl VAT.
My cheque is enclosed.

......

ADDRESS

\mrLM(StS STRICTLY*!
KOSHER

spfi- AMERICAN
MEAT SERVICE

Serving greater Tel Avly
Jerusalem — Beersheba areas.

Prices include delivery.

Ask about our new line of

prepared foods —

'

Stuffed Cabbages,
finishes. Kreplach,
Kugel, Gefllte Fish, etc.

Supervision of the Rabbinate —
Petab TDcva ’

.

Rabbi Spring and D. Stfverirteln'

Phone or write:
1 Rahov Hagra, BJEHOVOT
TeL 03-921138, 854-78340
JERUSALEM: Tel. 02-861229

BEERSHEBA: TeL 097-71538

YAMIT: Tel. 0574^175
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AJDCO ADV.,

RENT-A-CAR

5 0 DISCOUNT

All N>w Cam

Dally $ 10 , W>t‘kly SW

TAMIR, RENT-A-CAR

8 Kikar Ha’Htzma’ut. NetaC'*.

Tel. 033-31831,

after office hours: Tel. 053-23T63
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